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Introduction
This article takes its point of departure in the discussion about the concept of global business masculinities. In accordance with Elias and Beasley (2009), the basic assumption is that, while there are commonalities
in both values and behavioural patterns between businessmen from different parts of the globalised world, also national and local masculinities
have to be taken into account when studying business interactions with
a gendered lens.
Studies into what could be called national masculinities are scarce.
Such a thing as “national” masculinity hardly exists. Many different masculinities are performed even in such a small and relatively homogenous
country as Sweden. However, nation/state is a categorising principle we
often use, both in everyday thinking an in research. In relation to the
business sphere, Tienari et al. (2005) in their study of an international
merger, come to a conclusion that imageries of national cultures – both
one’s own and the other part’s culture - in such international affairs are
accentuated as explanatory models when discussing gender issues.
This article is written from a Swedish perspective and sets out to examine masculinities in Sweden, UK and India. British research literature
on gender is widely used by Swedish researchers, often uncritically, as if
the cultural contexts were the same. It is valuable to get a more in-depth
knowledge of the masculinity constructions referred to in that literature,
to be able to evaluate its usefulness in the Swedish context, for example
when analysing Swedish business masculinities. India is a rapidly emerging economic power, playing an active role in the global business, and an
increasingly important role for a number of Swedish companies. When
analysing business relations between India and Sweden, knowledge of
both Indian and Swedish masculinities is needed.
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Material
The empirical material of the paper consists of research articles from
Social Sciences Citation Index between years 2000 and 2011 with search
terms swed* masculin*; India* masculin* and Brit* masculin*. From
the body of articles some were removed: 1) those which in their titles had
no mention of men, masculinity, gender or any area connected with men
(such as sport, war, sperm, gay etc) 2) mentioned gender but obviously
were about women rather than men 3) in case of Indian masculinity referred to “American Indians” and in case of British masculinity referred
to studies in other Commonwealth countries than Great Britain or the
UK. Articles mainly about women were omitted after closer examination, because men most often were quite marginal in them, and normally
only aspects of male behaviours which were harmful to women were
taken up – which might have led to a bias toward harmful masculinities
in the body of articles.
The final body of articles included 41 articles about Swedish masculinity, 87 articles about British masculinity and 46 articles about Indian
masculinity. Out of these, 20 articles for each country, the 10 latest and
the 10 most cited, were chosen for closer examination. In the following
analysis these 60 are called the sample.
An inductive categorization of each sample separately was made, on
the basis of titles and abstracts. This categorisation expresses what kind
of images of masculinities in the three countries are transmitted to the
international research community. These images can be highly relevant,
but they can also reproduce stereotypes. To a certain extent such differences can also mirror the opinions of funding bodies, which in turn are
affected by a general societal discourse on gender and masculinity.
In this short paper not all the material is elaborated on. The paper
concentrates on the particular features of each national masculinity as
they are presented in research, and only refers to some of those articles
which are connected to these special features.

Masculinity
There are several understandings of masculinity in the literature reviewed. The simplest one is the implicit understanding that masculinity
is what men do or are.
In particular in the medical and psychological texts, masculinity is
seen as an essential characteristic, based on biology, but sometimes possibly influenced, “tainted”, during the life course. Most of the literature,
however, sees masculinity as socially constructed, stating that the doing
of masculinity is a constantly evolving performance, conditioned by the
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societal, cultural and interactional contexts, and closely tied to identity.
A third way of using the concept masculinity is to use or create masculinity indexes, which pertain to organisations and other units rather than
individuals. Mentioning Hofstede’s (1991; 1998) contested classification of nations along a masculinity-femininity continuum can hardly be
avoided in this context, as many researchers in business and advertising
refer to it, even in this body of articles.

Masculinities in Sweden
An overall picture that emerges from reading the articles about Swedish
masculinity is that it is highly related to parenthood. Apart from health
issues, masculinity is not linked to bodies or sexuality. Homosexuality is
not taken up. Sport is invisible as a marker of masculinity. Most of the
articles deal with adult, ethnically Swedish middle class urban men. Historical articles are almost absent and articles about education are only
three out of the 41.
Most of the articles discuss masculinities or men in the gender equal
Sweden. Some of them describe masculinities in a process of change,
from traditional to gender equal, and others describe “new” masculinities, embodied in a gender equal ideology. However, while admitting that
masculinities have changed, a number of the articles reflect on whether
the dominant position of masculinities over femininities has changed to
the same extent, and arrive at more negative answers.
Three of the articles compare Sweden and Denmark, which is interesting regarding the fact that the Scandinavian countries often are described as similar. Both Balkmar, Iovanni and Pringle, and Tienari et al.
(2009) find that Sweden is a more gender equal country than Denmark.
Balkmar, Iovanni and Pringle discuss how researchers and policymakers
frame the question of men’s violence, and find that in Sweden the power
relations are much more prevalent in the discourse than in Denmark.
The gender equality discourse is present in a very distinct way in Egeberg Holmgren and Hearn’s (2009) study. They interview a very special
group of men who have adopted a radical form of feminist ideology and
discuss the problems of “passing” as feminist men. Being a man, and thus
regarded as a problem by this ideology, leads to identity problems. Being
a feminist man is seemingly an impossible position. Egeberg Holmgren
and Hearn (2009) conclude that this form of problematic masculinity
might be the product of the societal gender equality rhetoric. When, for
example, male politicians rhetorically call themselves feminists, more
radical positions are needed for those who are dissatisfied with the continuing gender inequalities in the society.
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Even of only few of the 41 articles explicitly are about parenting, fatherhood as a central feature of Swedish masculinity is demonstrated in
most of the articles in one way or another. Johansson and Klinth (2008)
study men from four different backgrounds, who all ascribe to the Swedish equality policy and see active fathering and parental leave as a natural part of present-day Swedish masculinity. In their study, even men
with immigrant backgrounds ascribe to this ideology, but they also see
practical restrictions. Haas and Hwang (2007) study the father friendliness of companies. Backhans, Lundberg and Månsdotter (2007) include
parental leave in their gendered division of work. Balkma, Iovanni and
Pringle (2009), in the study where violence towards women is interpreted differently in Sweden and Denmark, also find out that the Swedish
society is less interested in men’s violence towards their children than
the Danish society – possibly because being a good father is suc an unquestionable part of Swedish masculinity. Tienari et al. (2005) refer to a
study where active fatherhood is found to be an asset for a managerial
career. The list can be continued by Bengs et al. (2008), on how Swedish
men and women present their stories of depression in newspaper texts,
where children and one’s own parents were more visible than wives and
partners in the presentations by men– which was not true of women.
Adrian (2010) compares the images of insemination clinics in Sweden
and Denmark and finds that while the Danish clinic builds on an image
of the potent Viking as a donor in its marketing, the Swedish clinic rather
creates an image of a stand-in, mature and responsible father. And Alex
et al. (2008) found that the old men in their sample talked more and
more warmly about their children than about their wives or partners.
Thus, fathering young children is presented as an important marker of
Swedish masculinity.
Several features which are prominent in research on masculinities in
Great Britain are scarce in the Swedish material. Swedish masculinities
as described in research are middle class, intellectual rather than embodied, urban, and adapted or adapting to a gender equal ideology.

Masculinities in the UK
Sport is a strikingly important area for studies of British present-day
masculinities. Many of the articles also deal with young people. The
studies most often deal with different kinds of subordinate masculinities,
for example ethnic minorities or working class. Thus, the research shows
a puzzle of a number of different masculinity constructions in the British
society, but very few of them in British-born upper or middle class.
Of different subcultures, Muslim masculinities are the most researched, in particular young Muslim men and their positions and posi-
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tionings in the British society. Both young Muslim men and young white
British working class men are seen as enacting, though in different ways,
masculinities that are not adapted to the modern society.
In the British discourse the concept “laddishness” is used to refer to
problematic young men’s performances of masculinity. This concept has
no exact equivalent in the Swedish discourse and does not, either, appear
in the Indian research. Laddishness, as an important aspect of British
masculinities, is described by Archer and Francis (2005): Popular notions of ‘laddishness’ (and being ‘a lad’ or ‘one of the lads’) are associated
with young, male peer groups engaging in hedonistic practices such as
‘having a laugh’, objectifying women, alcohol consumption, disruptive
behaviour, and pursuit or interest in subjects and past-times constructed
as masculine (180).
Different masculinity constructions are problematic for the society,
but they are also described as problematic for the men themselves. Coles
et al. (2010) describe how masculinity constructions prevent men from a
socially deprived area from seeking health care. Darko (2009) describes
how ideals of a masculine body cause elite rugby players to suppress their
body anxieties. Adams et al. (2010) show how the players’ masculinity is
deliberately challenged and ridiculed in soccer teams. Duncanson (2009)
analyses the difficulties of British military abroad in combining the expected doing of military masculinity with a peacekeeping approach.
Meriläinen et al (2004), in one of the few articles analysing middle class
professionals, conclude that in the firms in the British knowledge sector,
a self-assertive and competitive masculinity is prevalent and makes is difficult to create a work-life balance. In a study of Pakistani men who have
moved to Britain through an arranged marriage, Charsley (2005) analyses the problems caused by the clashes with traditional family arrangements in Pakistani families. Thus, the way masculinities are constructed
are described as causing anxiety, worsening health problems and sustaining unsatisfying living conditions among all kinds of male subgroups.
The body is very much present in the British material. In studies of
sport, masculinity is clearly tied to body. A prime example is Darko’s
(2009) study of rugby players, where many of her interviewees expressed
anxiety for their bodies not being more “masculine” than their fellow
players’ bodies or not as masculine as rugby players are portrayed in the
media. Even in the study of Adams et al. (2010), about the language used
by the coaches and members of a soccer team, referrals to a violent “warrior body” as an expression of desired player masculinity are common.
Duncanson’s (2009) study about real “warriors”, peacekeeping corps of
the military army, also finds that a physically fit body is important in the
construction of masculinity. Bodies are also present in the study of Mc-
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Keown et al. (2010) about the experiences of black and South Asian gay
men in relation to their white British sexual partners. The reluctance to
talk about bodies which are not up to expectations, which Darko (2009)
found among the rugby players, is also expressed by Coles et al. (2010)
in their article about middle aged and older men and their reluctance to
utilize health services.
Among all the published 86 articles, 17 deal with history, both the
19th and the 20th century, mainly the military, sports and colonialism.
Fatherhood is almost non-existent as a focus of a study among the published articles; only two of them deal explicitly with fatherhood. The
articles in the sample indicate that, in contrast to the Swedish material,
fatherhood is not, either, a common theme in the articles that do not
directly deal with it.

Masculinities in India
A striking feature in the body of articles about Indian masculinities is
that few (for example, only five of the twenty articles in the sample) are
written by people whose current affiliation is in India. Many articles present thorough fieldwork in India, and a number of those researchers who
are currently based somewhere else may have an Indian background, but
yet, Indian masculinities are relatively often described with outside eyes
in research.
When comparing research about Indian masculinities with research
about Swedish and British masculinities, some issues which are particular for India emerge. The first is migration experiences. Partly this is due
to a special issue of Men and Masculinities (2010) about migration, but
migration articles can also be found in earlier years. The second sphere
of research interest is young men in the phase of life before building a
family, and their possibilities and difficulties in regard to entering married, ordinary adult life. There are also a number of articles about masculinity in particular contexts and subcultures.
Only in the Indian material provides studies which try to map popular
constructions of masculinity by directly asking respondents to describe
ideal men. For example, Pradhan and Ram (2010) as well as Verma et
al. (2006) have asked young people about what “a real man” is like and
get answers such as he should be able to “earn and maintain family, to
take decision, to physically satisfy spouse/partner and to procreate besides having a well-built body” (Pradhan and Ram: 546). The young men
generally also see male aggressiveness, verbal and sexual and domination
over women as a masculinity characteristic. However, being responsible
and being able to take care of one’s family – including parents and siblings – was also an important aspect of true masculinity.
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Educational attainment is also well in accordance with a desirable
masculinity, when it is seen as a way to better fulfil the provider role.
However, Jeffrey, Jeffery and Jeffery’s (2004) study shows how having
good educational credentials, as the first member of a low caste family,
but not finding appropriate work can result in either apathy or disruptive behaviour.
Globalisation has profound impacts on Indian masculinities both
abroad and at home.
Osella and Osella (2000) analyse the men who make money in the
Gulf states and need to find out how to change their cash money into a
respectable position in their society after coming back from abroad. The
situation of male domestic workers in Italy is analysed by Gallo (2006)
and Bartolomei (2010) in the sample articles. They point at the contradiction in that these men can assert their (breadwinner) masculinity only
by being feminised through doing domestic work, and even by being
dependant of their wives for visas to Italy.
The problems following globalisation in India itself can be seen in
the sample materials in particular in the articles by Cross (2009) and
Soni-Singha (2009) who have studied work in the diamond industry. In
particular, Cross’s study shows how the global diamond industry utilises the relatively well-educated workforce in a Special Economic Zone,
locks them into precarious and temporary employment and thus makes
it difficult for them to attain traditional adult masculinity.
The Indian studies are mainly about low caste or low income groups
– masculinities in the wealthier middle class and among educated professionals are hardly described at all. Many of the analyses clearly situate
masculinity in a dominant relation towards women, sometimes benevo
lent, as a provider and head of the family, and more often violent, through
harassment of different degrees from verbal assaults to enforced sex.
Masculinities are also described as problematic to the men themselves. In
the Indian material, many problems are very clearly tied to rapid changes
in society, in particular to globalisation.
A distinguishing feature in the Indian material is the concentration on
young people, and in particular the problems that young men face when
trying to create, attain and maintain desirable masculinities in the rapid
societal changes. Thus, the Indian material shows how societal, and in
particular economic realities shape desirable and possible masculinities.

Conclusions
As can be seen, research indicates that there are local masculinities. Most
of the studies describe local masculinities and only a few of them explicitly relate them to some kind of hegemonic masculinity in the national
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cultural context. However, when summarizing the studies it seems that
parenthood and gender equality are important aspects of Swedish masculinity, that sports and bodies are important in British masculinity and
that the breadwinner role and dominating over women are important
in Indian masculinity. Some issues commonly dealt with in masculinity
studies, such as violence, sexuality, work and change, are viewed from
different perspectives in the different countries.
In research on the UK, violence, both as problematic and as sanctioned is a more prevalent feature than in Swedish research. The Swedish
sample has some articles which problematize men’s violence towards
women, while the British material more often describes violence between
men. The Indian sample does not specifically name issues of violence,
even when describing violent behaviour.
Sexuality is almost absent in the Swedish research, while British researchers are interested in how sexuality is part of the discourses constructing masculinity, particularly in certain groups, and Indian research
is more interested in actual sexual behavior, particularly in relation to
sexual health.
Work is an issue that seldom appears in the Swedish research, and
when it does, middle class professionals are researched. This is very different from the British material, where work-life studies are many, and
often portrait working-class occupations. In India, many of the articles
about work deal with migration and work abroad.
Masculinities are always in a process of change. In the Swedish sample, changes happen in attitudes and discourses, and seldom on a material level. The Indian sample gives numerous examples of how rapidly
changing economic and political realities change the living conditions of
men in different groups, enforcing the creation of new masculinity constructions. The British material is somewhere in between, and describes
changes in masculinities caused by the changing economic realities, in
particular in the job market for working class men and the changed demographic and political situation, where a number of different cultural
patterns, with different ways of doing masculinities, have immigrated to
the UK.
These differences in the research literature reflect the different cultural contexts where masculinities are done and the different ways they
are done in these three countries, but they also reflect the different interests of the researchers. In addition, they reflect publication patterns (for
example, the Swedish material has very few historical articles, because
Swedish historians predominantly publish in Swedish), and funding preferences (for example, a number of the Indian articles are connected to
issues of young people’s patterns of sexual behaviour, and can be ex-
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pected to benefit sexual health promotion).The different interests of the
researchers regarding research questions, methods and interpretations,
are not only a matter of personal tastes, but reflect colonialism (India
is still described from the outside, as are the Muslims in the UK), general societal discourses (for example, fatherhood has been a central topic
in Sweden for a number of years) and the inability or unwillingness to
analyze one’s own sphere of life (the lack of studies on middle class masculinities in the UK and India). Thus, what we really know about masculinities in these countries is highly dependent on a number of different
circumstances. To a certain extent even the research literature reproduces
and reinforces stereotypes – Swedish fatherhood, British men’s interest in
sports and Indian men’s positions in patriarchal .families. Even if these
differences most probably do exist, they may be unduly accentuated in
the image that research literature transmits to the international audience.
Even if these articles do not simply mirror actual differences between
the societies, it still seems clear that the different national contexts, where
the masculinities which are performed in the international business area
have their roots, really do differ. Consequently, an interesting issue is
to find out how regional, national or local masculinities feed into these
business masculinities, how they form them and how they influence the
power relations between them.
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Chapter 10
Knowledge Production in
Sex Commerce: Inquiry into
Prostitution by means of Feminist
Critical Discourse Analysis
Anna Zobnina
Mediterranean Institute of Gender Studies, Cyprus

Introduction
This paper is a summary and a part of a larger research that addresses
the present-day sex-industry through comparative linguistic analysis of
the narratives of women engaged in prostitution. Despite the fact that
‘prostitution’ is a too general term, as prostitutes are not a homogenous
group with homogenous characteristics, what this research attempts to
do is draw some generalizing conclusions by finding common semantic
threads in different narratives by different representatives of ‘sex-formoney’ industry. The term sex-industry itself is a definition covering a
range of ‘sexual services’, that would include street-, home- and brothelbased prostitution, as well as upscale ‘sex-escorts’, ‘sex-entertainers’ and
sex-on-the-phone providers.
The main objective of the research is ambitious, and yet very simple.
Firstly, it attempts, through close observation of language, to understand
and, with an unavoidable degree of reduction, visualize, what kind of
‘thinking’, particularly with regards to gender norms, can be observed
within sex-commerce. Thus, it attempts to recreate the ‘mind’ or the
‘cognitive structures mapping this mind’ that are at work in the industry,
mostly an underground industry, where one persons pays money for sexual pleasures provided by another person. It is important to note here,
that the sex-commerce itself is understood as inherently gendered, where
severe gender segregation is at display and majority of persons providing
sex are women, while the majority of the consumers up-to-date remain
men. Secondly, it attempts to reflect on the reciprocal connections between such individual cognitive structures, as they become discursively
expressed, and wider gender doctrines, as they become expressed in the
organizational structures of our societies.
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Methodology: Feminist Critical Discourse Analysis
(FCDA)
Feminist Critical Discourse Analysis, as part of wider frames of Critical Discourse Analysis developed by such scholars as Van Dijk and
Fairclough, addresses the area where language and gender intersect. It
focuses primarily on how the ideologies of gender become transposed
onto language and are formulated by different speakers. It has been extensively used by such linguists as Cameron (1990, 2003, 2006), Griffin (2007), Kulick (2003), Lazar (2005, 2007), Schiffrin (2006, 2010),
Tannen (1994, 2001), Speer (2005), and Wodack (1997). According to
Michelle Lazar:
‘the aim of feminist critical discourse analysis is…to show
up the complex, subtle, and sometimes not so subtle, ways in
which frequently taken-for-granted gendered assumptions and
hegemonic power relations are discursively produced, sustained, negotiated, and challenged in different contexts and communities’ (2007:142).
The conclusions reached in this paper are based on the linguistic analysis
of the interviews with three women of former USSR origins who were
in the past engaged in prostitution in the Republic of Cyprus. The semistructured interviews were largely narrations of life stories, where the
researcher also probed the perceptions and attitudes towards the notions of sex, sexuality, gender roles. Based on the result of the analysis,
the research further tried to identify similar arguments in the literature
produced by women engaged in prostitution in other countries as well as
academic writing presenting their position.

Results of the research: What reasoning?
Theme 1: Caring woman & compassionate ‘sex workers’ –
psychological ‘neediness’ of men
one of the most dominant semantic themes, observed in all the interviews, was the theme realizing woman prostitute as a counselor providing psychological assistance to male-clients.
‘Because they [men] come to prostitutes not only for sex. They
actually come because they are looking as well for some sort of
communication. They come to talk. Because you know, I don’t
care. I just sit there and listen. I might never meet them again.
And they might not see me again. So they talk about their pro-
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blems. With me everything would be very different. It is like finding “free ears”. To pour out your problems. To take the stress
out.’
Natasha, 33 y.o. ex-cabaret-worker from Ukraine living in Cyprus
The same theme of a ‘caring woman’ can be identified in the writings
by other ‘sex-workers’. The comparative paradigm of metaphors, where
prostitution is placed, ranges from ‘pleasing’ and ‘friendly advise’ and
‘support’, to ‘therapy’, ‘healing arts’ and ‘medical counseling’:
‘… men don’t know it, but they are coming to church. They
are seeking absolution, acceptance, understanding, compassion,
kindness and caring from a willing, friendly woman – if she is
pretty, so much the better.’
Nina Hartley, ‘Bodhisattvas among Us: Compassionate Sex
Workers’
‘Any woman who has ever been on a date, who knows what it
is to exchange affections or sex for dinner, or kindness, or survival, is quite prepared to be a hooker. Learning to serve, please
and appease men is something that binds all women together.’
Donna Marie Niles, ‘Confession of a Priestesstute’
‘It [prostitution] just requires a little more sensitivity to the psychology of the customer, which is the point at which it intersects
with therapy and the healing arts.’
Veronica Monet, ‘Sedition’
Theme 2: Uncontrollable male sex drive – sublimated female sexuality
another prominent theme in the interviews was the gendered assumption
of uncontrollable sexuality of men complimented by sublimated female
sexuality:
‘Local Impresario was the one who arranged all your documents in the first place, and got you tickets and you could
always call him and complain. Most impresarios are normal
guys. Very adequate. Of course they all would like to sleep with
you first. But if you say no, they don’t push.’
Natasha, 33 y.o. ex-cabaret worker from Ukraine living in
Cyprus
The gendered assumptions of uncontrollable male sexuality also underline much wider semiotic domains, those far beyond the sex trade:
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‘These guys are not youngsters, they are stable, and have money. And they are looking for ‘good girls’ with good character.
Just to be meeting once or twice a week, to have a good time
together, and to fuck of course.’
Dilya, 28 y.o. ex-prostitute and phone ‘sex worker’ from Kazakhstan
By implication, the arguments concerning uncontrollable male sexuality,
as it become manifested in sex-trade, rule out the possibility for men to
be ‘normal’ without being governed by their sexual urges in other contexts as well. The below passage, denotes that the bar of ‘normality’ of
men’s behavior is positioned closely to sexual gratification, thus, assigning men with unquestioned rights with regards to female sexuality:
‘Normal guys rarely come to “birerias” [bear-bars in Cyprus],
when they do, they act differently, you can see if he goes to such
paces or not. They think differently, they think “Why should I
spend money on whores who are fucked by half of Cyprus, if I
am bored with my wife in bed, I’ll have a girlfriend, have a flat
for her, nobody would know, I can come up to her secretly and
be sure she is not fucking with somebody else. Maybe those richer guys have two or three girlfriends, maybe richer guys have
couple of heifers…’
Dilya, 28 y.o. ex-prostitute and phone ‘sex worker’ from Kazakhstan
This line of thought that attributes ungovernable sexual lust to men is
also present in the literature produced by ‘sex-workers’ in other countries. The metaphors of inborn uncontrollability of male sexuality surface variously in different texts:
‘While men as a group have physical, economic, and political
power over women, women control something that most heterosexual men desperately desire…Sex work relies upon, some
might even say exploits, the sexual neediness of men.’
‘I perhaps feel more contempt for men as a group, but also more
sympathy, seeing the extremes to which they can be driven by
their sexual desires.’ Liz Highleyman, aka Mistress Veronika
Frost, ‘Professional Dominance: Power, Money and Identity’
The metaphors describing male sexuality as profoundly difficult to control, are complimented by the sublimation of female sexuality: while
men are understood as inherently ‘desperate’ for sexual gratification,
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women are metamorphosed as possessing the ultimate power for satisfying sexual needs of the opposite gender. Such reasoning facilitates
the instrumentalization of female body, but also, metaphorically invests
woman with instrumental power:
‘What more did I need? I had flesh, flattery and company. I had
intimacy, if I allowed it. I had cock. Men waited hours for me.’
Kate Holden, ‘ In My Skin’
‘In a very real sense, sex can be an arena in which women have
considerable power over men.’
Liz Highleyman, aka Mistress Veronika Frost, ‘Professional
Dominance: Power, Money and Identity’

Facilitating cognitive-discursive frameworks
Trope 1: ‘Choice’ and ‘Agency’
The Theme of Choice, Agency and Informed Decision, appeared at several points of the narratives and was formulated in different contexts.
‘So, prostitution is just like any other job. That was my choice.
I decided to help my family, so I went into prostitution.’
Natasha, 33 y.o. ex-cabaret worker from Ukraine living in
Cyprus
‘…if I had a good job, and with a kid also, I would not leave of
course. I knew I could make better money, so I chose it.’
Nadia, 34 y.o. ex-prostitute from Russia living in Cyprus
The ‘choice argument’, however, was not always consistent: at times it
invoked obvious semantic contradictions. In a number of instances the
idea of free choice became contested by very limiting circumstances:
‘And I called my impresario to prepare my ticket to go home.
And I left home. Any girl can do like that. But you only get to
know this after some time when you work. When you arrive
new and with no language, you believe everything what they
tell you. You know no rules and no real law.’
Natasha, 33 y.o. ex-cabaret worker from Ukraine living in
Cyprus
The following passage, apart from describing the circumstances in which
no choice could be made, also presents the outcome of the story as anything but choice, by giving it a definition of luck:
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‘So he took half of my body out of the window and said he was
going to throw me out if I don’t smoke with them. I told him
“Please throw me out, but only make sure that my son will be
taken care of after”. And I think that’s what really stroke him.
He took me back into the room and he started crying and apologizing. I think it stroke him emotionally […] So I was lucky,
because something worked inside that young guy.’
Natasha, 33 y.o. ex-cabaret worker from Ukraine living in
Cyprus
The above statements bring in question the previous arguments on choice
and agency and can be understood as follows: while certain situations
and experiences in prostitution show the absence of or a very limited
choice, cognitively accentuating the agency of a prostitute blankets this
absence. Once the agency of an individual prostitute is highlighted, abusive incidents become ‘chosen’. The resistance to being defined as objects
of manipulation and abuse, is a common thread passing across various
recent legal and academic debates (Nagle, 1997; Delacoste and Alexander, 1998; Kempadoo, 1998; Augustin, 2007), as well as within ‘sexworkers’ organizations (World Charter for Prostitutes’ Rights, 1985; Sex
Workers Manifesto, 1997; European Conference on Sex Work, Human
Rights, Labour and Migration, 2005).
For anyone seriously involved in the debate on prostitution, it is apparent that the choices made by women entering prostitution are rarely
‘black & white’. However, from the tenets of Feminist Critical Discourse
Analysis, the described above accentuating individual agency points at
one important dimension of the problem, i.e. the misplacement of responsibility. Following the above logic, if the incident of abuse or violation does take place, by virtue of her own accentuated agency, the prostitute becomes responsible for the abuse, whereas the violator becomes
invisible.
Trope 2: ‘Prostitution is a Job like any Other Job’ and its Semantic
Contradictions
Describing prostitution as a ‘job like any other job’ was another recurrent theme that surfaced in all the interviews. This argument also frequently features in the writings by women engaged in sex-trade in other
countries.
‘Prostitution for me is just like any other job. Just like cleaning
the street you know. And it is not an easy job at all. It is a very
hard job.’
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Natasha, 33 y.o. ex-cabaret worker from Ukraine living in
Cyprus
‘So, prostitution is just like any other job. That was my choice.
I decided to help my family, so I went into prostitution.’
Nadia, 34 y.o. ex-prostitute from Russia living in Cyprus
It is worth observing, however, that the occupations Natasha chooses
to equate with prostitution (a street-cleaner and not an accountant or
a doctor) imply her positioning of prostitution at the very bottom of
the professional scale that could hardly allow to call it a job just like
any other job. Additionally, the contradictions in her attitude towards
prostitution become obvious through such statements as the following:
‘At least if you decided to do this kind of job, take the best from
it. Have some respect for yourself.’
Here, the focus adverb ‘at least’ indicates the absence of or a very limited
choice, as well as defining prostitution as an unfavorable occupation.
The notion of ‘respect’ also clearly frames prostitution as an occupation
requiring certain compromising of one’s feeling of self-worth and selfrespect, not necessarily required by any other job.
The metaphor of prostitution as a job not unequal to other occupations, is being promoted by “sex-workers” organizations, individual
prostitutes as well as human right activists and academics:
‘In many respects prostitution is like many other service industry. It just requires a little more sensitivity to the psychology
of the customer, which is the point at which it intersects with
therapy and the healing arts.’
Veronica Monet, ‘Sedition’
‘…Alternate lenses, through which prostitution is a form of
labour, and the category of ‘labour’ is understood within the
dialectic contexts of economic globalisation, migration, agency
and rights.’
Svati P. Shah, ‘Prostitution, Sex Work and Violence: Discursive
and Political For Five Texts on Paid Sex, 1987-2001’.
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Conclusions: What future?
What kind of knowledge is (re)produced in the Settings of Prostitution?

Sublimated Female Sexuality
+
Female inclination to Caring

Male Uncontrollable Sexual Drive
+
Male need for being Cared for

Reinforcing Cognitive Framework
• Job like Any Other Job •
• Accentuated Agency of an Individual Prostitute •
• It is Your Choice •
• Misplacement of Responsibilities •
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The above linguistic inquiries and attempts for structural generalizations, present a number of limitations, including necessary reduction
of fundamental complexities of human mind and its cognitive capacities and functions. However, one would hardly disagree with the simple
proposition of Lakoff and Johnson, who, in the now-classic Metaphors
We Live By, stated that ‘since communication is based on the same conceptual system in terms of which we think and act, language is an important source of evidence for what that system is like’ (1980: 454). At
the same time, following linguistic line of inquiry and quoting Cameron
and Kulick,
‘The language we have access to in a particular time and place
for representing sex and sexuality exerts a significant influence
on what we take to be possible, what we take to be ‘normal’
and what we take to be desirable’ (2003: 26).
If we try to imagine the magnitude and casualisation of prostitution in
its different forms worldwide, we can possibly try to imagine the massive
formation and reproduction of ‘what is normal and what we take to be
desirable’. While the gendered knowledge of male and female sexualities
and roles is being reintroduced to new comers on the continuum of sexmarket, these gendered norms and differentials are also being continuously carried into wider ‘semiotic universes’ that constitute every-day
communication in various settings (Cameron and Kulick, 2003). At the
same time, the discursive frameworks described above are also at play:
this secures the (re)production of gendered knowledge. In simple nonlinguistic terms, citing the words of Noam Chomsky, such reinforcement
could be described as a ‘standard technique of belief formation [that] is
to do something in your own interest and then to construct a framework
in which that’s the right thing to do’ (2001: 167).
For anybody concerned with gender-justice, the questions naturally
arising here would be ‘Where does such knowledge-production lead? ’,
‘How will this knowledge affect gender relations and gender justice on
large scale and in the long turn?’
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Chapter 11
Notes on the Sexual Economy,
Homosocial Patriarchy
and the Porn Industry
Karen Gabriel
University of Delhi, India

Introduction
Pornography (or “porn”) is among the most controversial socioeconomic
global developments of modern history and has been a source of concern
for governments, non-governmental groups, conservatives and feminists
groups alike. It has always been a highly contested zone of cultural and
commercial production. It is marginal only in terms of public discourse
and academic attention. Otherwise, its considerable economic significance, psychological influence, cultural implications, impact on the mass
media and its role in technological innovation and adoption make it a
central social, economic, political, ideological and representational issue. It is therefore best understood as a multi-dimensional phenomenon:
the concerns around it range from its systems and processes of production, to the myriad issues around its visual, aural and literal representations, to the vexed questions around its consumption and its effects
on its consumers, to the debates around its legal status. The argument
here therefore is that the term ‘pornography’, in this sense, does not just
refer to a genre of representation or a set of representational practices,
but encompasses and implies a complex network of representational,
industrial and technological practices, across media, industries and even
countries. That is, it is linked to and forms a part of a network and a
conglomeration of intersecting, interrelated, historically implicated and
complex agencies, sites, discourses, interests, practices and apparatuses
– both statutory and non-state (market, underworld mafia, traffickers,
filmmakers) formal and informal. In this piece, I will dwell specifically
though in a necessarily preliminary and abbreviated way on the theoretical and analytical bases on which I will attempt to integrate these
diverse dimensions of the pornographic industry, into a coherent framework within which to study it.
The porn industry is a systematised global network that sustains on
the transnational linkages between patriarchies, and on transnational
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patriarchies.1 But in order to make sense of how these patriarchies operate and cooperate, it is necessary to first explore and understand them as
specific kinds of socio-economic and discursive formations that (generally speaking) make the generally observed imparity between men and
women possible and sustainable. The manifestation of this imparity and
the exploitation that it possibilizes is particularly true of and evident
in the porn industry. In what follows, therefore, I will first offer a very
telescoped analysis of patriarchy and some crucial patriarchal formations, and then go on to examine how they relate to (and are related to)
pornography.

Understanding the Issues Involved
I have argued elsewhere that homosociality is ‘the code behind the organization that is patriarchy’; it is a ‘historical “world-system”...inherent to patriarchy as the mediating anodyne to its contradictions, and
constantly jeopardized by two factors: the inequities of patriarchy and
sexual choice’ (Gabriel, 2005: 143). It must be clarified that ‘organization’ here does not refer to a single or unique organizational form or
structure, but to the fact of being systemically organized. The specific
form(s) of organization have and do differ over history and across geographies, but the fact of a systemically organized distribution of power,
prestige, resources and rights that tends to favour and privilege men over
women, is a crucial and incontestable characteristic of all patriarchies.
The specific forms and structures of that distribution are generally determined and complicated by several factors, some of which have been
roughly outlined below:
1. Material: the quantum of wealth and resources available and accessible is one crucial determinant of inequality. Additionally, the specific
organisation of individual political economies and their various institutions, mechanisms and dynamics, are decisive in determining availability
to, access to and distribution of wealth. The diverse formations of patriarchies under different political economies, manifest the ways in which
they are determined by the mechanisms and dynamics noted above.
Hence the (gendered) ownership of and access to technology, resources
and capital; control over decision-making; assessments, evaluations and
control of labour tend to be functions of both the organisation of the
political economy and the quantum of wealth. Patriarchies in wealthier
and more technologically developed countries differ substantially from
those in poorer, less similarly-developed countries, not simply in terms
1

Jeffreys (2009), Hearn and Jyrkinen (2006), Nagar et al. (2002) have remarked on
this.
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of the ways in which men and women may have differential access to
that wealth, to those technological resources, but to the terms on which
access within the country may be controlled by the local elite and from
outside, by more powerful countries. But we note also that the resource
access of women and men within a country is determined as much by
their nationality, ethnicity, race, social status, class, level of education
and so on, all of which intersect the sex axis to gender the subject in
specific ways. That is, gender and sex are two of other crucial determinants, such as class, nationality, race in the distribution of resources
and the valuation and legitimation of labor. In other words, we need to
conceptualise gender and categories like men and women in continuous
conjunction with categories like labor, race, ethnicity and nationality,
which determine access to resources within a single society. Gender is
therefore best treated as
one of the embodied practices of the self (inflected by race or
caste, for instance)....[that] is formed as a result of the syndication of ideology and materiality at the level of individuals,
structures, institutions and systems. As an analytic, it would
therefore yield an understanding of how individuals are embedded in structures and systems and yet mediate them, how
bodies become ideological sites or sites of coercion and resistance. Conceptually, it takes into account social process, history, culture, discourse, ideology, the materiality and historicity
of institutions and their practices, bodies and their practices
(Gabriel, 2010: 107).
However, the transnational patriarchal elite – which for the moment and
for reasons of space, is being posited as somewhat deracinated by virtue
of their relatively easy access to and control of wealth - are arriving at
an increasingly cohesive consensus regarding the access, distribution and
control of resources and decision-making. What is of immediate concern
in this is the apparent weakening of national boundaries in the face of
transnational dynamics. This however, is only apparent since issues of
nationality and natality are by no means insignificant to understanding the movement and direction in the flow and distribution of wealth,
resources and labor. Other significant issues here include, among others, access to employment, the gendering of types of work, differential
wages, rights over household income, the devaluation and financial noncognizance of domestic labour, care-work, lateral and vertical mobility.
2. Discursive: the institutionalized legal, customary and conventional
terms and conditions within which that distribution of wealth and resources takes place – while subject to change and constant intervention –
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also affect the specific structuring of power and privilege – in fact, constitute the terms in which the unequal distribution of wealth and resources
gets translated into power and privilege for the elite, the overwhelming
majority of which are men. Thus, countries with complex legal and customary codifications may display more complex, less easily discernible
forms of patriarchy, and vice versa. It must be noted here that both the
complex and the relatively plain forms of codification, the informal and
the statutory, may co-exist – equally and sometimes contradictorily – at
multiple discursive levels. For instance, a complex formal legal system
that mandates equality and equitability may coexist with, be (made)
compatible with and be accompanied by simpler informal codifications
of customary law that mandate male privilege. Equally, this dynamic is
not perfectly predictable not least because both of the above are partly
due to the fact that laws, regulations and policies affect people unevenly
and variously because of the range of differentials between them.2
3. The regulation of violence: since every unequal system must of
necessity be enforced and maintained through a degree of coercion, the
regulation of violence – specifically, the forms, processes and practices
through which it is regulated – plays a crucial role in the nature and
character of each specific form of patriarchy. Such regulation may again
occur through both formal and informal dispensations: thus, there may
be formal institutional mechanisms like the police and the army, that are
both gendered and licensed to use violence, but there may also be – again
gendered - routine, habitual and routinised forms of violence – fuelled
and sustained by structural violence – the regulation of which is strictly
informal, in and to the extent of acceptance of the habitual, routinised
violence. Deeply gendered forms of self-violation, may be very much a
part of this.
4. The regulation of sexuality: since all patriarchies are definitively
biased towards men and masculine privilege, an area of singular concern
in all patriarchies is the control that men exercise over women sexually, through the monitoring and regulation of sexual conduct, relations,
choice, representations, rites, sites, etc. Thus, all patriarchal formations,
whether complex or relatively straightforward, attempt to ensure that
their respective regulation of sexuality works to (a) maintain a heteronormative heterosexuality within which women serve to sexually please
men and reproduce society; (b) ensure that women’s sexual agency and
2

For discussions of this in the Indian context see the discussions of caste patriarchies and the uniform civil code debate in representative edited volumes like Uberoi
(1996); Sangari and Vaid (1989); and Sangari (1995). See also Crenshaw and Skeggs,
Mieke Verloo (2006); Nira Yuval-Davis (2006), who set out the complexities of this
in the european context.
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choice specifically but not only, in seeking sexual satisfaction, is discouraged, since it presumes that female sexual agency is, oppositional to and
at the expense of male sexual agency; (c) therefore codify (either formally or informally, or both) desire prescriptively and proscriptively, within
the paradigm of ‘normal’ and ‘perverse’, separately and differentially for
men and women.
5. The regulation of reproduction: although closely related to the
fourth factor, this nevertheless stands autonomously as a factor in its
own right, insofar as (a) while the former is concerned more with the
regulation of desire and pleasure within sexuality, the latter is concerned
more with the specific functions of social and biological reproduction;
and (b) the regulation of biological reproduction is a crucial means for
the regulation of social reproduction, and hence for the reproduction
of given forms of patriarchy. Thus, laws and codes governing marriage,
divorce, adoption, inheritance, primogeniture, patrilocality etc, aim to
reproduce, if not merely the specific patriarchal formations themselves,
then the conditions for the social reproduction of that formation. To
elaborate briefly, heteronormative heterosexuality ensures reproductive
practices that
...reproduce the social and the political. Hence heterosexuality
as a regulatory reproductive regime (sexual alliances as social
alliances) inflects heterosexuality as sexual choice (i.e. marriage/cohabitation based on individual preferences and selection).
(Gabriel, 2010: 120-121)
Hence heteronormative heterosexuality is a reproductive regime within
which sexual alliances (should) maintain social alliances (of caste, race,
class etc) which in turn preserve the gender-exclusive structures of homosocial patriarchy. It is for precisely this reason that
The principle of sexual choice is detrimental to homosociality
since it is based on intimacy rather than on transaction and alliance—social mobility, caste protection, political alliance, and
so on. In fact, the heterosexual erotic if not strictly controlled
may fracture the hegemony of patriarchal organizations, as we
see with the social outcasting or lynching of cross-caste/community alliances or marriages. (ibid.)
So, sexual alliances (whether heterosexual or homosexual) that remain
within the logic of homosocial patriarchy preserve and reproduce the
structures, systems and logic that guarantee masculine power and privilege.
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Taken together, these factors set out above may be understood as constituting the ‘sexual economy’ of a given patriarchal formation – a concept that I have elaborated elsewhere (Gabriel, 2010). This overview of
the factors determining the specific character of a given patriarchal formation is not, and is not intended to be, comprehensive: it aims rather, to
offer an understanding of the multiple and complex dimensions in and
through which patriarchal power operates.3 Unlike Walby (1990), I have
emphasized the distinction between the sexual and the reproductive; and
have not engaged with the question of the state as a patriarchal formation – a formulation that, to my mind, mistakenly tends to separate the
state from its social base. My intention in offering this rough schematic
is not as an end in itself, and neither is it to engage in that specific debate. It has been undertaken as the basis of a second level of theorizing,
which is to explore what I have referred to as ‘the code behind the organization that is patriarchy’, viz. homosociality. The aim is to arrive at
a preliminary theoretical understanding of the means and mechanisms
by which pornography has emerged, sustained, transforms and continues to sustain in all its multiple dimensions, as a global phenomenon. I
will therefore now move to this second level of analysis, of the concept
of homosociality, in relation to the understanding of patriarchy outlined
above.
The above schema has deliberately avoided examining a very important aspect of patriarchy, which is, the provisions – in each of the five
kinds of factors identified above – in all patriarchal forms, for the subordination of men by men, without damage to the patriarchal formation
itself. By extension, these also provide for the subordination of some
men by some women, and for the subordination of women by women.
Indeed, rather than damaging the patriarchal formation, these provisions paradoxically serve to strengthen it, even as they remain the fissures that open it up to challenge and subversion. Evidently then, apart
from the layered and multi-dimensional factors outlined above in the
shaping of patriarchy, there are also, within all patriarchies, albeit to
varying degrees, distributions of power, privilege, rights and resources
that need not necessarily favour all men at all times and in all places. The
category ‘men’, like the category ‘women’, is not a homogenous category,
but highly intersected one. In other words, there are alignments of acquiescence and of coercion that are not necessarily along the axis of sexual
difference, within the constitution of all patriarchies. So, while I did not
detail these in the schematic of patriarchy outlined above in order to set
3

The schematic offered here bears some resemblance to the one offered by Sylvia
Walby, in her Theorizing Patriarchy (Walby, 1990). However, there are some significant departures from Walby’s study here.
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out those details in an uncluttered way, it must be remembered that the
second set of alignments – of acquiescence and coercion – are secondary only in the sequence of the argument offered here, and not in terms
of analytical significance or substantial concern. In other words, these
details are as integral to understanding patriarchal formations as the factors noted above. In what follows, I will argue that these alignments of
acquiescence and coercion together constitute the hegemonic condition
commonly referred to as homosociality.
Elsewhere, after arguing the relationship between power and gender,
I have observed that,
homosociality permits men to establish exclusive sex-based
consensual social relations (even as this requires the regulated
presence of women and children): to remain masculine (powerful) despite powerlessness. It may then be understood as that
which motivates male consensus with and co-option into patriarchy. A homogenized masculinity functions as a symbolic
distinction between power and the lack of it, not a description
of the actual uneven distribution of power among men and women, and between men and women. Thus even while instituted
disparities deplete the power of individual men or groups of
men, men sustain the fraternity since individual (male) power
still derives from masculinity as an exclusive fraternity. (Gabriel, 2010: 119)
Without going into an elaboration of the extensive debates around the
term,4 I use the term ‘homosocial’ to refer to the social bond – as distinct from the sexual – between same-sex people. While usually formed
between (heterosexual) people of the same sex, it is also used to refer to
non-sexual social bonds between homosexual people of the same sex
even while sexual choice complicates the homosocial dynamic.5 Homosocial bonds are affective bonds that cannot be reduced to fear, love or
desire despite the presence of a homoerotic component. They often tend
to be based on values such as honor, loyalty, brotherhood, are aligned to
the calls of nationalism, patriotism and communal identity and is fundamentally exclusive of women except insofar as they feature as the point
of triangulation or sexual exchange. It is the recognition of this principal of exclusion that has lead to critical constructions like the concept
4
5

See for instance the work of Kosofsky-Sedgwick (1985), Michael Flood (2007) and
others.
However this aspect of homosociality is not of immediate pertinence, and will not
be discussed separately in detail here though the implications of sexual choice are
elaborated in the discussion that follows.
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of the homosocial triangle (Sedgwick, 1985; Hunt, 1991). Thus, under
patriarchy, heterosexuality and heterosexual desires are circumscribed
by homosociality which actively discourages ‘perversities’ like cultural
exogamy, autonomous female sexual agency and desire, non-marital,
non-reproductive sexualities and so on. What is noteworthy here is the
continuous, calibrated process of regulating the sexual, at each level of
its presence from the representational to the institutional and economic
organization of sexuality and reproduction in a given society (including
gendered prescriptions regarding locality, mobility, child-care, income
generation, control and allocation; contraceptive practices and so on).
However, the extent and scale of this control that is exercised over
sexual agency and/or desire is determined by who possesses the power to
control whom – which is why, in a patriarchal social formation, in which
power is generally inclined in favor of men, this control is generally organized to be exercised over the sexual agency and/or desire of women.
The extent and intensity with which that control is maintained – corporeally, socially, economically, institutionally – will then correspond with
the extent and intensity with which (heterosexual) homosocial bonds
form in that society. Precisely because patriarchy is marked as much
by the uneven distribution of power between men, homosociality becomes the means by which that uneven distribution is sustained even by
less powerful men. This is the paradox that was referred to earlier: that
the very fissures that could threaten the patriarchal order, are prevented
from evolving into full-fledged contradictions by the conversion of those
fissures into sexualized displacements in the homosocial consensus.
‘Hence, women and their bodies register male power and become testing
grounds for the practice of masculinity-as-power’ (Gabriel, 2010: 119).
Then, in any given form of patriarchy, the form that homosociality takes
will be determined by the particular morphology of the given patriarchy.
However, what is clear is that, even as men tend to sustain the particular patriarchal formation that grants them power over women’s bodies and choices, the possibilities of ruptures in the underlying homosocial consensus – noted above – opens also the possibilities of violence.
Violence – structural, systemic and individualized – is thus integrally
constructed as inherent possibility, to varying degrees and extents, in any
form of patriarchy. And precisely because violence emerges in reaction to
destabilization(s) in the homosocial consensus – which is, as we have observed, arrived at through the ‘displacement’ of sexuality – that violence
bears a very high potential of being or becoming sexual or sexualized.
In other words, what emerges from the analysis above is that – like all
hegemonic formations – consent and coercion co-exist in homosociality, and are operationalized through and on the site of the sexual. Thus,
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under patriarchy (and within pornography too as we will see) it is not
merely inequitable gender relations that are eroticized (Caplan, 1987:
75), but inequitable race, class, ethnic and national relations that are invariably eroticized thus not merely concealing, but eroticizing the power
relations that form the basis of patriarchal homosocial consensuses. It is
this understanding that permits us to examine the patriarchal production
processes of the porn industry, pornographic representations and their
frequent eroticization of inequalities, the marketing and consumption of
porn as embedded in, integral to and drawing on the transnational links
between patriarchies as well as on transnational patriarchal formations.

Patriarchy/ies and pornography
Pornography, as a set of representations that are commercially and industrially produced and distributed, is a global industry that generates
an estimated revenue in the range of USD 97.04 billion (2006 Worldwide Pornography Revenues). It is estimated that $89/second is spent on
porn, 72% of porn viewers are men and 260 new porn sites go online
daily. Furthermore, the pornification of the mass media is rapidly underway alongside the ‘mainstreaming’ of the sex industry.
Globally then, men, women,6 but overwhelmingly young women, are
being exploited sexually in the service of the porn industry. And pornography is one part of a chain in the commercialization of sex; it is linked
to prostitution and trafficking, phenomena that have an explicit class
structure and basis. Moreover, it is increasingly clear that the global traffic in porn – the exploitation of men and women in poorer countries like
Brazil, Thailand, India, Eastern European countries, Russia and countries of the former Soviet Union, by porn production companies based
in the US or Europe – is not only growing, but is actively aided by local
agents and agencies in these poorer countries. One impetus to this is
clearly the incessant quest for variety that underlies all pornography;
but the other equally important one, is the already-identified dynamic
that is common to all homosociality: the constitution and consolidation of homosocial bonds through the displacement of sexuality onto
the bodies of women (and sometimes children and men). Sex tourism
and corporate sex parties and tours, for instance, work primarily – if
not wholly – through this tacit understanding between the (male) client
and the (male or masculine) agent (pimp), about the sexual availability,
usability and exploitation of the (female or feminised) service provider
(prostitute/ sex-worker). Beyond this though, what is evident is the build6

This research will not deal with the significant phenomenon of child pornography
which is to be understood as a separate phenomenon in its own right.
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ing of homosocial alliances and bonds with a powerful economic base,
on a global scale, through the medium of sex traffic in general, and porn
in particular. The coercive element in all patriarchies, reinforced by the
need to establish homosocial alliances, then translates into the gendered
and sexual violence that characterises the sex traffic industry in general.
Apart from the transnational alliances between patriarchies fostered
by the porn industry, there is evidence of transnational patriarchies
emerging through the consolidation of the porn industry and its expansion and imbrication into ancillary industries like digital media, IT, ICT,
mainstream cinema, television, the hospitality industry, and convergence
policies that are now integrating these diverse fields into complex production, marketing and consumption processes. The end result is the
creation of largely male-dominated and definitively masculinist transnational corporates that draw on the porn industry – or have expanded
it and into it – and reinforce their already patriarchal biases through its
particular type of homosocial alliance-building. The task before porn
research today then, involves a careful dissection of the complex ways in
which these alliances get built, while the tracing of the role of pornography in this alliance building – not just in terms of a product (the representations) that becomes (informally or formally) the basis of a contractual
alliance; but in terms of the material practices and the gender ideology
that permits the production (involving men but overwhelmingly women)
of those products – i.e., the systems of production and the gender ideology that can (through coercion, co-option or compulsion) treat people
and their sexualities – as themselves the matter of an industrial production process, for marketable and profitable consumption.
Finally, it is necessary to examine the was in which issues of freedom
of expression and free choice that are typically raised and maintained in
the context of the production and consumption of porn, get complicated
and compromised if the material, discursive and ideological conditions
under which porn is produced and consumed, are ignored. A theoretical position, no matter how well-intentioned, that detaches the product
from production, and representation from its material bases, runs the
danger of re-playing the homosocial dynamic, of displacing the sexual
– this time, from the real bodies to their representations. And in this we
are presented with a possible explanation for the popularity of porn, as
well as for its power to become addictive: it is possible that, apart from
the sexual excitement induced by porn, through that inducement porn
also serves to continuously reintegrate its consumers into the implicit
homosocial bond registered by that product – but that is matter for another paper.
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Workshop C
Technologies and Representations
Critical, Challenging, Charming
The workshop participants met in five sessions, chaired by Tonya Haynes
and Winifred Poster. Our report wraps-up the themes presented and discussed as well as it summarises overarching conceptual, theoretical and
methodological questions, comments and concerns raised and analysed
in the seminars.

Themes
The themes grouped around four areas of expertise: Flows and movements, Representation and new technologies, Multiple masculinities
through representations, and Transnationalization.

Flows and movements
• internet as means facilitating subversion and resistance - the border
crossing, sexual politics, politics of the body, political activism/organizing
• new technologies bundled with the market logic and neoliberal politics
• Internet and consumption patterns - challenging the idea of ‘democracy’ of new technologies
• constraints of socio-political economy of migration
• Internet and the centres of power; reproduction of visibility and invisibility through representation
• flows as gendered, sexualized

Representation and new technologies
• Typologies: educational, reproductive, dating services, discussion
boards, chat-rooms, social networking sites, music technology, media
(including journalism, film, print media), visual arts
• emotionality (facilitation), desire – technological forums as spaces for
possible transformation, transgression
• virtuality as a technologically mediated space
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• ‘virtual’ versus ‘real’ interface – constructing of the imaginary (the
physical movement, fantasy construction; questioning how does the
symbolic and the imaginary work together)

Multiple masculinities through representations
• potential for subversion of power structures and gender constructions
• potential for reproduction of these
• rendering the spaces of men and masculinities visible
• challenging a/symmetries of power
• are representations of masculinities necessarily connected to men –
even if we endeavour in research on masculinities – do we have to find
them ‘there’?
• notion of connectivity
• performativity of gender and masculinities

Transnationalisation
• use of technologies in border crossing (legal, illegal)
• facilitation/constrain; labour markets, migration, asylum seekers
• ambivalent and asymmetric processes of transnationalisation and
spaces associated with moves and flows
• relationship btw gender and transnational power representations of
gender; ‘global South’
The following challenges and prospective outlooks for future potential
developments were identified:
Challenging epistemological frameworks and field-work data with
the following questions and dilemmas:
• necessity and quest to identify issues of masculinities within our fields
of research through representations and technology settings, and
elaborate on arenas, where the concepts of masculinities are a useful
analytical tool
• negotiate how do we do research about/through them? How to methodologically exhaust the category?
• exploring links between transnationalities, technologies and understandings of transnational men, masculinities and globalisation
• taking critical approach to the idea of a „free“ global flow – boosting
imaginaries
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Challenges were mostly addressed as theoretical and methodological
questions and challenges encountered in our own empirical and analytical work, incorporating the dilemmas and often contradicting layers of
social practice.
Among other challenges, we have intensely debated the questioning
of gender and masculinity as an analytical tool; for example beyond
intersectionality; we have critically assessed reification of masculinity as
a necessary analytical tool when researching men; discussed our own
positioning within the field vis a vis theorizing and were entertained by
potential approach to subversion of conventional categories. We were
confronted with clashing experiences of analytical work (for example
in the arenas of the ‘global North’ and ‘South’) and varied notions of
hierarchies in different geographies. We were positively challenged by
the presented and experienced ability to communicate across disciplines
in the context of heterogeneous research communities (nationality, language, epistemological power centres of knowledge production) and
have elaborated on the issue of how to continue in sharing our discussion.
The last point has brought us to discussing the future(s) of our research and how to do it? On the level of research strategies, we have
stressed concentration on these issues:
• address absences and invisibilities of power, men, masculinities within
technologies
• ethical criteria for working with new technologies (clarity)
• how to engage with technologies and what do they mean for the actors?
• and back to the beginning: considering all this, how to study men and
masculinities?
Apart for the potential future directions of researching men and masculinities from a critical perspective, we have highlighted the contexts
of our research endeavours. These are the neoliberal changes in higher
education, and threats to social sciences, arts and humanities in particular. On the other hand, the welcoming and stimulating environment of
GEXcel was appreciated and the question of a potential Post GEXcel
was supported: How to sustain the dialogue that has been initiated and
assessed as stimulating?
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Concluding points:
While addressing a critique of hegemony of masculinities we need to be
mindful of dominant discourse (and representation) that promotes and
legitimises as well as reproduces male privilege vis a vis multiple masculinities and trace these in practice.
The participants have engaged in a search for theoretical alternatives
and alternative epistemologies and the group have supported any form
of future participation in developments of such expertise under GEXcel
and beyond.
Rapporteurs: Iva Šmídová and Katarzyna Kosmala on behalf of the
workgroup
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Chapter 12
Getting Emotional: Questioning
‘Western’ Masculinist Rationality
through Men’s use of Music
Sam de Boise
University of Leeds, England

Introduction
This paper will briefly outline how the Cartesian ‘split’ has characterised
specific studies of masculinities. Indicating how rationality has been considered synonymous with masculinities as discursive forms of power, it
will move on to discuss how it has been argued that male identities have
been theorised as constructed in opposition to emotionality. It will then
look to highlight the fallacy of the dichotomy between the ‘emotional’
and ‘rational’, illustrating the problem this presents for a history of male
involvement with music as, what Tia DeNora (2000) calls, ‘arguably the
cultural material par excellence of emotion’ (p. 46). It will finally draw
on some research from an ongoing doctoral project, as an example to
demonstrate that males often construct clear emotional narratives in relation to music, which vary by age. This indicates a clear blurring of the
mind/body duality, even amongst those who supposedly ‘internalise’ the
dichotomy. Data presented here is a fragment of the data collected during the quantitative stage of an ongoing research project.

Power, rationality, emotions and masculinities
The Cartesian split is justifiably cited as important in the construction
of notions of heterosexual, white, middle-class, ‘Western’ masculinities
(Seidler, 1994; Connell, 1995; Petersen, 1998); arguably the most prevalent archetypes of ‘hegemonic’ masculinities in Western European societies. 18th century medical discourses around these men’s ‘natural state’,
argued that they possessed a greater capacity for rational thought than
women, non-white, non-heterosexual and ‘lower class’ males, whilst
parallel philosophical discourses asserted his ability to transcend nature
which was something primal and uncontrollable. The historical blurring
of ‘masculinity’, as the performance of gender (Butler, 1998), with the
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male body, has conferred normative constructions of certain masculinities with connotations of rationality1.
Exerting rationality as a form of power meant exercising restraint
and control. Forth (2008) for example notes that whilst for much of the
eighteenth century, the German concept of ‘mannlich (an obvious cognate of the English word manly) was defined in robustly martial terms ...
during the 1780s these ideals were complemented by more ‘civic’ qualities like learnedness, seriousness, wisdom and gravity’ (p.42). He writes
of how Western distinctions between ‘civilisation’ and ‘savagery’, have
shaped the way we come to see masculinities in Western societies, noting
how mankind’s (sic) ability to think ‘rationally’ implies a transcendence
of nature. Through a demarcation between mind and body, with the
body commonly seen in the pejorative (Bourdieu, 2001), rationality as
associated with the mind, came to be accorded power precisely for the
belief that it was not guided by nature.
What rationality, as a form of legitimacy meant, was that it was
not particularly necessary to be powerful, in a physical or metaphysical sense, to have power. Studies of masculinities, inspired significantly
by feminist theorists’ work (Edwards, 2006), have rightly pointed out
this masculinist bias in many institutions based on concepts of rational
thought and enquiry (Harding, 1986; 1996; Tebes, 2005). Thus Cartesianism has gendered many social, economic and political institutions in
Western societies, as well as shaping daily interactions between males;
what Demetriou (2001) identifies in Gramscian terms as ‘external’ and
‘internal’ hegemony.
As Shildrick (1997) observes, women have historically been defined,
in pathological terms, by their inability to regulate their ‘leaky bodies’.
Emotions, perceived as the complementary opposite of rationality, have
both been conflated with the body and antithetical to rational thought
in Western societies, due to this socio-historical separation between
mind and body; including the belief in the natural unpredictability of
emotions. As Boehner et al. (2007) note; ‘[The] notion of emotion as
physiologically measurable and mathematically documentable in turn
led to the idea that emotion is fundamentally a natural, biological fact,
something objectively observable, definable, and containable’ (p.277).
Laying claim to ‘rational action’ meant rejecting ‘natural impulses’ and

1

Whilst as Halberstam (1998) notes ‘studies in male masculinity are predictably not
so interested in taking apart the patriarchal bonds between white maleness and privilege’ (p.19), it is important to look at the historical links between the male body and
masculine privilege as intertwined, even if gendered behaviour is performative and
often, as Halberstam notes, performed by women as well as men.
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thus emotions as intrinsically tied to a ‘natural, biological fact’ meant
that emotions needed to be controlled in order to perform masculinities.
There is a strong case to suggest that the idea of emotions as ‘interfering’ with rational behaviour has undoubtedly been shaped by the
masculinist legacy of perceiving emotion as the preserve of the ‘natural’
female body (Bartky, 1990) and is still commonly seen as the ‘enemy’ of
the male body (Seidler, 1994). However as Turner and Stets (2005) assert
‘[whilst] historically, in Western thought, emotion and reason were considered opposing forces....when certain areas of the cerebral cortex, particularly the prefrontal lobe, are disconnected from subcortical emotion
centers of the brain, individuals have difficulty making decisions of any
kind’ (Turner and Stets, 2005: 21-22 my italics). As Barbalet (2001) similarly suggests, ‘...rational calculation [when separated from emotion] is
in fact not possible for most social and interactive situations...emotions
can guide reason because they are tutored by experience’ (pp.42-43).
It would appear then that rational behaviour is informed by emotions
rather than segregated from them, suggesting only a widespread belief in
the separation of emotionality from rationality.

Emotions, music and masculinities
This point is not a new contention. As early as 1879 William James was
arguing that the distinction between cognition (historically associated
with rationality) and emotion (historically associated with the body) was
a false dichotomy (James, 1879; 1884). Mass music provides an interesting exploratory point precisely for the conscious belief that it elicits an
emotional response and occupies a privileged position in Western societies for this very reason (Adorno, 1945: 211; 1976; Denora, 2000). As
Gibson (2009) has demonstrated, even in the 17th century ‘music was
equated with the negative and threatening aspects of female sexuality. In
this manifestation music was often figured as having the same effeminizing effects on men as ‘real’ women, through its power to enflame the
passions, to delight the senses and to induce excessive sexual appetite’
(pp.59-60). Similarly, Leach (2009) highlights that during the middle
ages, ‘were a man to allow inappropriate music to act upon him without
engaging rational judgement the passive nature of his listening would
feminize him’ (p.24).
In 2008, in the UK, males accounted for 60% of all album sales in the
UK, spending more on physical and digital music and consuming 66%
of all rock titles, 72% of jazz and blues, and 63% of dance music in the
same year (BPI, 2009: 73). Both the contemporary mass music industry
and music production and consumption historically, have been heavily male dominated (Frith and McRobbie, 1978; Cohen, 1991; Green,
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1993; Clawson, 1999; Armstrong, 2008; Ashley, 2008; Ashley, 2010). As
Acker (1990) and Britton (2000) have noted, the sexual composition of
institutions, organizations or structures frequently genders the character
and operation of these entities. Thus the fruits of the music industry
should logically be expected to take on the characteristics of archetypal
masculinities. If ‘dominant’ masculinities were constructed primarily on
a disavowal of emotional expression, it would be expected that mass
music should not invoke an emotional aesthetic in order to ‘sell’ to men,
whereas the opposite is true; mass music is something which is often
engaged with precisely for the belief in its affective capacities.

My research
I conducted an online survey which was emailed to universities, colleges, sixth forms, football clubs, local councils, large businesses, posted
on music forums and snowballed via facebook. The survey ran for four
months, with a total of 361 males, all aged 16-64 from around the UK,
completing the survey. In addition to demographic questions, 7 point
scale grids around the importance of certain behaviours and attitudes,
feelings during listening to music and significant events where music was
important were included, as well as several open ended questions. Data
from open ended responses were coded manually before analysis. Where
and who respondents listened to music with most often was asked as
were specific pieces, genres, composers, artists or bands which were particularly important to respondents; however the range of answers here
was too diverse to make comparisons between music ‘types’ statistically
robust.
There were higher levels of university students (45.2%) and those
who worked in intermediate (28.8%) and junior (16.1%) occupations
than other professions, present in the sample. Despite trying to ensure
diversity of different racial and ethnic backgrounds, respondents were
largely from White British backgrounds (83%), with 95% identifying
with any of the ‘White’ UK census classifications. 83.9% of the sample
identified as heterosexual and 12.2% were aged 16-19, 31% between
20-24 years old, 31% were 25-35, 6.9% were 36-40 years old, 8.9%
41-50 and 13% aged 51-64. Slightly over 26% had received some formal music training after the age of 16. Using Chi square tests, data were
systematically analysed by each demographic variable, controlling for
smaller population sizes amongst categories of sexuality, ethnicity and
the occupational groups not mentioned. Associations between variables
were explored further where the Chi square tests indicated significant
differences.
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At the open ended question ‘why do you choose to listen to the music
you listen to’, respondents were given three blank text boxes. On average, across all three mentions, 17.37% mentioned listening to music
directly in order to ‘create or maintain a mood, emotion or feeling’ (this
did not include those who said they loved music generally). This was
the highest of all open responses, followed by 16.43% who cited ‘background noise’ or ‘distraction’ and 14.03% who said that ‘relaxation’ or
‘chilling’ out was a primary motivation. Significantly more 20-40 year
olds cited ‘creating or maintaining emotions, moods or feelings’ than
those aged over 41. Amongst those aged 20-24 the following responses
were given:
‘I like the emotions listening to music triggers’; ‘Enjoying the
feeling and emotions obtained from music’; ‘...to find similar
emotion to how you’re feeling at a present moment’ ‘Physical/
emotional need’; ‘Variety of emotions expressed can provide
empathy or escapism’; ‘Music is the language of the soul; it
speaks to your emotions’; ‘Emotional stimulus’
There is then, clearly a conscious belief in the transformative and affective capacities of music which, amongst certain groups, appears to be a
key motivation for choosing to listen. Even amongst the older age groups
where ‘relaxation’ and the ‘calming’ influence of music are the top answers, there is still an implicit sense of music’s transformative purpose,
provided as a conscious reason.
When asked ‘how, on a scale of 1-7 (7 being the most and 1 being the
least) does the music you choose to listen to make you feel’, from a predefined list, ‘happiness’, ‘joy’ and ‘pleasure’ were rated the highest overall, with over 70% rating these feelings between 5 and 7 on the scale.
Age accounted for the largest variation in response to most questions.
Whilst there were no significant differences in how important ‘listening
to music’ was by age as over 80% of all age groups rated music from
5-7 (potentially influenced by the idea that those who are more passionate may have been more likely to respond the survey in the first place),
those aged 16-19 and 20-24 rated the variables ‘angry’ (χ²=27.897 df=10
p=.002), ‘depressed’ (χ²=32.153 df=10 p=.000), ‘aggressive’ (χ²=18.919
df=10 p=.041), and ‘lonely’ (χ²=24.119 df=10 p=.007), much higher than
other age groups with those aged between 20-24 also significantly more
likely to give the variable ‘less alone’ (χ²=20.842 df=10 p=.022) and ‘sad’
(χ²=20.493 df=10 p=.025) a significantly higher score (see Fig.1 below).
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How does the music you choose to
listen to makes you feel?
Sad

% who rated 5-7
% who rated 5-7
Angry
Aggressive % who rated 5-7
Depressed % who rated 5-7
% who rated 5-7
Lonely
Less Alone % who rated 5-7

16-19
27.91%
23.26%
23.26%
20.93%
20.93%
41.86%

20-24
42.00%
23.00%
25.00%
26.00%
33.00%
55.00%

Age
25-35
25.00%
16.07%
16.96%
15.18%
17.12%
38.39%

36-40
24.00%
4.00%
12.00%
8.00%
12.00%
48.00%

41-50
25.00%
3.13%
12.50%
12.50%
18.75%
28.13%

51-64
32.61%
4.35%
2.17%
10.87%
10.87%
32.61%

Total
31.01%
15.36%
17.32%
17.60%
21.01%
42.46%

Fig. 1

The precarity of masculinities as fluid constructs has been documented,
however, especially amongst younger males, who are predominantly the
focuses of media moral panics and subcultural theory, specifically in relation to music (Cohen, 1972), explanations around the dislocation between expectation and experience are offered as a means of explaining
particularly young men’s anxieties. Music then perhaps performs a dual
function for younger males, being listened to both to privately ‘express’
and publicly ‘suppress’ feelings of anger, loneliness, depression and sadness. Contrary to the notion again of rational detachment, we see music
actively engaged with as a means of eliciting or ‘working out’ emotions
through music.
Life stage appears to play a significant role in both uses of music
and ideas around behaviour. This was indicated through attitudes and
behaviours (the importance of watching sport for older respondents
compared to playing sport for younger respondents, and attitudes to
romance, sex and love differed significantly amongst those aged 20-35;
those most likely to be unmarried and without children in the general
UK population) and also who and where respondents listened to music with (younger respondents far more likely to listen with friends and
alone in their bedrooms and older respondents listened with families but
alone more often in the car and sheds / garages).
The circumstances that respondents connected music with varied significantly by age (see Fig.2).
On a scale of 1-7 (1 being the least and
7 being most) how important has music
been in the following situations?
Meeting a new partner
Breakup with a partner
Death of a friend or family
Birth of a child

%
%
%
%

who rated 5-7
who rated 5-7
who rated 5-7
who rated 5-7

Age
16-19
54.5%
50.0%
59.1%
11.4%

20-24
54.5%
53.5%
40.6%
6.9%

25-35
60.7%
58.9%
49.1%
13.4%

36-40
68.0%
64.0%
40.0%
40.0%

41-50
53.1%
50.0%
40.6%
21.9%

51-64
44.7%
34.0%
55.3%
31.9%

Total
56.0%
52.6%
47.4%
16.3%

Fig. 2

When asked how important music was in a list of predefined situations,
those aged over 36 were significantly more likely to rate ‘birth of a child’
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higher than those aged under (χ²=72.557, df=15, p=.000), those between
25 and 40 gave ‘breaking up with a partner’ significantly higher scores
(χ²=34.767, df=15, p=.003) and those aged 16-19 and 51-64 were likely
to give ‘death of a friend or family member’ a higher score (χ²=26.055,
df=15, p=.037). At the preceding open question however, the topic of
death particularly drew some interesting responses from all age groups.
Take the following answers verbatim, in response to the open question
‘when, in your lifetime, if at all, do you think music has been particularly
important for you?’;
‘When my friend died. Helped me get to grips with my emotions a bit. My friend committed suicide so it was a confusing
mish mash of feelings - listening to music that elicited different
emotions (sad/angry/happy/nostalgic etc) helped me to almost
‘organise’ how I felt so I could come to terms with it’.
(Male. 25-35. Intermediate occ.)
‘When my best friend died in the summer of 1999. I was all
over the place, and music helped a little’.
(Male 25-35 Junior occ.)
‘When my Grandmother died I put on a De La Soul CD to put
me in a better emotional state before I went to her funeral. I
knew she would have wanted me and everyone else there to
have a good time’.
(Male. 16-19. Student)
‘When my brother was in a coma it helped me deal with the
raw emotions’
(Male. 20-24. Student)
‘When my grandad died I was in so much shock I couldn’t deal
with his death being so close to the man as well, days went by
where I hadn’t talked to anybody I was in a constant state of
shock, it was all until my gran had given me some of his records
and I played them and spent the whole night crying, the music
was a release and helped me to accept he had gone and his
records are nostalgic of our time together when he was alive’.
(Male. 20-24. Student)
There is a kind of socio-technical language of emotional management
here, employed in response to death as an emotional occasion, characteristic of much contemporary theorising around masculinities (see
Thompson, 1997: on loss and grief). Music is associated again with ca-
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tharsis but also the expression and release of emotions. In one sense
the idea that music ‘emanates from outside’ and ‘changes the inside’ to
‘manage’ emotions, still largely relies on a notion of Cartesian duality;
the separation between negative emotions (the uncontrollable body) and
the conscious desire to ‘get into a better emotional state’ (the rational
mind). However it is my contention that, certainly amongst a significant
number of respondents here, engagement with music blurs this historical
separation.

Observations
It would appear that the age specific context in which men find themselves indicates differing relationships with both music and ideas around
masculinities. Let me briefly make two broad assertions to be explored in
further research: firstly masculinities are shaped by circumstance rather
than remaining ‘stable’ sets of practices and performances. Circumstances co-construct and are indicated by differing uses of music, specifically
as a tool for emotional engagement. Music becomes connected to different emotions, feelings, affects and circumstance with age and therefore life-stage. Secondly, males’ uses of music indicate a clear blurring
between internal mastery over the body and the desire to stop external
influences to act upon the body. Uses of music would indicate that males
themselves do not necessarily draw the sharp distinction between body
and mind as clearly as some have suggested.
Music consumption in Western societies continues to be something
that males particularly orient their identities around (see Straw, 1997). In
Foucaultian terms, consumption practices are a means of exerting power
through knowledge, and music certainly functions in this way, however
its symbolic connection to emotionalty and a belief in its transformative,
affective properties, renders contemporary music consumption frequently at odds with interpretations of masculinist rationality. This does not
‘prove’ total disintegration of the Cartesian split and the sample’s ethno,
hetero and occupational biases restrict the generalisability of these data,
however it does indicate a sincere engagement with music on the basis
that it affectively connects memory, circumstance and emotion. The desire to elicit ‘better’ emotional responses as well as the ‘coping’ strategies involved with listening to music signals an engagement with the
emotional aesthetic that has been attributed to music historically. Whilst
ideas around ‘emotional management’ through music could arguably be
framed in terms of ‘rational’ calculation, perceiving ‘emotion’ in the pejorative sense, there is often a clear desire to elicit both ‘positive’ and
‘negative’ emotional states through music, thus questioning the extent to
which ‘lay’ understandings of masculinist rationality operate.
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Chapter 13
Childbirth, Authoritative Knowledge
in Reproductive Medicine and
Masculine Hegemony
Iva Šmídová
Masaryk University, Czech Republic
The paper presents an initial phase of a research study concentrating
on ‘men at childbirth’. My research interest concerns searching for interconnections among gender relations in the birthing room, describing
forms of power relations and hegemonic masculinity representations in
the hospital setting (Hearn, 1983; Oakley, 1984, 1994; Cahill, 2001;
Winnick, 2004) as well as in more general contexts (Carrigan et al.,
1985; Hearn, 2004; Connell and Messerschmidt, 2005; Howson, 2006),
grasping negotiations of authoritative knowledge (Jordan, 1997; Davis-Floyd, 1997) and corresponding practices of childbirth within biomedical approach to birth and its alternatives (O’Brien, 1983; Oakley
1984, 1994; Scully, 1994; Cahill, 2001; Martin 2001; Teijlingen 2005;
Kilminster et al., 2007; Annandale, 2008; Reiger, 2008). I attempt to acknowledge critical dialogues between post-structuralist and ‘modernist’
feminist approaches to human reproduction and childbirth in particular
as represented for example by reactions to Annandale and Clark (1996)
by Campbell and Porter (1997). Many relevant issues concerning gender and medicine have been thoroughly researched and documented by
scholars, feminist perspectives being very influential theoretical bodies of
knowledge and sets of empirical evidence.
Based on their conclusions, social scientists agree that more critical
analytical attention should be directed towards men on top (men in
power and with power), representing the hegemonic masculine practice
(Hearn, 2004; Connell and Messerschmidt, 2005) thematically for this
paper, that means men in medical-doctor professions. Modern medicine
is embedded historically in masculine domination, ‘demonstrated by frequent reference to the ‘feminisation’ of medicine’ (Kilminster et al., 2007)
or only slowly adapting and reflecting recent changes (as well absence of
them) in the gender composition of medical field (Laqueur, 2002). Modern medicine itself is often interpreted as a field, where nature is tamed,
acting as a secular religion aspiring to assist God (or nature) in miracles.
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Reproductive medicine – especially assisted reproduction and manipulation with embryos - gets really on the edge of that not humble ambition.
Articulated ethical concerns and critical reviews by researchers from social sciences as well as humanities have repeatedly demonstrated this
(Foucault, 1966, 1990, 2004; Illich, 1976; Lupton, 1994; Rabinow and
Rose 2006; Rose 2007). An article applying these concepts to the Czech
context is under review (Slepičková et al. in print).
I have recently concluded, in a study on fathers’ presence at birth
of their first child, that – unsurprisingly – stereotypical expectations
and recollections concerning gender remain strong, despite the visible
changes in practices surrounding childbirth (father’s presence being a
relatively recent phenomenon for the Czech context). (Lay) Men’s presence at childbirth tends to be interpreted, esp. by state policy actors, as
a trend towards more gender equal, intimate/private experience. In contrast to the official rhetoric, in the experience of a woman giving birth,
the key actor/s at the scene is/are recognized along gender stereotypical
lines. And thus gender practices around childbirth remain relevant for
further study.
The project on lay men’s, for example fathers’-to-be, presence at
childbirth concluded that the symbolic gender order finds its way to be
easily reproduced in conventional accounts and interpretation on practices in the birthing room despite the change of composition of actors.
The study revealed that father’s presence tends to be interpreted (among
other ways) in terms of heroism, action and control over the process,
whereas mothers were presented as objects of either medical professionals and their instruments or overwhelmed by the power of ‘nature’ managing the whole event (or couched by their spouses) (Šmídová 2008; its
conclusions were presented in English at the ISA conference in Gothenburg 2011).
Now, I have changed the direction of my research attention to the segment of professional actors (namely medical doctors) and institutional/
organizational structures, as a part of a research project in its beginning phase. A team of three sociologists, myself included, have obtained
a four year research grant for analysing Czech reproductive medicine
(2011-2014), mainly in three subfields: DNA and embryo manipulation,
assisted reproduction, and childbirth, the last being my research domain.
For the whole project, the organization of reproduction around the axes
of gender is one of the key analytical concerns. The complexity of technologies (in the one of the core field of biomedicine), gender (historical
appropriation of childbirth by men-professionals and more recent developments) and medical professions (with unquestioned prestige and
power allocations) stimulates our research questions.
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Thus, this paper introduces first thoughts on the role of professional
hospital staff into analytical consideration, while trying to avoid several
stereotypizations concerning feminist analytical approaches to childbirth. These sets of critique include several dilemmas, three of them were
elaborated by Campbell and Porter (1997: 348) extracted from a critical
review essay by Annandale and Clark (1996). The first set of conflict
areas concernes (post-structuralist) reservations or (‘modern’ feminist)
support for midwifery (birth-assisting) approach to childbirth – the latter preserving polarity between feminist support and male-dominated
obstetrics. The second, rehabilitation or critique of biomedical (technological) practices in obstetrics. It is supported by a considerable proportion of women’s accounts in Annandale and Clark (1996) demonstrating their wish for technology to be used and ease their pain etc. This
argument for reconsideration of the use of technology is supported also
by other research studies documenting women’s own redefinitions of
the ‘medicalized’ and ‘natural’ birth (Brubaker and Dillaway 2008) or
geographically/culturally distant and thus varying in status aspirations,
status confirming desired ‘hospital birth’ (Van Hollen 2003). The third
dilemma elaborates on disagreements on particular ways envisioning alternative ‘desirable’ imageries of childbirth. Bearing these critical views
in mind, how can we approach studying professional doctors and analyze masculinities that they represent and reproduce?

‘Men in white’ with the ‘toys for the boys’
The phrases in the title of this section refer to the thematic classic Boys
in White (Becker, 1977) from the environment of medical schools, and its
more recent review by Thomas Laqueur (2002). The authors analyze the
process of acquiring the status of a medical professional that was definitely strongly gendered in the times of Becker et al. (1977), and despite
significant change in proportion of women doctors in the field, it remains
a relevant question to analyze hegemonies, and masculine hegemony in
particular in the subspecialization of medicine. ‘Toys for the boys’ refer
to biomedical (almost ab)use of technology, and as pointed out by many
feminist scholars (for example: Cahill, 2001), there are traces linking
the use of technology at childbirth not only to historical developments
within medicine as an independent profession or guild, but revealing
their strong link to gender structures and gendered practices within the
(public sphere, paid employment) field of medicine.
A beautiful four minute sketch from the Monty Pythons’ “The Meaning of Life” (Part I. The Miracle of Birth, available at: http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=lxOu1DyVQV8) brilliantly summarizes what
scholars elaborate on – medicalization of childbirth (Ehrenreich, 1989;
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Davis-Floyd and Sargent, 1997; Cahill, 2001; Martin, 2001; Annandale
2008), contemporary biomedical approach to birth (Foucault, 2004; Rabinow and Rose, 2006; Rose, 2007), and gender relations characterized
by masculine domination within reproductive medicine (Hearn, 1983;
Foucault, 1990; Scully, 1994; Cahill, 2001; Bourdieu, 2002). There is no
room for negotiations of alternative authoritative knowledge there (Davis-Floyd and Sargent, 1997; Jordan, 1997; Winnick, 2004), no room
- literally - for the woman giving birth.
I am just on the verge of diving deeper into the statistical and other
empirical evidence in the Czech context. There, biomedical approach
(to childbirth) in medicine is dominating unquestionably and unquestioned. And also, as a historical example of an expert, formalized guild
representing the academic – recognized knowledge and rationality, until
recent decades, reproductive medicine – and obstetrics (as well as gynaecology) has been a man’s job. Even now for the Czech context of
childbirth, despite statistical representations of the ratio of doctors by
sex category (with the proportion of women growing in all sections of
medicine), many structural factors indicate persistence of men’s dominance in the field. And at the same time, no debates reflecting potential
changes in the medical occupations similar to Kilminster et al. (2007) or
Levinston and Lurie (2004) have been initiated in the Czech public or
academic discourses yet.
I am considering using several conceptual tools to potentially grasp
important sections of the complexity of gender relations on various levels of interaction surrounding childbirth and ‘men in white’. I find the
three level structure of the gender universum by Sandra Harding (Harding, 1987) useful in combination with Connell´s dimensions of gender
(2002).
Harding (1987) recognizes these three structures of gender: the individual level (most fluid) of social identities, the level of institutionalized
division of labour and corresponding settings (such as the family, labour
market etc.) and the most abstract, symbolic level – where our symbolic
systems, such as language, allow us to grasp the surrounding world in
polar categories – that are easily attributed to the dual category of gender - and these are in clear hierarchical positions – with the ones gendered as masculine as valued more than the feminine ones. Her conceptualisation corresponds here with the definition of symbolic domination
of the masculine principle described by Bourdieu (2002). Connell (2002)
distinguishes four layers of gender relations – all of them present to a
various degree in interpersonal interactions. The author defines them as
dimensions of reproduction, emotions, power and symbolic. In order
to start analysing hegemonic and non-hegemonic practices of doctors
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(women as well as men) in the institutional setting of maternity wards, I
am initially approaching the task from two different directions.
One of them is the process of collecting statistical evidence to get
the rough picture (and to find out what kind of data is being collected
and categorised).1 The Czech Republic is a country with long history of
collecting and sorting statistical evidence, there is a special Institute of
Health Information and Statistics of the Czech Republic (ÚZIS: http://
www.uzis.cz/) there. In combination with other collected statistical data,
I plan to trace the trends as well as the status quo in the employment
structure of maternity wards, professional education as well as the use
of technologies.2
The other initial approach3 to study the gendered character and potentials for change or reproduction of the status quo concerning masculine hegemonies around childbirth is a detailed analysis of the annual conference(s) of the Czech Gynecological and Obstetrical Society
(http://www.cgps.cz/en/; info on conference only in Czech at http://www.
cgps.cz/akce/2011/ck/) as a representative event for professionals in this
specialization(s) of medicine.4
Apart from these bluntly descriptive headcounts, reducing gender to
sex category (West and Zimmerman, 1987), portrayed above, I will work
on adapting or translating the (international) data collected on women
in medicine and on ‘feminisation’ of medicine for a more gender complex picture. Intersectionality is necessary when analyzing masculinities
in a professional setting such as medicine. Recent debates on deprofesionalization within medicine, on commercialization and on sustaining
and/or persisting neoliberal forms of governmentality (Foucault, 2004)
1

2
3

4

For example which data are available as categorised by sex/gender? And as long
as power relations are concerned, which acts connected with birth are monitored
and what categories and factors are used? As an example of a theme relevant to
childbirth, there is an official list of persons (to tick only one option) ‘controlling’
childbirth provided (by the ÚZIS) in the form when registering compulsory data for
the national registry, and the birthing woman/mother is not among them.
Another inspiration for analyzing the gendered character of working organizations
derives from Acker (1990).
I concentrate now more on the initial secondary data (e.g. statistics and documents)
analyses before thoroughly designing the core field-work on childbirth (interface
interviews and/or observations in their work settings as well as document analyses
and a ‘media case’ public discourse study).
For example, the conference program of this year (June 5-6, 2011) featured fourteen academic sessions (plus workshops) with coordinators and invited speakers –
all men, even the section on midwifery and their subsection on ‘Active announcements by midwifes’ is co-ordinated by a group of five representatives with masculine
names. Plus there were originally planned seven workshops – among them one cocoordinated by a woman (but that one was among two cancelled sessions).
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make the relatively simple (typical) categorization along the lines of gender, class and ethnicity more complex.
While this paper is at a very work-in-progress stage of the research,
the core question is how to grasp men´s practices as well as the powerful
symbolic representations of the hegemonic image: ‘men in white’ with
their ‘toys for the boys’.
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Chapter 14
On Becoming a Sperm Donor:
the Analysis of Masculinities
in Sperm Donation
Sebastian Mohr
University of Copenhagen, Denmark
Going through my abstract for this conference again, which stated that
I will look at Danish sperm banks as transnational organizations that
facilitate certain concepts of masculinity as part of sperm donation
through screening standards and marketing strategies, I found myself
wondering if it is actually clear that masculinities play an important part
in sperm donation. Surely, it is men that contribute their sperm in order
for it to become a part of a global exchange system that involves so
much more than just the materiality sperm. But is that reason enough to
claim that masculinities are important in order for this exchange system
to take place? And how do we as social-cultural scientists actually determine that masculinities are involved? Are they there because we know
that they are there? Or can we actually identify them with the help of
intelligible indicators?
So, instead of answering what concepts of masculinity are part of
screening practices at Danish sperm banks, I want to take a step back
and discuss the ways we give meaning to interpretations of gender as
part of biomedical practices through our analysis of empirical material.
First, I want to attend to examples of how other scientists went about
analyzing gender, my objective being to spell out my argument beyond
the introductory questions. After that, I want to use my own material to
show that analyzing gender can pose problems whereas other analytical
categories may not. My aim is to provoke a discussion about the way
social and cultural sciences produce meaning from empiric material, in
specific when they analyze gender.

Men >=/< masculinities?
Let me start out by stating that I strongly believe that masculinities form
an integral part of sperm donation as it exists today. And I surely share
this perspective with other feminist researchers who take a closer look at
reproductive medicine and technologies (Inhorn et al., 2009; Rosenfeld
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and Faircloth, 2006; Thompson, 2005). But I am intrigued by the ways
in which we actually got to where we are today within the discussion
about the meanings of masculinities as part of reproductive biomedicine.
It is one thing to say that masculinities are part of practices such as sperm
donation and donor insemination, that they are negotiated when fertility
treatments are implemented and andrological literature is written. But it
is another thing to make clear how one has reached that conclusion and
what one’s analysis refers to.
An article that is almost always referred to when dealing with notions of gender as part of sperm donation is Emily Martin’s The Egg
and the Sperm: How science has constructed a romance based on stereotypical male-female roles (Martin, 1991). Written 20 years ago, Martin
impressively exemplifies how biologists and other natural scientists use
gendered cultural imagery to describe how egg and sperm cell interact.
Martin ends her article with a call to dismantle the “sleeping” metaphors
within scientific texts to stop reifying sex in its uncontested status. Yet,
what Martin didn’t do in her article is to lay out how she reached the
conclusions the reached. She misses to clarify which analytical tools she
used and provides no insights into how she applied gender to her analysis. Therewith, her premises lay just as hidden as those she is criticizing.
Underlying Martin’s text is the premise that the images of egg and sperm
cells actually represent factual women and men, whereas the scientists
she studied where in fact writing accounts of egg and sperm cells that
can be read as reestablishing a binary concept of sex. As inspiring as
Martin’s article is, it is not clear, however, if the linkages Martin establishes are actually something that can be found empirically or if it is
rather something that she constructs as part of her analysis.
In a recent analysis of the role of masculinities in sperm donation in
Taiwan Chia-Ling Wu was able to show how the professionals involved
in fertility care in Taiwan regulate the selection of men for donation programs by relying on certain concepts of masculinity (Wu, 2010). What
I read as a fine analysis of how (male!) doctors legitimize their position
as part of a state authorized reproductive care system by valuing certain
masculine coded traits over others, still misses to make clear what masculinity or better masculinities actually mean in the research context.
Wu operates with Connell’s concept of hegemonic masculinity (Connell
and Messerschmidt, 2005) but never clarifies what that actually encompasses in Taiwan. Simultaneously, she uses the terms men, masculinities,
and ideal men interchangeably without spelling out why she uses them
in the way she does and what that means for her analytical focus. The
question arising is then: how do we know that masculinities are a part
of Wu’s field? With this question I do not want to doubt that masculini-
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ties actually are negotiated in donor insemination programs in Taiwan,
but I rather want to provoke a revisiting of her (and our) analytical gaze
that set out to look for masculinities but that never made clear how they
were found.
Also in a recent contribution, Helene Goldberg attended to male infertility in Israel (Goldberg, 2009). Her analysis builds on ethnographic
fieldwork including participant observation and interviews and is a fine
example of how masculinities are negotiated as part of the practices of
fertility treatments. But again, the analytical category masculinity is rather implicitly considered than explicitly explored. While answering the
question if the medical staff she interviewed saw a connection between
“masculinity and sperm production” (Goldberg, 2009: 212) she states
that the majority of the medical staff rejected such a connection. Yet
still, she takes on the task to reveal – as she puts it – that the staff actually did make that connection after all. But how does Goldberg actually
know what the protagonists really meant? How does she determine that
the people she interviewed were actually talking about masculinity? And
how do we know that that what Goldberg considers to be masculinity
is also what masculinity means for the protagonists? Is the remark “implicitly considered not be masculine” enough to claim that masculinity is
at stake when sperm counts are revealed? I am convinced that Goldberg
is right in what she concludes. I just wish she had also explicated how
she defined masculinity as part of her analytical approach and how she
handled the various terms such as men, masculine, ideal masculinity in
her research in order to reach her conclusions.
As part of a recent research project on masculinities in sperm donation (Knecht et al. 2010) two colleagues of mine and I interviewed lesbian
women on their family planning (Hartung et al., 2010). We were interested in how images and concepts of masculinity influenced the selection
of possible donors in order to have a child. Our analytical approach was
based on the common ethnographic practice of interpretation (Geertz,
2000) of what was done, verbalized, shown, felt. Yet, in our analysis
we didn’t make clear how this practice of interpretation involved the
analytical category masculinity, or, more precise, we didn’t clarify what
markers we used to identify it while interpreting the material.

About the ways of finding men and masculinities
So, what I am concerned with is the practice of analyzing empirical material and drawing conclusions about the research field based on this
analysis with a focus on gender (for a similar discussion about the analytical category sexuality see (Mohr, 2010a). Interpreting qualitative
data is of course always a tedious process, requiring not only time but
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also patience and clarity. But analyzing gender and gender relations does
even more so since it involves knowledge that anybody has access to. We
are all in one way or another gendered beings, if we like it or not. Even
if we refuse to give in to the binary classification into woman and man,
we are nevertheless situated within a regulative set of gender norms and,
how Judith Butler rightly points out, “this sort of regulation operates as
a condition of cultural intelligibility for any person” (Butler, 2004: 52).
Simultaneously, gender is also a way in which we comprehend our realities, a category through which we make sense of our lives. Gender as an
analytical category therefore binds us to our research field in a twofold
way: it is both, something we represent and something we understand
others and their actions by. It is not a fact that transcends time and space.
And precisely therefore do we have to be very clear when we go about
analyzing gender. It is not enough to just point out gender stereotypes in
scientific literature, we should also uncover what we did in order to indentify them. It is not enough to reveal underlying gender scripts in biomedical practices, we should also clarify what terms we used in order to
make them analytically accessible. And it is not enough to conclude that
masculinities are important when dealing with matters of reproduction,
we should also define what we mean when we talk about masculinities
and what we think distinguishes them from or what they have in common with other terms in our analytical vocabulary and the terms at stake
within our research field. Not attending to these matters will run the
risk of participating in a game of unclarity (how do we convince those
we criticize for working with sleeping metaphors if we are not aware of
our own?) as well as the risk of losing the critical potential that is part
of feminist and queer heritage (how can we criticize science for reifying
sex as a normalizing principle if we assume that the presence of men is
reason enough to claim that masculinities are in play?).
These were my thoughts preparing for this conference. And paired
with these thoughts were my recent research experiences within the field
of sperm donation and fertility care in Denmark. Looking at the screening practices of Danish sperm banks and being involved in participant
observation in an andrological lab carrying out sperm analysis in Copenhagen, it became less and less obvious to me what role masculinities
played as part of the practices I observed and analyzed. I became confused since what I had started out with – looking at how masculinities
were negotiated as part of screening practices and testing procedures
– seemed to be more and more hazy the longer I attended to my research
field. Finally, I faced my ultimate barrier: I knew that men were being
screened to be donors and I knew that men left their sperm samples to be
tested, but besides my conviction that I could identify their sex as male I
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could not see how masculinities were part of what was going on within
my research field.

Donating responsibility
Starting to analyze my material, I did recognize however that I had less
trouble finding other analytical categories that seem to make a difference
when attending to the ways men are screened and assessed when applying to be sperm donors. One of these categories could best be described
as responsibility. Sperm banks have a great interest in ascertaining business partners, clients, and legislative authorities that they run responsible
businesses, since they could not operate otherwise. And therefore they
also need men as sperm donors who can pass as responsible.
Through an (online) questionnaire the men that apply as donors are
asked to categorize themselves according to the categories supplied by
the sperm banks. These questionnaires are all asking for basic information such as contact details and physical data including height, hair
color, type of hair, and age, but also demand to categorize oneself in
racial and ethnic terms. In addition, sperm banks want to know more
about the applicant’s “medical history and background”. This part of the
questionnaire can be understood as a measure to ensure that the men applying are actually the responsible men the sperm banks are looking for.
The questions concern “illnesses”, “genetic conditions”, “alcoholism”,
and “substance abuse” but also the “sexual partners” and the “sexual
activity” over the last five years. Knowing very well that a questionable
health condition, a large alcohol consumption, the use of illegal drugs,
the ‘wrong’ gender of sexual partners or a high number of sexual engagements over a short period of time will disqualify them as sperm donors,
the men are likely to stick with what is expected of them – they need to
pass as responsible. Only then will they be considered sperm donors.
This self-assessment is the starting point for men that consider being
a sperm donor and mostly takes place in front of the home computer
before actually having been at a sperm bank. This pre-screening as well
as the assessment that follows, relies on a concept that Jacob Copeman
has termed donation asceticism (Copeman, 2005), a concept that draws
on the belief that responsibility is that what defines a good donor – be it
a blood, bone marrow, sperm or any other kind of organ, tissue or cell
donor. Sperm donation thus requires sperm donors to do the responsible
thing, meaning abstaining from any so called risk behavior (cf. Mohr,
2010b).
The screening for responsible men continues throughout the application process. A director of a Danish sperm bank described the screening
process as follows:
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“The whole screening procedure from their first application until they actually start [as donors] takes two to three month. The
first thing we look at is the sperm quality and we typically look
at two or three sperm samples from one donor before we continue because that’s easy for us to analyze and it’s the easiest for
the donor to provide, so we do not waste anybody’s time. And
after they qualify through that process, the medical screening
starts which includes an extensive family medical history and
which is of course shared with our medical director and the attending physician. And then they have a physical exam by the
attending physician and after that they have blood drawn and
we do all necessary blood tests. And in the final exam the medical director uses the entire profile – the family medical history
plus all other test results – to see if the guy can start donating”.
The men wanting to be sperm donors thus have to actually show some
commitment to the cause. Through the initial period that the director
just described and beyond the men have to prove their responsibility,
with results of sperm quality tests as well as conclusions from medical
history records and health statuses becoming the evidence base for their
responsibility.
Another form of assessment are psychological tests. European Sperm
Bank for example relies on the Keirsey Temperament Sorter II in order
to assess donor personality. The test can be taken online and consists of
70 either or questions such as “which rules you more – your thoughts
or your feelings” or “Are you prone to – exploring the possibilities or
nailing things down”. As a result, the person being tested will be sorted
into one of four main categories – artisan, guardian, rational, idealist
– through which “a person’s temperament and character type” is “revealed” as it is stated on the Keirsey homepage (Keirsey.com). A sample of such a test result which is accessible to customers of European
Sperm Bank portrays the tested donor as a provider, a subcategory of
the guardian. Providers so the explanation “happily give their time and
energy to make sure that the needs of others are met, and that social
functions are a success”. So, being a sperm donor is not just about showing up, masturbating and receiving cash in return. It involves a process
of constant evaluation that aims at securing the continuous responsible
commitment of the donor.
But to achieve the objective of recruiting responsible men, the sperm
banks not only rely on a self-selection process and certain tests. They
also actively participate in creating an imagery of the responsible sperm
donor they are looking for. European Sperm Bank in Copenhagen for
example has an American branch in Seattle which provides a video on-
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line that is aimed at recruiting donors. In this video, Steve, who would
be considered a young handsome man, comes out of class in college and
tells us a little bit about his motivations to be a sperm donor: “Even
though you might be thinking this is about the cash, it is not. […] This
is about something more important and I think honorable”. (European)
Steve goes on to explain that his brother and his brother’s wife had trouble conceiving a child until they turned to a sperm bank. This clearly
made the difference in Steve’s life: “If I have the chance to help just one
of them [childless couples] to experience the joy of having a child that
couldn’t have otherwise happened, it will be worth it”. We are meeting
a seemingly healthy and educated young man wanting to help further
procreation. Steve is not likely to hang out at the local gay bar, he is not
likely to participate in sexual activity after having misused stimulating
substances, and he is not likely to leave his high school sweetheart who
was the leader of the cheerleading squad. He is simply too responsible
to do that and it is exactly this quality that made him the perfect sperm
donor.
Once a man is accepted as a sperm donor and his sperm is advertised
and sold to costumers worldwide, this image of the responsible man
becomes simultaneously a part of the sperm banks’ marketing strategies and the public image of the donors. The so called staff impressions
available to customers who are looking for a sperm donor and need
help deciding which one to choose are a prime example for this. These
impressions can be read as mini advertisements for the donors and are
similar to the following one from Cryos International’s homepage:
“IBBER is an extremely nice and outgoing guy. He is always
happy and smiling when he visits our department. A positive
attitude also describes IBBER. He is happy to be a donor and
he hopes that he is able to help a lot of people. He is absolute
the staff’s favorite donor”.
These descriptions vary in length and detail but not so much in content.
Most donors are referred to as helpful and as social and also as being
among the staff’s favorites. A leading laboratory technician at a Danish
sperm bank explained to me how these impressions come about:
“I normally look at how they [the donors] behave when they
are here: is it a person who likes to talk, or is it a shy person
that is reluctant to talk. It is my impression, how I see the donors. If a person is chitchatting a lot when he is here I can of
course give a much better staff opinion on him than on others”.
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Neither the staff impression nor the statement of how these impressions
come about is about male qualities, but both examples are about an
expectation of what a donor should be like. The donor in the staff impression is a social person respecting and helping others, in other words,
a person who qualifies through responsible actions. And the assessment
of this responsibility is drawn from the experience the staff has working
with the individual donor. Interpersonal communication thus provides
the basis for determining whether a man is responsible enough or not to
be a sperm donor.

Becoming a sperm donor
As much as my examples are about responsibility they are also very likely about masculinities. Yet, how do I identify masculinities when a man
is described as happy, smiling and helpful? How do I get a grip on which
concepts of masculinity are negotiated when sperm donors are portrayed
as educated, well versed and seemingly selfless? How do I detect that
masculinities are in play when a sperm donor’s personality is described
as being about making sure that the need of others are met? How do
I pinpoint which masculinities are actually referred to when a sperm
donor is expected not to participate in risk behavior and to be healthy?
What are the analytical markers that help me make sense of a category
that seems so fluid and yet at the same time is constantly present?
The screening process for sperm donors that I exemplified and the
sperm banks’ portrayals of sperm donors that I presented could be understood as a process of subjectivation (Foucault, 2005). As part of the
screening process at sperm banks, men are not just tested and evaluated.
They actually become sperm donors in a very performative sense. By
checking off the right boxes on a questionnaire, by donating once or
twice a week and having their sperm analyzed, by participating in psychological assessments, the men participate in a process that makes them
a sperm donor. Citing different norms throughout, this process positions
them in very specific relational contexts, one of them referring to responsibility. Therefore, sperm donors are not just men who donate sperm. In
the larger context of sperm donation they are subjects who become only
intelligible as sperm donors by citing specific norms that are considered
important by those participating in sperm donation. The category sex is
obviously cited when men mark themselves as male on a questionnaire.
But does that also mean that the assumption of an identifiable biological reality remains uncontested? Following feminist and queer analyses
of sex (e.g. Fausto-Sterling, 1992; Butler, 1993) this kind of reification
is very likely to involve the invocation of traditional concepts of masculinity that emerged as part of specific gender relations. Yet, the ques-
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tion remains, how does the subjectivation as a sperm donor, or for that
matter any other subject, become identifiable as a process that refers to
masculinities? I might not have provided a satisfying answer to this or to
any of all the other questions I posed throughout my presentation. But
I do hope that these questions sparked an interest in how we go about
analyzing our empirical data. And I do hope so because I am convinced
that it is through introspection of our own analytical work that we actually begin to see when things matter and when we just think they do.
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Chapter 15
Sans Papiers?
Otherness of Masculinity
in the Migration Politics
Across ‘Fortress’ Europe
Katarzyna Kosmala
University of the West of Scotland, UK

Introduction
Current EU policies epitomise a developed capitalist society’s position
that exerts a mechanism of exclusion through its migration laws. What
is experienced now on identity arena in the European states is an increase in dominant nationalistic discourses; minority rights, alternative
discourses and civil movements representing ‘other’ seem marginalized
(Ivekovic, 2006). Danger is that as the legal and political systems become
more masculinised, alternative social and cultural movements are placed
at the margins. Thus, the deconstruction of cultural and visual identities
vis-a-vis the location is important not only in deconstructing the patriarchal mechanism behind the idea of nations but also in reflecting on the
processes of undoing the inequalities and exclusion by dominant systems
in the global context such as globalised labour markets and movement
across the border.
Turning to visual culture in an examination of various multiple masculinities and in particular in the context of migration politics and labour markets, forms here an illuminating approach that aims both to
problematise and inform critical discourses of men and masculinities.
Dominant masculinities have now been globalised and continue to be
shaped by global forces (Hearn and Pringle, 2006), travelling, migrating
and spreading across different localities. Realising the hegemony itself
works in part through the production and reproduction of the exemplars of masculinities (Connell and Messerschmidt, 2005). The symbolic
masculinities tied to a success and to a discourse of the ‘ideal’ managerial
masculinities in the context of late global capitalism and migration need
to be challenged with reflection on ‘other’ of masculinities that cross the
border.
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Below, I engage with a discussion of ‘other’ masculinities through
visual representation, reflecting on Serbian-born, Berlin-based artist
Tanja Ostoić’s work, focusing in particular on critical interpretation of
her practice and the possible framings of the situation of migration in
the EU context and wider. By marking the parallels between national
borders and the boundaries of gendered bodies, her work seem to open
up spaces for rethinking of the ‘other’ through mobility and resistance to
global capitalism.

Crossing the border in Tanja Ostoić’s works
Tanja Ostoić’s in her art practice monitors, researches, archives and
questions discrimination and exclusion through migration policies and
border politics. Her works also engages with processes of social and
economic segregation as well as critique of living conditions of labour
migrants and political asylum seekers. In Ostojic’s works, the personal
narrative of social and professional mobility unfolds in the various cities of allegedly borderless European Union. Through her practice, she
comments on the use of illicit means to arrive in the West. She reflects on
starting out from the position of European (Eastern European) other in
order to arrive. In her practice, she approporates media platfoms and develops what can be classified as intermedia projects; the works that combine performative elements, photography, official documents and private
letters, and filmed sequences both of the documentary and video art.
Untitled/After Courbet (2004) is a re-make of Gustav Courbet’s
painting L’Orgine du Monde (1866); a close-up of female crotch in the
EU flag panties that epitomises the Fortress Europe, here the EU-Europe,
envisaged as a body, a gendered body, a sexualised body and a signifier of the EU citizen rights. The flag censors and provokes. The yellow
starry circumference of the EU symbol against the blue background acts
as a signifier – the multiple intersections of border control and sexuality in Europe today (see Image 1). Ostoić’s reference to Courbet refers
not only to a visual representation but also to his position as a politically concerned artist engaged with then the class struggle during Paris
Commune. Marina Grzinić, discussing the work Untitled/After Courbet
(2004), comments on the notion of gaze; that is, the male artist’s gaze
of the 19th century that reflects here the master in control of the way
of seeing and of the woman’s body. She argues that Ostoić points at another origin here, that is: ‘to the origin of the EU that resides in libidinal
organizations and differentiations that hegemonises, sorts and regulates
the social, economic and administrative body of Europe, which is becoming what critics have called ‘Fortress Europe’’ (Grzinić, 2009: 190).
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Image 1, Tanja Ostojić, After Courbet, L´origin du Monde, 2004.

Ostoić’s own position as a migrant ex-Yugoslavian woman, who entered
Western Europe through a web-based art performative project Looking
for a Husband with EU Passport (2000-2005) allows us to enter the
less visible spaces associated with the border control and a flow of migrants and minorities across the European border, addressing also critically racial and ethnic ‘others’ masculinities through representation. In
order to realise her project Looking for a Husband with EU passport
(2000-2005), she appropriated the social media platforms for a ‘matrimonial agency’ campaign. In this work, Ostoić criticises the coercive
force of geopolitical circumstances on the individual’s life. The work is
also enveloped in the action research strategy. As an outcome of this
project, she relocated to Berlin through the help of the marriage ad. In
the advertising campaign, she used a peculiar form of sex-appeal – an
androgynous, shaved naked body - and the institution of marriage as a
citizen rights-dressed gateway strategy. The artist commented: ‘Although
my experience tells me that art cannot quickly change social or political
reality, it’s important that it is not apolitical. Art sometimes opens up
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certain questions; it can even offer different value systems from current
mainstream trends’ (Tanja Ostoić retrospectively).1
In the project Looking for a Husband with EU Passport, the artist
exchanged about 500 different letters, initiated by her website-based ad.
German media artist Klemens Golf was one of the prospective partners.
After six months of the email exchanges, Tanja decided to meet him.
Their first meeting transformed into a public performance. The meeting
took place on the green area in the front of the Museum of Contemporary Art in Belgrade on the 28th November in 2001. On the 9th January in 2002, they got married in Belgrade. With the international marriage certificate in hand, Tanja subsequently applied for the permission
to live and to work in the EU. In the documentation of the project, she
explained the processes. The procedure took about 8 weeks. ‘In Spring
2005, my three year permit expired, and instead of granting me a permanent residence permit, the authorities granted me a only a two-year
visa, since I did not have had a family tax declaration’ (Tanja Ostoić retrospectively, 2009). Subsequently, in 2005, Tanja and Klemens divorced.
On the occasion of the opening of her Integration Project Office installation at Project Room Gallery 35 in Berlin on the 1st July in 2005, Tanja
organized another performance event in a form of her Divorce Party. She
now lives and works in Berlin.
What is very powerful in Ostoić’s performative practice is precisely
the critical engagement with the dynamics of the economy of the body
and the citizen rights. Zoran Erić in his essay on the artist’s practice
argues that Tanja Ostoić appropriated the position that symbolizes the
prerogative of power that is marked by exclusion and restriction. Erić
paraphrases Susane Torre in arguing that Ostojic took the most effective standpoint to construct herself as a transformative subject, altering
the perception of all participants of the world of art with regards to the
‘space of public appearance’ (a term introduced by Hanna Arendt) and
placing her own practice into the elite circles, and even more so, making
them all part of her performance. A construction of an identity of this
kind appears essential in defining one’s own space and experience first
(Looking for a Husband with EU passport). Performative element of
border crossing and the gendered body is however not unproblematic in
a relation to temporality and change in artistic praxis.

1

Tanja Ostoić in an interview commenting on her practice. For more see http://www.
van.at/see/tanja/index.htm
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Sans Papiers?
One of the key issues in Europe today is the question of restrictive migration and asylum laws across the EU states. Refugees are deported and removed, and migrants pushed over the EU borders in a search of income
for survival. In Sans Papiers (2004) 14 min video, Ostoić portrays ‘other’
masculinities in Europe through the conversations with ethnic African
and Middle Eastern men, situated in one of the deportation centres in
Berlin-Kopenick in Germany. The work sheds light on the living conditions and the bureaucratic processes related to politics of migration and
asylum laws in Europe today. The work addresses the questions of the
restrictive asylum laws in particular, commenting on detention spaces
where asylum seekers and refugees are located. Berlin-Kopenick deportation centre was constructed for the capacity of 370 people. Majority
of the residents include men, at one time it holds around 250 men and
about 50 women. One cell is shared between 8 individuals.
The artist organised twenty interviews with Kopenick’s detainees. She
explained she was shocked after talking with the individual men, she realised they were ordinary people, without valid documents, including the
instances of men whose tourists and students visas expired. The artist’s
conversations with detainees were filmed against the austere background
of fixture and fittings in their small cells as well as in the common spaces of the detention centre such as the courtyard or a hall (see Images
2-4). As significant number of detainees from Africa in particular spoke
French, the title of the work – Sans Papiers – is retained in the original
language. Through a narrative and visual footage that emerged, the artist
comments on social and economic vacuum for men kept in such asylum
spaces with limited possibility for communication and access to legal
rights. They are allowed only one hour of walk in the courtyard per day.
In the 1998 there were numerous of hunger strikes and as a result three
social workers were brought in. She explained:
‘You can see people whose lives have been completely ruined, with
no perspective, no future and no hope. There is a case from Senegal:
in a poor village, they chose the best men and send them to Europe in
order to earn money and help develop prosperity of the whole community. These men when they come to Germany, very soon end up in such
institutions, and this failure is not just a personal failure, it becomes the
failure of the whole community. And you can imagine what happens to
them, also psychologically, knowing that the village community depends
on them’ (Tanja Ostoić, 2009: 14-15).
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Images 2 -4, Tanja Ostoić Sans Papiers, 2004, 14 min video. Video stills.

Often, such institutions charge the fees (65 euro per day) for legitimising what Ostoić refers to as their ‘bare life conditions’, lucky few who
are not deported. She explained that statistical information and data
for her project comes from the extensive research, activist networks and
resource materials of the Initiative against Deportation as well as from
the press cuts (Zimmerman, 2003; Giesen and van der Pijl, 2006). The
border laws affect predominantly men with ethic background, often arriving from countries with on-going conflicts or civil war. They cannot
therefore be expelled or deported and instead are kept in so called ‘detention prisons’ (Milevska, 2009). Klaus-Gerd Giesen points out that
in Germany an individual can stay in a deportation centre for up to 18
month, which is the longest stay in all of the European Union states. In
France, for instance a detention stay is limited to a maximum of few
weeks: ‘the European Union space is, on one hand, completely uniform
under the Schengen Agreement, but on the other hand, it is still national
legislation, and even within Germany it is the land, the regional state...
the state of Berlin, the state of Brandenburg etc., which have some autonomy in order to apply law. So you have huge differences between,
for instance Berlin, where a prisoner has no right to have a lawyer...if he
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is not going to pay himself, while in another state in the West which is
North Rhine-Westphalia, the regional state pays for some law counsel’
(2009, 25).
Majority of the detainees end up in debt due to unpaid bills that
cumulate for the institutionalised detention services. From Sans Papiers
documentation it emerges that only 5 % of those imprisoned obtain political refugee status. 45 % stay in Germany without any status. At the
end, when released, without any resources and without work permits,
they end up at the black labour market forced to pay off their debts and
some end up in unlawful dealings. When released they have no money
for a public transport. If they are caught without a ticket, they will be
sent back again to the detention centre. The artist explains the situation
as a no way out: ‘Upon release...yes, they are tolerated by the German
authorities for a while, but like spring cleaning of its own prisons, out
of fear and anger, the occasion comes for a seasonal sweep, and being
illegalised, the asylum seekers find themselves imprisoned again’ (Tanja
Ostoić, 2004: 16 and 168).
Sans Papiers (2004) is an action research-enveloped art project. It reveals that the laws dealing with asylum seekers and refugees as well as
stipulated requirements for gaining citizenship entitlements for immigrants appear in a direct conflict with the contemporary human rights.
As part of Ostoić’s Integration Project, four Dinner Discussions were
organised in Germany, Austria and Denmark between 2003 and 2006,
pointing at dialogic aesthetic strategy (Kester, 2004) and relational aesthetic framing (Bourriaud, 2002) of her practice; they focused on different
aspects of migration laws as well as processes of integration and the EU
politics. In June 2003, one of such dinners was organized in association
with the work Sans Papiers. Tanja invited academics in political science,
curators and art historians as well as social workers and a policeman
from the deportation centre for her lecture-performance on Kopenick
jail. The dinner discussion was hosted in the House of World Cultures
in Berlin where Ostoić presented her findings on the situation of people
being locked in the Kopenick detention centre. All invited guests were
encouraged to participate in a debate that was recorded and transcribed
verbatim. The transcripts of the performance-discussion formed a part
of audio installation Dinner Discussion showcased in 2006 in Rooseum
in Malmo and in 2008 in Kunstpavillon in Innsbruck.
Adopted working strategies appear both participatory and relational.
Ostoić’s projects resulted in the archive which now consist of 80 hours of
unedited video interview footage, photographs, flyers, documents, brochures, audio material, interview transcripts, books, texts, all forming a
solid ground for ongoing research. Ostoić (2009) explains that although
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the archive has been showcased as a part of the Integration Project Office, now accessible to the public (164-165).

Discussion and conclusions
Ostoić’s lens raises awareness on the politics of migration as well as comments on the processes of how to escape from ‘bare life’ situation in the
country of an origin to another ‘bare life’ situation; the latter ironically
refers to the no way out situation in the country entered in the ‘Fortress
Europe’. In Sans Papiers, the personal accounts of Kopenick’s detained
men allow us to enter into more personal stories of ‘other’ less visible
masculinities against the institutional spaces associated with border
crossing, spaces whereby identities of individual migrant men and refugees are being devalued, stripped off the rights and subsequently dignity.
Mobility is envisaged here as a possible source of exploitation. Global
capitalism relies on the mobility of labour, validating a notion of a success and power attached to it through which dominant masculinities are
realised and perpetuated. At the same time, notion of migration and mobility constitutes the agency for possible resistance towards exploitation
and inequality, challenging the rights of ‘other’ in masculinities through
state policies, their institutions and asylum laws.
The vulnerability of ‘other’ masculinity and the bio-politics of subjugation (Foucault, 2008) through migration laws are rendered visible,
demarcating the boundaries between the legitimate and the illegitimate,
against the backdrop of the shifting landscape of the global economy
and mass movement across the border. During the Dinner Discussion in
Berlin, the artist admitted that some of the stories herd from Kopenick’s
residents are very sensitive and need to be dealt with very carefully in
the Integration Project’s archives. In 2003, there was media coverage in
the German press about more than thirty suicide attempts in Kopenick
and several cases of self-harm and self-mutilation (Giesen, 2009: 23).
The artist, commenting on Sans Papiers, evokes: ‘Everybody is equal.
Some people are more equal than others. Indeed, European politics and
migration laws of the Fortress Europe draw a clear line between the
advantaged few and unprivileged others’ (Tanja Ostoić retrospectively).
Contemporary arts when interfacing with the politics can be seen as
a comment, a mediation of contemporary social and economic events in
the ‘European project’ through representation, such as migration movement or a circulation of labour. Ostojić’s works challenge the depoliticised subject (other in masculinity) and the disembodied notion of citizenship. By combining the performative practice with the action research
enveloped in relational aesthetics (Dinner Discussions, interactive installations in the gallery space, private talks), the artist engages the audience
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in a co-creation of the work. Ostoić explained that her Integration Project as well as Crossing Borders projects were aimed to introduce certain
aspect of political reality into the arts, in order to construct the channels for a wider dissemination and the audience’s engagement. Feminist
praxis, via the art production itself, provides here politically charged
platform for an investigation, and thus, becomes relevant in terms of
deconstructive readings of dominant masculinities that also render some
of ‘other’ masculinities visible.
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Chapter 16
Contemporary Images of Gender
and Space: Men and Masculinities
in Hari Kunzru’s Transmission
Julia Elena Thiel
Georg-August-University Göttingen, Germany

Introduction: Transnationalism, gender and space in
contemporary fiction
In many works of contemporary fiction, transnationalism, denoting ‘various kinds of global or cross-border connections’ (Vertovec, 2001: 573),
figures prominently. These texts are often set in transnational locations
while they also engage with a variety of issues related to present-day
globalisation (Jay, 2010: 176). Paul Jay refers to this development as
being linked to the ‘transnational turn’ in literary and cultural studies
which gained momentum when the study of minority, multicultural and
postcolonial literatures began to correlate with the study of globalisation (Jay, 2010: 2). As is well-known, globalisation and transnational
processes are highly ambivalent. On the one hand, technological advancements have led to a certain overcoming of distances and spatial
restrictions (the notion of the ‘global village’). At the same time, they
result in new demarcations, the (re-)establishment of national borders,
regional disparities and various forms of social exclusion (cf. BachmannMedick, 2006: 287; Lutz, 2009: 10). Conceptualisations such as Arjun
Appadurai’s ‘scapes’ which describe dimensions of global cultural flows
underscore the importance of dynamic processes and spatial metaphors
in theorising on globalisation (Appadurai, 1996).
Moreover, literary and cultural studies also show an increased interest in the complex intersections of gender and space, especially regarding the situation of women (for example, Marx, 2006). In fact, gender
and space are co-constitutive; they are socially constructed in a mutual,
dynamic process which intersects with other lines of social structuring:
‘If space is socially constructed, always in the process of being made,
then it is so through social relations that have their own gender inflections’ (Massey, 2010: 7). Similarly, the spaces and places which result
from this process influence the construction of gender relations (ibid.).
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These considerations also have implications for theorising on men and
masculinities. While it is certainly true that men ‘are structurally and
interpersonally dominant in most spheres of life’ (Hearn, 2004: 51), the
construction of gendered identities is a changeable, ambivalent process
which is constantly in motion and tightly interconnected with other
mechanisms of social structuring (ibid.).
Nevertheless, critical readings of contemporary literature still do not
pay sufficient attention to the gender dimension of globalisation as regards the relevance of men and masculinities and the persistence of patriarchal structures which have come into focus in research conducted
in the social sciences (for example, Hearn, 1996; Connell, 1998; Connell and Messerschmidt, 2005). In this paper, I argue that it is precisely
by means of the male characters’ movements and transgressions that
Hari Kunzru’s Transmission (2004) addresses a broad range of gendered
social, cultural and political phenomena related to globalisation and
transnationalising processes, for example, legal/illegal migration, the operation of global finance and capital market trading, virtualisation and
technologies, transnational exploitation of labour and the trafficking in
women. Moving through multiple spaces such as the transnational business world, spaces of migration or the cyberspace, the protagonists come
to be positioned in different gendered power relations, depending on the
characteristics of the social spaces they find themselves in.

Looking for ‘A Place to Stand’: Men, technologies
and gendered power structures in Transmission
Hari Kunzru’s second novel Transmission was first published in 2004.
The text explores ‘the social construction of the self through the media
networks of the worldwide web, Bollywood, and the brand marketing
of consumer lifestyles’ (Robinson, 2008: 82), while it also constitutes
a ‘profound meditation on the problems of transcultural and transnational movements of people, capital and ideas’ (Brock, 2008: 379). The
plot of this postmodernist work of fiction revolves around three main
characters, the Indian IT consultant Arjun Mehta, Bollywood star Leela
Zahir, and the English businessman Guy Swift. Even though these individuals do not interact directly, their storylines are interconnected – their
lives are drastically changed by the transmission of a computer virus. In
the following analysis and interpretation, I want to introduce the two
male characters in more detail.
Arjun Mehta is a ‘computing hermit’ (Kunzru, 2005: 107) from a
middle-class family who grew up in the suburbs of New Delhi. The
23-year-old is both ‘a committed scientific rationalist’ (Ibid.: 34) and a
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devoted Bollywood fan whose romantic daydreams serve as a sanctuary
that protects him from the upheaval and unpredictability of the world
around him (Ibid.,:103). Even though he could probably find a good job
as an IT consultant in India, he dreams of a magic life in America. This
wish is fuelled by a mixture of images of ‘Amrika’ (ibid.: 8) promoted in
the media – Arjun constructs his longing for a life abroad around the illusory worlds of the American Dream and Bollywood (Robinson, 2008:
86).
Moreover, I argue that Arjun’s vision of a future life as NRI (nonresident Indian) in America is based on images which are explicitly gendered. His job interviewer in New Delhi, Sunny Srinivasan, embodies
NRI affluence (L. Connell, 2010: 283) and a specific kind of masculinity attached to it. Sunny’s privileged status is linked to character traits
such as competitiveness, decisiveness and verve (Kunzru, 2005: 8), leading to the economic achievement and success with women Arjun desires
for himself (ibid.,: 11). This form of masculine gender identity shows
many similarities to what R.W. Connell (1998; 2005) refers to as ‘transnational business masculinity’, the masculinity constructed in business
magazines etc. which is ‘associated with those who control the dominant
institutions of the world economy’ (Ibid., 2005: 76 f.). The fact that Arjun strives for this dominant construction of masculinity is underscored
when he compares the difference in appearance between himself and
Sunny to a before-after advertisement (Kunzru, 2005: 9).
However, in reality this hegemonic ideal turns out to be unreachable.
Having migrated to the US, the IT consultant finds himself tied to the
exploitative terms of Databodies, the Indian agency he is under contract
with, and has to realise that the demand for skilled labour is much more
limited than expected. This episode in the novel broaches the issue of
downward mobility in transnational labour migration (cf. L. Connell,
2010: 283 f.). After a long period of poverty and unemployment which is
strikingly described in terms of immobility (Kunzru, 2005: 38 f.), Arjun
finally gets a job at Virugenix, a global computer-security specialist, ‘in
the holy of holies, home of the Ghostbusters, the Cyrus J. Greene Labs’
(ibid.,: 51). Nonetheless, it is important to note that he has ‘neither the
clearance nor the status’ (ibid.,: 55) to access the team properly. This
inferior position results from the exploitative and highly unequal structures which underlie transnational flows of labour and is correlated with
ethnic and citizenship status (cf. L. Connell, 2010). Insofar, Arjun’s story
illustrates the problems and inequalities brought about by transnational
migration movements in the system of globalised capitalism. Due to his
status as freelance consultant, the Indian is also the first to be fired when
the company issues a profit warning. As a consequence, Arjun’s carefully
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modified version of reality (Kunzru, 2005: 54) is shattered; the world
suddenly feels like ‘the floor of a game-world dungeon, shifting, full of
traps. Everything was wrong. His life was malfunctioning. He needed a
place to stand’ (ibid.,: 104).
The computer geek finds this ‘place to stand’ in the only space where
he can exert control: in cyberspace (ibid.,: 103). Here, Arjun, known as
badmAsh, is ‘popular and respected’ and ‘something of a star’ (ibid.,:
109) because of his ability to invent extremely effective and special viruses. Interestingly, this aspect evokes strong associations with what Winifred Poster terms ‘techno-masculinities’, a unique image of manhood
linked to the emergence of information society (Poster, 2009: 125). In
cyberspace, the exploited IT consultant can subvert the power structures
to his advantage due to the fact that the axes of difference which keep
him marginalised in other social spheres are not relevant. He literally has
the resources for trade and participation in the system which he lacks in
non-virtual reality. In order to save Virugenix and his job, Arjun spreads
a powerful computer virus, ‘a revolution in code’ (Kunzru, 2005: 287)
that creates chaos all around the globe.
Even though it is certainly true that the virus most strongly affects the
so-called developed countries which are heavily dependent on technologies (Brock, 2008; L. Connell, 2010), it is essential to note that its release
is not intended as a subversive act aimed at destroying global hegemonic structures. As Liam Connell notes, Arjun has ‘continuing sympathies with consumer capitalism’ (2010: 284). Therefore, the virus rather
constitutes the IT consultant’s desperate attempt to become reintegrated
into the dominant system- he is actually complicit to it (cf. Robinson,
2008). Unfortunately, his actions do not bring about the desired effect in
non-virtual reality but rather have dire consequences which force Arjun
to embark on an escape journey across the American-Mexican border
(Kunzru, 2005: 153 f.).
Yet, where there is power, there is also subordination. Hence, Arjun’s act of virtual empowerment comes at a prize for Leela Zahir, his
favourite Bollywood star. To spread the virus, he uses a video clip of
Leela ‘dancing in jerky quicktime’ (Kunzru, 2005: 3), ‘widening her eyes
and making a flirtatious ticking-off gesture at the viewer’ (ibid.,: 128).
Through this appropriation of the woman’s body for his purposes, the
computer specialist turns the actress into a sex symbol or the sexual
other (Brock, 2008: 383), thereby unwittingly reproducing exploitative
gendered power structures. Strikingly, this contrasts vastly with the shy
awkwardness that characterises his interactions with women in real life
(e.g. Kunzru, 2005: 84 f.).
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The release of the Leela virus also links Arjun’s part of the story to
the second male character in the novel, Guy Swift. On the surface level,
the aptly named entrepreneur represents the transnational businessman
who is always on the move.
Guy Swift, thirty-three years old, UK citizen, paper millionaire and
proud holder of platinum status on three different frequent-flyer programmes. Guy Swift, twice Young British Market Visionary of the Year
and holder of several Eurobrand achievement rewards. Guy Swift, charter member of a Soho club, a man genetically gifted with height, regular
features, sandy-blond hair which tousled attractively, relatively inactive
sweat glands, clear skin and a cast-iron credit rating. […] You would
have thought he was untouchable. (Kunzru, 2005: 12)
In short, this man appears to be the prototype of a successful WHAM
– a white heterosexual able-bodied man (Hearn and Collinson, 1993).
Equipped with a fancy loft in the most fashionable part of London and
a desirable girlfriend whom he treats ‘less like a partner than a situation
to be managed’ (Kunzru, 2005: 222), an object to be admired and maintained (ibid.,: 71), Guy himself regards his success in life as resulting
from ‘a process of natural selection’ (ibid.,: 220) rather than privilege.
As is the case with Sunny Srinivasan, the character description bears
great resemblance to R.W. Connell’s description of ‘transnational business masculinity’ (2005: 76 f.).
However, Kunzru is quick to point out that Guy Swift is as fake
as the economy he stands for: ‘[b]oom and bust’ (Kunzru, 2005: 22).
Apart from the fact that his business philosophy and the business aim
of his company are no more than meaningless sequences of platitudes
(e.g. Kunzru, 2005: 180f.), his supposed authority is extremely limited.
In fact, he holds a reduced stake in his own firm Tomorrow*, ‘a truly
globalized branding agency, concentrating on the local needs of transnational clients’ (ibid.,: 180) which has been taken over by Transcendenta,
a transnational business corporation. Hence, even though Swift embodies the powerful, male businessman, the notions of dominance and power are complicated by these insights.
Strikingly, Swift’s life in the fast lane comes to a rather abrupt halt
when he oversteps one line too many. His ‘ultimate downfall’ (Brock,
2008: 388) constitutes a deeply ironic twist in the storyline. To celebrate
his forthcoming and much-needed business success in branding ‘the
entire combined European customs and immigration regime’ (Kunzru,
2005: 229), the British entrepreneur accepts an ‘invitation’ to spend the
night with an Eastern European sex worker. This unquestioning complicity in the EU’s border policy and Guy’s involvement with prostitution
are judged harshly in the novel. He ends up being arrested, physically
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abused and deported from Europe as an illegal immigrant – thus getting
a taste of the relentless ‘exclusivity’ of the ‘upscale continent’ (Kunzru,
2005: 257) he was so eager to promote. With regard to the power relations represented in Transmission, there is a strong irony to this development: ultimately, Arjun is responsible for the incident of mistaken identity which leads to Guy’s deportation - a variant of his Leela computer
virus destroys a massive amount of EU immigration records (ibid.,: 283).
This twist in the storyline finalises the ‘deconstruction of the dominant’
by literally ‘making the one the other’ (cf. Hearn, 1996) – Guy is mistaken for Gjergi Ruli, ‘Albanian national, suspected pyramid fraudster
and failed asylum seeker in Germany’ (Kunzru, 2005: 283).
Above all, the pointed fate Kunzru has in store for his protagonist
Guy Swift forms a sardonic comment on the artificial construction and
precarious nature of categories of difference based on which Western
privilege is justified. Likewise, it allows the novelist to comment on problematic consequences of gendered transnational processes on a broader
scale. Thus, the transnational business world the entrepreneur stands for
is exposed as being linked to a global gender order that advances sexual
exploitation and the trafficking in women (cf. R.W. Connell, 2005). In
addition, Guy’s deportation lays bare the strict and inhumane nature of
the EU’s immigration policy. This policy is supposed to establish even
less permeable borders, thereby increasing social inequality on a global
scale (cf. Brock, 2008: 388). Guy’s attempt to promote this practice of
exclusion and marginalisation in terms of ‘club culture’ (Kunzru, 2005:
257) is very telling in this regard:
What my team has come to realize is that in the twenty-first century
the border is not just a line on the earth any more. It’s so much more
than that. It’s about status. It’s about opportunity. Sure, you’re either
inside or out, but you can be on the inside and still be outside, right? […]
Citizenship is about being one of the gang, or as we like to say at Tomorrow*, ‘in with the in crowd’. (Kunzru, 2005: 252 f.)
This aspect underscores the fact that the beneficial mobility of people
from the rich industrial nations brings about the rejection of mobility for
large numbers of people from less privileged regions (cf. Lutz, 2009: 9).
In an interview, Kunzru comments on this aspect of globalisation: ‘We’ve
retained this whole vision of a global future. There’s a highly mobile
[set] who works and expands our wealth. But we’ve forgotten a whole
other part: the class who pays for it, who are trapped in the logic of one
place’ (Zeitchik, 2004). Through the movements and transgressions of
his male protagonists, Hari Kunzru is able to bring up and highlight a
large number of ambivalent phenomena and problematic aspects related
to the operation of transnational processes. The novelist labels his style
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‘Realesque’ (Zeitchik, 2004): this focus on the highly unlikely but potentially possible allows for a multilayered criticism of contemporary
gendered power structures and social constructions, of which I have only
outlined a few.

Outlook
As this short and necessarily reductive overview illustrates, contemporary Anglophone fiction has much to offer regarding critical perspectives
on men and masculinities in transnational social contexts. Therefore, I
consider a further close and critical examination of research conducted
on these topics in the social sciences as a fruitful and essential addition to literary and cultural studies. Only an awareness of contemporary
gendered power structures and their transformations will allow for a
differentiated interpretation of the artistic and critical perspectives on
our world which novelists like Kunzru create in their work. Unquestionably, literature is a powerful tool that functions like a magnifying glass,
allowing writers to highlight, question and subvert predominant social
structures. Hence, studying fictional representations of social hierarchies
and dynamics can likewise open up new perspectives for non-literary
research on these processes.
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Workshop D
Theorising and Doing Methodology
This workgroup, chaired by Miklós Hadas and Nurseli Yeşim Sünbüloğlu,
generated a provocative and insightful discussion regarding the ‘state
of play’ in contemporary Critical Studies of Men and Masculinities
(CSMM), with a focus upon current theoretical debates. Although most
of the presented papers attended to specific topics, in this workgroup
there was a shared critical engagement regarding frames of reference
underlying key concepts in the field—such as men, masculinity, hegemony, hegemonic masculinity, gender, sexuality, etc. This common ground
around exploring frames of reference involved (re)evaluation of the main
theoretical standpoints in CSMM, particularly in relation to considering
the use of modernist and post-modernist approaches. Our discussion encouraged us to reflect upon the challenges and opportunities that might
arise in the application of these different theoretical trajectories, at both
theoretical and empirical levels. We agreed that ongoing engagement
with existing modes of contemporary theorising in CSMM should go
along with critical reflection upon their epistemological foundations and
analytical tools. Some of the problems in contemporary theorizations
that we considered included, unquestioning continued employment of
modernist theoretical perspectives which draw upon the work of writers
like Raewyn Connell, Anthony Giddens, and Michael Kimmel. However,
we also noted difficulties attached to less common usage in CSMM of
postmodernist viewpoints and concepts, often associated with uncritical reference to the work of Judith Butler, Michel Foucault and Gilles
Deleuze/Félix Guattari. Finally, we expressed concerns about somewhat
unclear and uneasy combination of the both modernist and postmodern
perspectives by writers like, for example, Bob Pease.
Having discussed problems with prevalent theoretical frames of reference, concepts and terms in CSMM today, we considered overall that
CSMM theorizing today seems rather ‘stuck’, in that many of the problems we enunciated are hardly new. In that context, we pondered ways
of creatively reconceiving the field of scholarship. A range of topics were
considered, including
• the incoherence, non-homogeous, ambivalent features of embodied
subjectivities/gendered categories – e.g. Cossacks, Vietnamese women
• the potential and limits of discursive analysis
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• the significance of particularities (in terms of contexts and with regard
to indicators for social change)
• the question of fluidity/permeability in relation not only to gender
categories but in relation to social innovations
• the importance of embodiment at all levels of social theorising.
Although the concept of hegemonic masculinity developed by R.W. Connell remained among the central issues in our discussion, we explored a
range of other alternative theoretical perspecitives/terminologies to conceptualize men and masculinities. These included,
• masculinity as habitus in the Bourdieusian sense, namely as learned
behavioural patterns fixed in durable dispositions, which govern human praxis at the unconscious level (illustrated in relation to historical analysis of men’s sport)
• metaphor analysis and conceptualizing masculinities through concepts like assemblages, networks and becoming (discussed in a study
of men’s violence against their female partners, in analysis of a “failing
boys discourses” in “Northern” masculinity research, and in a study
of “normative ambivalence” in relation to globalization)
• conceptualizing hegemonic masculinity as a discourse (exemplified in
the study of symbolic reproduction of historical models of masculinity, and in the analysis of contradictions regarding discourses on disabled veterans);
• performative analysis, enabling analysis of gender as reiterative power
(illustrated in a comparative study of negotiations regarding dominant notions of masculinity intersecting with femininity and religion
in local contexts and in a study of linguistic marginalization of youth
styles and men from multiethnic settings).
Methodological issues also arose out of these conversations about theoretical/conceptual/terminological questions. The workgroup noted the
prevalence of qualitative perspectives in CSMM, which is connected
with closer engagement with participants and an evident orientation towards producing social change which form part of the political agenda
of CSMM. Meanwhile the political practice and commitment of CSMM
was acknowledged as an issue that deserves a higher level of reflection.
Rapporteurs: Tetyana Bureychak and Christine Beasley on behalf of the
workgroup
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Chapter 17
Cross-cultural Iconographies of
Hegemonic Masculinity: Cases
of Sweden and Ukraine1
Tetyana Bureychak
National University of Lviv, Ukraine
The processes of globalization, virtualization and transnationalization
add complexity to modes of legitimizing of hegemonic masculinity and
influence its local and culturally specific models. Globalization reshapes
national, regional and local economic, political and cultural arrangements and effect domestic and public patriarchies (Connell, 1998; Kimmel 2003). In this regard it is common to discuss regeneration and re-enforcement of conservative, traditional, culturally specific and historical
models of hegemonic masculinity as an affect of globalization (Kimmel,
2003). At the same time it is important not to overgeneralize implications of such processes, since influence of globalization is not universal
and particularities of local contexts may provide different explanation
for intensification of traditional gender regimes. The main questions that
this study suggests to discuss are the mechanisms of incorporation of
Vikings and Cossacks into politics of belonging and imagining of contemporary Sweden and Ukraine, as well as complexities of interpretation
of these models as similar but contextualized exemplars of hegemonic
masculinity. A particular focus of this study is visual imagery of Vikings
and Cossacks related to socialization, popular and consumer culture,
historical politics and national identity.
This research draws attention to the mechanisms of symbolic reproduction of cultural ideals of masculinity. It suggests application and
specification of the concept of hegemonic masculinity developed in the
works by R.W. Connell (Carrigan, Connell, Lee, 1985; Connell, 1995;
Connell and Messerschmidt, 2005). Although this concept provides a
valuable framework for analysis of power relations and their gender
specifics, some of its aspects remain to be debated (Wetherell and Edley,
1

This research project was a part of my post-doctoral fellowship during 2009-2010
at the Department of Gender Studies, Linköpings University, supported by Swedish
Institute and GEXcel. I am especially grateful to Jeff Hearn for his insightful comments and encouragement.
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1999; Whitehead, 2002; Hearn, 2004a). Among them are simultaneous
understanding of hegemonic masculinity as a pattern of practice and
as a cultural ideal (Hearn, 2012) and lacking clarity in distinguishing
between hegemonic masculinity as a political mechanism that legitimizes male domination and hegemonic masculinity as an embodiment
of dominant positioning by an actual group of men (Elias and Beasley,
2009). In the context of this study hegemonic masculinity is referred to
as a dominant discourse about masculinity, which legitimizes hegemony
of men and frames institutionally and symbolically reproduced understandings of desirable manhood. Viewing hegemonic masculinity as a
discourse allows avoiding both of the above mentioned ambiguities. Although according to this definition hegemonic masculinity is defined as
a discourse, it is important to note that reproduction and (de)construction of knowledge about ideals of masculinity have both discursive and
practical/materialistic nature. This study suggests to discuss one of the
mechanisms through which particular understandings of desirable masculinity become normalized – namely symbolic and visual reproduction
of ideals of masculinity.
One of the mechanisms of framing and reinforcement of hegemonic
masculinity is exemplifying it through particular images/icons of masculinity. Meanwhile there is no agreement as to existence of a particular
image(s) that would be able to represent full complexity of hegemonic
masculinity and serve as its exemplar. Some studies agree on such a possibility and suggest discussions of certain images that correspond to hegemonic masculinity (e.g. Australian “iron man” on local level (Connell
1990), or “transnational business masculinity” on global level (Connell
1998), culturally specific ideals of masculinity (Gilmore, 1990; Cornwall
and Lindisfarne 1994), while others criticize these approaches and question existence of such images since each of them can only partially address the complex category of hegemonic masculinity (Whitehead 2002).
Apparently it would be more accurate to assume an existence of a plurality of exemplars of hegemonic masculinity, that function on different social levels. Resources available to men to assure their domination
would stipulate the content and legitimizing potential of these ideals of
masculinity. The importance of considering geographical differences of
hegemonic masculinity has also been discussed over the past two decades. Yet still limited amount of studies dedicated to this issue in a comparative cross-national perspective (Hearn, 2004b) opens up a potential
of critical analysis in this area.
Although being geographically located in Europe, Sweden and
Ukraine have significantly different political, economic, social and cultural experiences, which at first glance do not seem to make them well-
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comparable cases. Sweden is a Nordic country with population of 9,4
million people.2 It is a constitutional monarchy with a long tradition of
independence, which it has been experiencing since the 16th century.
It has a distinctive political and social system with strong orientation
towards democratic values and protections of human rights. The welfare state policy was promoted by Social Democrats from 1930s and
since then Sweden was gradually transformed into one of the wealthiest
countries in the world. The “Swedish model” has become a well-known
label for marking social security, prosperity, social justice and equality
(including gender one). Ukraine is a state in Eastern Europe. At present,
it is the largest by area country in Europe and seventh largest one in
terms population – 45,7 million people.3 In contrast to Sweden, Ukraine
is a new state, which emerged within its present borders as a result of
collapse of the USSR in 1991. Economically Ukraine is one of the poorest countries in Europe, suffering from high corruption and limitations
in democracy. For the most part of its history, Ukraine was under the rule
of foreign powers, mostly Poland and the Russian Empire. The Soviet
past of Ukraine influences its current national ideology and visions of
social ideals and relations. Prioritizing of traditional gender models is
often presented as a way to revitalize the Ukrainian nation, to preserve
the family, and to renew moral traditions that the Soviet system had
destroyed.
At the same time, Sweden and Ukraine are among few countries, which
have very vivid historical characters – Cossacks and Vikings – that contribute to framing their national identity. They are commonly presented
as a part of myths of common ethnic descent that refer to the golden age
of nation (Smith, 1999). In case of Sweden this period often stretches
back to the Viking Age (8-11 centuries AD) and in case of Ukraine – to
the Cossackhood Epoch (15-18 centuries AD). Even the terms “age” and
“epoch” symbolically emphasise the significance of these periods. The
appearance of the romanticized pictures of Vikings and Cossacks goes
back to the 19th century – the time of birth of nationalism and modern
masculinity (Mosse 1996). In case of Ukraine, a revival of interest to
Cossacks as national heroes is witnessed in the post-Soviet time.
Vikings and Cossacks might seem quite similar due to a range of factors. They refer to the past and to real (non-fictional) historical heroes
– a community involved in military actions. They provide an identity
that is able to be extrapolated to a large ethnic group. Cossacks and
2
3

Data of official statistics of Sweden Statistiska Centralbyrån on 31.12.2010; http://
www.scb.se/Pages/TableAndChart____264373.aspx (accessed 15 July 2011)
Data of the State Statistics Committee of Ukraine on 01.01.2011; http://www.
ukrstat.gov.ua/ (accessed 15 July 2011).
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Vikings represent common history and understanding of common origin. They are sometimes referred to indicate a distinct national character
of modern Swedish/Ukrainian people, who are considered the descendants of Vikings/Cossacks. Both of these characters are often idealized
and mythologized in their modern interpretations. Although Vikings and
Cossacks are typically discussed as being genderless, they are explicitly
gendered models and promote particular notions of masculinity. Both
of them associate men with militarism, courage, physical strength, endurance, devotion to community, persistence, strong will, independence,
rebelliousness, whiteness and heterosexuality etc. In case of Ukrainian
Cossacks religious affiliation and Christian identity are also important.
Vikings and Cossacks seem to represent very similar in terms of their
content ideals of masculinity that suggests male privilege and domination. Meanwhile, the peculiarities of regional contexts and contemporary connotations of these images do not assure their similar attractiveness in Sweden and Ukraine.
A kaleidoscopic character of activities of Vikings and different social
and moral evaluations of these activities, makes it quite difficult to define
who they actually were. Most often Vikings are referred to as explorers,
traders, warriors and pirates that raided Europe from 8th to mid-11th
century. The Viking Age is a part of medieval history of Scandinavia
(modern Denmark, Norway, Sweden and sometimes Finland), which is
characterized by Viking expansion. Although initially the term ‘Viking’
has been applied primarily for naming the sea raiders from Scandinavia,
later its meaning has been extended to reference all Scandinavian people, who lived during that period. This inspired a later introduction of
such terms as “Viking culture”, “Viking society”, “Viking religion” etc.
The Viking period as a shared history of Scandinavian people provides
a basis for common identity and higher level of kinship among them
compared to that experienced towards other European nations. Vikings
in this sense are not exclusively Swedish historical heroes. However, according to modern popular culture they might seem to be so to a larger
extent. Examples of this are references to Swedish people as contemporary Vikings.4 Due to historical influences, which spread well-across
Europe and North America, as well as considerable commercialization,
Vikings nowadays are well-known Scandinavian, and Swedish in particular, symbol.
Cossacks were a military community which played an important
role in the European and Ukrainian geopolitics in the 15th-18th cen4

E.g. the book by Johansson Robinowitz, Christina and Werner Carr, Lisa (2001)
Modern-day Vikings. A practical guide of interacting with the Swedes, Yarmounth:
Intercultural Press.
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turies (Wilson, 1997). Initially formed by run-away peasants, Cossack
groups later considerably increased in their numbers and transformed
into autonomous military units, which were employed as guards and
hired armies by rich landowners and Polish-Lithuanian State (so called
Registered Cossacks). Cossacks of Zaporizhya formed an autonomous
administrative structure Cossacks Hetmanate (the middle of the 17th
century until the end of the 18th century), which is often considered
nowadays as a basis of contemporary Ukrainian statehood. Although
Cossack image is very popular in Ukraine, it is less known outside the
country compared to associations of Vikings with Sweden. This might
be connected to the fact that historically Cossacks were not involved in
expansion as much as Vikings. Their influence over other countries was
far less significant. The period of promotion of the glorified image Cossacks was also relatively short – mostly only since Ukraine’s independence in 1991.
Since Vikings and Cossacks periods constitute a part of Swedish and
Ukrainian history, one can observe similarities in commemoration politics that refer to these times. There are museums, thematic exhibitions,
monuments to Vikings and Cossacks, historical societies that are involved in organizing of Viking/Cossack festivals and other events in Sweden and Ukraine nowadays. There are historical communities that are
involved in historical reenactments and preservation/promotion knowledge about Vikings and Cossacks in both countries. At the same time in
the post-Soviet Ukraine these communities acquire massive character5
and set a much wider scope of missions apart from commemoration of
Cossack period. Contemporary Ukrainian Cossacks are also involved in
participation in the patriotic education of youth and ensuring law and
order in the country.
Imagery of Vikings and Cossacks with different degree of historical
accuracy is promoted in contemporary popular culture – in popular literature, films, popular history websites and computer games. Military
masculinity embodied by these characters makes them attractive heroes for captivating and adventurous cultural narratives. A clear commonality in employing Viking and Cossack representations nowadays
is witnessed with regard to consumer culture. Apart from being central
objects in souvenir and tourist industry targeted at foreigners, both images are often used for branding products and services. However, if Cossack imagery is mostly applied for marking local products for Ukrain5

According to some estimates, there are over 500 local Cossack’s organizations with
the total number of members approaching 200 thousands (~ 0,5 % of Ukrainian
population), accessed 24 February 2011. http://kalnysh.at.ua/publ/16-1-0-38
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ian consumers, then references to Vikings often appear as targeted for
non-Swedes/non-Scandinavians. Often the products featuring Vikings
are manufactured outside Sweden, which might signal different levels
of attractiveness and identification of Swedes and Ukrainians with this
kind of imagery. Another quite noticeable difference is visualizing Cossack characters vs. mainly verbal referring to Vikings in consumer culture (Figures 1-2). One of the potential explanation for this, is that it is
done in order to associate the product not with the whole image, which
is to some extent vulgarized by souvenir and tourist industry, but rather to stress on particular “serious” characteristics of Vikings – e.g. ‘Viking line’ and ‘Viking airlines’ are associated with Vikings’ mobility and
travels, ‘Viking’ kitchen appliances – with Vikings’ endurance; ‘Viking’
washing detergents – with Vikings’ physical strength etc.

Figure 1. Frying pan “Viking”

Figure 2. Beer “Cossack”

Another difference between imagery of Vikings and Cossacks lies in
the different level of its integration into socialization especially of boys.
While Viking is a relatively neutral and marginally heroic image for children in Sweden, in the post-Soviet period of Ukraine one can observe
attempts to promote Cossacks as a model for emulation for little boys.
In Western and Central Ukraine boys are often dressed like Cossacks
during various celebrations in the kindergartens and sometimes at home.
They are taught about the virtues that are embodied by “real” Cossacks
and which they should aspire to. In order to teach little boys to restrain
their tears, an expression “Cossacks do not cry” is commonly used. An
example of integration of Cossack idea into socialization is a book/encyclopaedia for boys “How to become a Cossack in seven days” 6 (Figure
3).

6

Borsuk-Yankivska L. (2008) Yak staty kozakom za sim dniv (How to become a Cossack in seven days). Кiyv: Kraina mriy.
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Figure 3. Encyclopedia for boys ‘How to Become a Cossack in Seven Days’ (2008)

There are special extra-curriculum Cossack schools and Cossack youth
organizations. A curriculum at a Cossack school normally includes advanced study of Ukrainian history, singing, dancing, combat hopak,
horse riding and shooting. One of the main aims of Cossack pedagogics
is “to educate a freedom-loving and independent personality, a Cossackknight and a manly citizen”.7 Boys socialization in a Cossack way can
be continued through attending sport groups of combat hopak (boyovyi
hopak). Combat hopak is a mixture of dance and martial art of Cossacks
that was invented and promoted in Ukraine since late 1980s. It was recognized as a national sport in 1997.
Contemporary references to Vikings and Cossacks also position these
images differently in relation to femininity. In contrast to Viking women,
which are not central, but encountered in historical depictions, souvenir industry and books about Vikings for children, image of a Cossack
women is totally absent in current depictions of Cossacks. Contemporary references to Cossacks present them as exclusively masculine image and stress importance of Cossack fraternity, from which women are
symbolically and physically excluded.
Vikings and Cossacks have different moral connotations in contemporary Sweden and Ukraine. In contrast to current glorification of
Cossacks and presenting them as an embodiment of nobility and moral
virtues, the image of Vikings is rather stigmatized. The negative connotations are related to their association with the piracy, rape, plunder and
pillage that were involved and their alleged personal qualities such as
brutality, barbarity, violence and uncleanliness. Although this depiction
of Vikings is highly stereotyped, it still influences contemporary imagin7

Tymofeev, V (2006) Kozatskyi dytyachyi ta yunatskyi rukh (Cossack children’s and
youth movement), accessed 2 March 2011. http://kozakpedagog.webstolica.ru/glubina
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ing of these characters. Over the 20th century the Viking image has also
acquired a negative association with Nazi8 and far-right groups. Image
of Viking was used in a political campaign of nationalistic/racist party
Sweden’s Democrats (Sverigedemokraterna) during 2003-2004 (Figure
4). The party is known for its opposition to immigration and globalization and it passed into Swedish parliament in October 2010 (Hübinette
and Lundström 2011). The Viking imagery visualized its claim for the
need of national revival and purity through the restoration of the pride
and power embodied by the Swedish forefathers – Vikings. Thus, in contrast to Cossacks, which are integrated into the mainstream national
ideology in Ukraine, the image Vikings is rather marginalized and appropriated by radical national groups.

Figure 4. “Keep Sweden Swedish” – a slogan of Sverigedemokraterna in 2003-2004

Although there is a number of agents that contribute to construction and
promotion of national and gender ideology, state plays one of the crucial
role in legitimizing particular vision of national identity and gender relations. The role of the state in regard to integration of Viking/Cossacks
idea into political agenda is considerably different in case of Sweden
and Ukraine. In contrast to Vikings, the idealized thirst for freedom and
independence associated with Cossacks transformed them into absolutely positive and favourable characters within the dominant contemporary national imagination and official national and historical politics
in Ukraine. Historical facts of Cossack’s violence and brutality during
their raids, their extermination of Polish and Jewish population (Hrushevsky, 1997), and sexual aggression towards women (Zherebkin, 1998)
are absent in contemporary Cossack imagery. After the collapse of the
8

Vikings were portrayed in Nazi Germany as a pure Germanic type. The name “Wiking” was given to an elite SS panzer division during WWII.
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Soviet Union, Cossacks – as national heroes and fighters for country’s independence – were integrated into official national symbols of Ukraine.
Some of the examples of this include an anthem of Ukraine, symbols of
presidential power and banknote iconography. Over the period 19912011, Ukrainian presidents and the Cabinet of Ministers passed over
60 decrees that support revival of contemporary Cossackhood. None
of similar initiatives concerning Vikings took place in Sweden over this
time.
Although both Vikings and Cossacks can be considered as representations of hegemonic masculinity that have a potential to legitimize male
domination, this does not assure their hegemonic positioning and equal
status in the contexts of Sweden and Ukraine. Concrete mechanisms of
legitimization of these models of masculinity depend on social, economic, cultural and political conditions. Their integration into socialization
and their promotion on a state level, as well as in the media and other
social institutes are vital for assuring hegemony of these models. Viking
and Cossack images represent similar in terms of content ideal of masculinity. However its attractiveness and mechanisms of legitimization are
considerably different. This suggests that Vikings and Cossacks can be
considered as exemplars of hegemonic masculinity, though their level of
hegemony is different in contemporary Sweden and Ukraine.
Vikings and Cossacks are powerful tools that are/can be politically
mobilized for promotion of particular mutually reinforcing national and
gender ideologies. At the same time, the significance of these images is
stipulated by an interaction of a range of competing and relevant to
regional contexts political agendas. Although nationally and culturally
specific models of masculinity become more popular in situations endangering national identity, globalization due to its varying effects is not
always a major stimulus for re-articulation of such ideals of masculinity.
In case of Ukraine, in contrast to Sweden, a revival of interest and support of Cossackhood is more closely interwoven with national building
processes rather than a resistance to the country’s integration into international political, economic and sociocultural processes.
Discourses of gender equality and multiculturalism that have been
actively promoted in Sweden for the last several decades suggest downgrading men’s (physical and other) superiority, whiteness, ethnic purity
and militaristic ideal as rather irrelevant and outdated virtues. This can
be one of the reasons for marginalizing and limited attractiveness of
Viking imagery that refer to such qualities. In contrast to Sweden, the
ideal of masculinity and nation suggested by Cossacks can be seen as
reactionary towards processes of weakening/feminization of men (“late
Soviet crisis of masculinity”) and colonization of Ukrainian nation dur-
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ing the USSR. In this case, the model of Cossack suggests empowerment
and regeneration of the nation and its “true” masculinity. Constant reiteration of these ideas promotes normalizing Cossack as a positive ideal
of Ukrainian masculinity. At the same time, representing Cossacks as national heroes and a as “motor that drives the nation and society at large”
(Mosse, 1996), leads to promotion of a masculine concept of nation,
false homogeneities in terms of gender, ethnic affiliation and citizenship,
and symbolic and actual exclusion of women from politics and public
sphere.
Although not being discussed in this paper, it is important to note that
the meanings and social connotations of Viking and Cossack imagery
are complex, contested and in constant flux. Their perception may significantly vary not only historically, but within a particular society and
social groups that may find them more or less appealing and relevant to
their experience. These aspects are among those that provide a potential
for further exploration.
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Chapter 18
Masculinity as Habitus? Some
Theoretical/Methodological Remarks
Miklós Hadas
Corvinus University of Budapest, Hungary

Introduction
Nowadays, the concept of masculinity often implies different connotations that have nothing whatsoever to do with each other to such an extent that one would even question whether they cultivate the same area
of scholarship. Just think of the concept used by researchers in studying, say, the “gender performances” of Brazilian transvestite prostitutes
on the basis of a Butlerian queer theory and those applied by historians in investigating late-medieval transformation of chivalrous codes of
honour in Europe with the tools of modern historiography. Masculinity
might simultaneously be defined as
(1) a set of roles (following the Parsonsian structuralist-functionalist
paradigm), as
(2) a kind of identity (mainly on the basis of psychoanalysis), as
(3) a Foucault-inspired discourse (Whitehead, 2002), or as
(4) an umbrella term designating structurally conditioned social relations, places, practices and effects of these practices (with the introduction of the hegemonic masculinity concept – Carrigan et al., 1985).
In the following, in order to further complicate this picture, I would suggest interpreting masculinity as habitus – in the Bourdieusian sense.

Bourdieu and the bathwater-dilemma
I am aware that the Masculine Domination (Bourdieu, 2001), in which
Bourdieu intends to give an ahistorically essentialist interpretation of the
gender order’s reproduction, is a problematic text. Even if we accept the
unacceptable that at the end of the twentieth century masculine domination was unchanged in the Western world as far as the church and the
state are concerned (disregarding the differences between the Protestant
and Catholic Churches, and, say, the Bulgarian and British state bureaucracies), the degree of Bourdieu’s essentialist over-generalization appears
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completely untenable for the school and the family. Especially problematic is the mention of schooling in this context, as it is well known what
radical changes took place in the education of the two genders after
World War II in the West. As a result, the centuries-long lag of women
in the labour market also significantly decreased (although it should not
be neglected that women – even academics – are cheaper labour even
at the beginning of the 21th century). As regards the changes in family
structure, Bourdieu devoted a major study to this issue (Bourdieu, 1993),
but he does not take it into account in this book. He also ignores perhaps
the most momentous change in gender relations in the 20th century: the
transformation of intimacy. He overlooks that from the 1960s something changed irrevocably in the Western world: an increasing proportion of women has gained legitimate control over their own bodies. This
does not merely mean their right to decide about abortion, but also their
growing claim to the right of enjoying – to use Giddens’ term – “plastic
sexuality”, i.e. a kind of “decentred sexuality, freed from the needs of
reproduction” (Giddens, 1992: 2). Hence, the structure of the gaps is not
maintained.
When Bourdieu in Masculine Domination discusses “the constancy of
habitus” or the “strength of the structure”, and states that “the structure
of the gaps is maintained” between genders, he extends his theory, elaborated in his chef d’oeuvre, Distinction, about the reproduction (by displacement) of the social structure to the reproduction of the men/women
relationship. This is an example par excellence of a strategic paradigmexpansion. It is untenable, furthermore, that a leading social scientist
writes a book on masculine domination by practically ignoring the entire
literature of the broadly defined gender studies, while incessantly referring to himself. It is not surprising that contemporary masculinity studies focusing on the plurality and historical variability of masculinities
keep doing the opposite to what Bourdieu does when he writes about
the universality and constancy of masculine domination. It is also true
that hardly any scholar of stature refers to him in masculinity studies: in
one of the synthetic volumes of this field (Haywood and Mac an Ghaill,
2003) no reference, in another (Whitehead, 2001) one reference, in a
third (Adams, 2003) only three references include Bourdieu’s name.
However, I don’t think that we have to throw out the baby with the
bathwater; no matter how disputable the book’s theses are, if we refuse
the ahistorical essentialism of the Bourdieusian thesis concerning the
universality and the unchangingness of masculine domination and, instead, follow the main canon of men and masculinity studies, according
to which masculinity is a historically conditioned, changing socio-cultural construct, we can try to use the habitus-concept in our analysis. As we
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know, habitus is defined as a set of durable dispositions, which govern
human praxis at the unconscious level; being perceptible, these manifestations are liable to social classification and differentiation (Bourdieu,
1992: 127-133).

An example: Hungary in the Civilizing Process
In what follows, is about how masculine habituses changed in the course
of the “civilizing process” (Elias, 1969), and how a major drive for
change – modern man – was born in the 18-19th century. On the basis
of Hungarian data it is intended to point, very schematically, to some
universal traits of this process. The overriding thesis is that masculine
habituses were channelled into new directions: the drive to fight, to kill
the enemy was gradually built upon by competitive and, later, by cooperative dispositions. It is argued that various existential conditions
produce different habituses, which can be transferred to diverse areas
of practice. Elias (1986) draws a parallel between the “parliamentarization” of the squire and the “sportization” of leisure-time. His argument
also warns that it would be ill advised to take parliamentarianism as the
cause and sporting customs as the effect, as both phenomena are conditioned by the same structural specificities of 18th century English society.
I use leisure activities / sports on the basis of which I try to analyse
the changing masculine habituses of different social groups. By outlining
dispositional changes expressed by sports, I do not intend to suggest that
one form of sports stemmed from the other, or that there is some causal
relation between them. My data and sources were primarily qualitative:
memoirs, diaries, correspondence, publications and press coverage of important people of the times. When, for example, based on a monographic
elaboration of the press of a period I found that the largest number of
sports unions at a given time were, let’s say, rowing clubs, then the question appeared self-evident: why did these sports unions arise and what
effect did they have in the transformation of masculine dispositions?

From hunting to horse racing
Any kind of hunting is an archaic form of fighting in that it aims at killing and then devouring the foe. It is based on the model of war and as
such, it can be taken for one of the typical archaic institutions of the
masculine domination model resting on libido dominandi. Contrary to
hunting, the aim of foxhunting is not the slaying (and consumption) of
the fox but a pursuit under regulated conditions. Foxhunting is a far
more expensive pastime, since the organiser must have, above the suitable infrastructure of hunting, a pack of hounds trained to chase the prey
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and horses capable of following these hounds. Another difference between the two forms is that foxhunting anticipates the relation in which
man is merely an observer of an event.
While hunting incurs the risk of the wounded animal wounding or
even killing the hunter, the prey in a foxhunt constitutes practically no
danger to man because the competition is not between animal and man
but between animal and animal. When a fox is hunted with a pack, it is
not even certain that the captured animal will be killed, since the goal
is catching, not killing. It has significant implications here, as Norbert
Elias (1986) also points out, that man does not eat fox meat. Unlike in
hunting, when an animal is hunted with a pack, it has far greater chances
of escaping since it is a fundamental rule that the pack is let loose when
the prey has adequate advantage, and also, it is not sure that the caught
animal will be killed, since the goal is catching, not killing. This activity
is a subtle and convincing indicator of the process in which violence is
gradually replaced by actions based the principle of fair play.
Attended by twenty thousand spectators, the first horse racing is
staged in the Habsburg Monarchy at Simmering outside Vienna in 1816.
It is organised by two Hungarian counts together with the Ambassador of England to Vienna. This activity continues, radicalises and even
consummates the tendencies that a foxhunt has in excess of hunting.
In foxhunting the pursuit is not accurately delimited in time and space,
since the gentlemen often follow the game and the barking pack over
hedge and ditch, without food and drink, from morning till night. They
must exert serious physical efforts to satisfy their voyeuristic needs. In
horse racing the racing field is arranged in such a way that viewers could
watch the rivalry between the animals from their seats. In addition to
that, horses vie to overcome, not to annihilate, each other; i.e. power to
destroy the other gives way to speed to overcome the other. Fighting is
gradually replaced by competition.
Unlike in foxhunting, in horse racing the pursuit is accurately delimited in time, in space and in social space. Horse racing is a spectacular
pre-sport that serves as passive entertainment for the audience. Races are
staged in different categories of clearly definable social origin. The noble
gentlemen making bets are not simple viewers but also symbolic contestants committed to the future, taking calculated risks. The ideas of horse
breeding and horse racing organisation has a common basis with programs concerning social and economic transformation. The economic
use of the horse derives from horse racing, the returns from betting and
from the sale of horses bred with great care.
The leading liberal aristocrats wish to ennoble their fellow citizens
to become rationally competitive males who take responsibility for the
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consequences of their action. The habituses bring about similar practices
and categories of classification in different spheres of the magnates’ lives
without their conscious and deliberate attempts to do so. An unmistakable sign of the emergence of modernity is the permeation of the most
diverse social spheres by competition aiming, instead of the annihilation
of the foe, at defeating the opponent and subordinating it within a complex web of interdependencies.
The aristocrats’ money, power, rank, influence – their social status,
that is – allow them to be exempt, thanks to others’ obedience to them,
from tiring, physically fatiguing competition deemed socially inferior,
reserved for people of the lower castes and for other than human beings.
Yet, although staying away from the competition of their animals participating in the race, they put more at stake: assuming a global responsibility for the nation, they vie with each other, the ultimate goal being the
creation of a happier, more modern, more advanced nation (and they do
bear the heavy load that it implies). This competitive goal materializes in
an international context, too: they try to make Hungary more competitive in comparison with other nations of the Habsburg Monarchy – first
of all Austria – and also with the more advanced contemporary countries
of the West. (Hadas, 2007b)

Re-contextualized masculinities
In the 1840s, in his book about horse-breeding Baron Wesselényi, a leading Hungarian liberal aristocrat, writes that “fox-hunting, racing, and
the increased amount of riding they imply have improved the manliness
of our effeminate youths still in need of much training; without them,
all those many good stallions and mares that have had so many good
offspring since then would not have been brought from England.” (Wesselényi, 1847: 3-4., my italics: MH).
By referring to “manliness of our effeminate youths” the magnate
uses a universal(ized) concept of masculinity. This view envisions manliness along a linear scale as a category of degree, which can be “improved”. One extreme of the scale is taken by the “effeminated” male,
the “hideous sybaritic shell” whose negative characteristics set him as
a polar opposite of the courageous, reckless, heroic, chivalric, strong,
hardened man on the other extreme. (The opposites of the scale may
also imply political connotations for those concerned, giving rise to such
antinomies as conservative/radical, right/left, etc.) Note that there is no
schism between the two ends; due training or the change of the ideological/political views can transfer someone from around one end to around
the other. This utilization of the adjective “manly” (meaning “trained”)
reveals that, for the baron, the term “manliness” concerns the offspring
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of the aristocracy only: both women and the males of the middle classes
are excluded.
The ideologues of gymnastic exercises use a more sophisticated notion of manliness. Notably, they argue that “it is indispensable for us as
human beings and bourgeois to preserve a certain degree of autonomy. I
leave it to the kind reader to decide whether this manly characteristic can
develop in the soil of effeminate education.” (Honművész, 1834: 434,
my italics: MH). This is the voice of the middle class citizen who marks
himself off from the aristocracy. There can be no doubt that the “effeminate” bodies signify – similarly to Rousseau’s writings – the feeble and
inapt body of the noblemen which is becoming increasingly formless
in all senses of the word. In other words, peeping out from behind the
pace-setting liberal aristocrats, the strengthening bourgeois cautiously
opposes the “Sybaritic” nobility (Hadas, 2009).
When in 1868, the minister of education is convinced by the protagonists of the turnen movement that physical education be a compulsory
subject in state founded primary and secondary schools in Hungary, the
syllabus has to be worked out to recommend what girls should do in
turnen classes. The new educational documents and curricula no longer
place women on the lowermost pole of a graded scale as the synonym
of “less manly” contents, but conceptualize the woman, on the basis of
a dichotomous model of the two genders, in opposition to man, as an
autonomous social being. Declaring that “although women have a different body construction, occupation and vocation for life than men, but
being just as organic and sensible beings of nature, and being just as,
if not more, exposed to the detrimental impacts of cultural conditions,
they have to be looked after and trained physically as the stronger sex,
so that they could perform as smoothly as possible their natural tasks
and vocation for life, and they could partake of the cultural benefits as
much as possible”.
Although the document defines woman as a biologically determined
human being in the first place, the author does not reject the possibility that, at least in theory, a woman could lay claim to a social role on
a par with man. Then, though slowly and hesitantly, by the end of the
nineteenth century the tendency is for a woman to feel it her patriotic
duty to care for, improve and train her body and her physical abilities.
Gymnastics for women becomes a legitimate tool of performing this patriotic duty.
In the 1870s, the protagonists of athleticism state that this new sport
is the “most powerful support of manliness”. The German national
character is considered as the “paragon of unmanliness”; Spaniards are
deemed “inapt” and “haughty” (Molnár, 1875: 61), while Hungarian
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men are seen as human beings “without manly characteristics!” (Molnár,
1875: 71). But, not surprisingly, there is a nation which could be labelled
ideally manly: “That England has reached a high degree of material and
spiritual greatness, that the English nation lives a happy life, that the
people are at a high level of development, can strongly be attributed
to the fact that the English nation consists of men. The Englishman is
strong and a hard-worker” (Molnár, 1875: 61. My italics: MH). (Hadas,
2007a)
The protagonists of athletics conceive of manliness along a graded
scale which they extend to a whole nation by simple overgeneralization.
They also suggest that – via the right dosing of the antidote called athleticism – there is a possibility for the effeminated nation to come close and
even reach the ideal state of a “hardened”, “muscular”, “manly race”.
This argument thus leads them back to the approach of Baron Wesselényi of the 1840s. In their thinking, however, they herald the new era
because they self-evidently regard competitive manliness – and not fighting – as the “most effective lever” for the consolidation of the nation.
However, in the 1870s and 1880s, the situation is more complicated.
Just take the following passage: “It is notable that an Englishman rears
his son for the country, his daughter for the household. (...) As a result,
the young Englishman, especially the aristocrat is not so pampered despite all his might and wealth as in other nations.” (Molnár, 1875:71.
My italics: MH). This quotation indicates that manliness set as the goal
is not so un-problematically universal as suggested by the earlier generation because if aristocrats undertake to define legitimate manliness in the
last quarter of the 19th century, they have to mark themselves off in two
directions. On the one hand, they have to differentiate themselves from
“emancipating” women: this is done most easily by trying to sort men
out into the public sphere, women into the private sphere. On the other
hand, they have to make a distinction between their own social class and
the emerging lower social groups, especially the upcoming middle classes. All this adds up to suggest that compared to its earlier universalized
definition, masculinity is now defined relationally. In other words, the
distinctions of the legitimate masculine habitus become elements of symbolic power struggle between classes and genders (Hadas 2007a: 2010).

Conclusion
What are, then, the dividends of this Bourdieusian conceptual framework for masculinity studies? First and foremost, we get a coherent,
theoretically embedded paradigm with a lot of free valence suited for
socio-historical analysis, which offers a well-established tool to bridge
the structure-agency dichotomy. Furthermore, with the help of this
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framework, we can transcend three persistent antinomies within social
theory: first, between objectivism and subjectivism; second, between sociology and social psychology; third, between sociology and psychoanalysis (Green, 2008). Next, by using the habitus-concept, we can also
introduce the bourdieusian field-concept (Bourdieu, 1990: 66) and try, as
I would have wanted to illustrate with the schematic historical analysis
in the previous sub-chapter, to grasp the plurality of masculinities as a
system of relations among masculine habituses both within and between
different social fields. Finally, thanks to the “family resemblance” – to
paraphrase Wittgenstein and Brod (Brod, 1987: 275-76) –, the Bourdieusian conceptual machinery can easily overwrite the theory of hegemonic
masculinity without erasing its Gramscian reminiscences. I think this
synthesis can be achieved relatively easily because both Gramsci and
Connell – similarly to Bourdieu – are focusing on the symbolic relations
among qualitative power elements and are interested in the dynamic of
cultural distinctions on a Marxist basis.
What lends piquancy to introducing the field concept to masculinity studies is that it can be an excellent weapon against the Masculine
Domination. As I have written above, Bourdieu makes universal claims
about the global dominance of man over woman. But this argument has
another weakness, too, namely that, similarly to Connell (Connell and
Messerschmidt, 2005), Bourdieu also fails to locate masculine domination satisfactorily. Had he put the issue into the context of social fields,
he would certainly have found different masculinity patterns and relations in different fields! It is a real enigma why he didn’t do so…
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Chapter 19
Metaphors of Masculinity:
Hierarchies and Assemblages
Lucas Gottzén
Linköping University, Sweden
Few theories have had such an impact on (critical) studies on men and
masculinities as Raewyn Connell’s framework of hegemonic masculinity.
It has been used in order to explore and analyze men’s patriarchal and
homosocial relations in society at large as well as in local settings, such
as families, schools and workplaces (Hearn et al., 2012). At the same
time the concept has been increasingly criticized (e.g. Nordberg, 2000;
Demetriou, 2001; Howson, 2006; Beasley, 2008) and alternative theories have been presented (e.g. Hearn, 2004). My aim here is to discuss
the advantages and disadvantages with Connell’s concept, and contrast
it with parts of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s framework, which
has been growing in popularity among feminist researchers.
In order to examine Connell’s framework and alternative theories, I
will discuss them in terms of metaphors. Metaphor analysis has emerged
as a field of inquiry where the pragmatic use of metaphors is analyzed.
Metaphors are crucial for interpreting and constructing everyday life
(Lakoff and Johnson, 1980); they are also pivotal in social science (Asplund, 2002). For instance, the organism metaphor, dating back to 18th
century sociobiology, has been central in sociological, and particular
functionalist understandings of society. Metaphors could be seen as
forms of speech acts (Austin, 1975) and as such, their implicit and explicit use could either limit or expand our understanding of phenomena,
such as masculinity. Metaphors are normally constructed by substituting concepts with one another, where X is not only seen to be similar to
Y, but X is Y (Asplund, 2002). However, conceptual metaphors often
operate in the background where analogies are borrowed from a base
domain and used in a target domain. Metaphors could vary in scope
and be more or less systematic; some structure ideas and subordinated
concepts, while others guide towards particular phenomenon (Lakoff
and Johnson, 1980).
In the following, I will not conduct a “proper” metaphor analysis but
rather explore the metaphorical aspects of two theoretical concepts relevant for masculinity studies, including research on men’s violence. First,
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I discuss Connell’s theory of hegemonic masculinity, which employs a
hierarchic metaphor. I will then present and discuss assemblage, a conceptual metaphor proposed by Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari (1987),
arguing that it is helpful in order to understand masculinity and overcome some of the shortcomings of the hierarchal model. The aim of the
paper is to explore and compare the tools the two metaphorical frameworks give. What do the conceptual metaphors reveal and what do they
obscure? What are the advantages and disadvantages for understanding
men and masculinities? By way of conclusion I will discuss some implications of the metaphorical concepts in studying men and violence.

Hegemonic masculinity and hierarchy
Hegemonic masculinity is a concept developed mainly by Raewyn Connell (Carrigan, Connell and Lee, 1985; Connell, 1987; Connell, 1995;
Connell and Messerschmidt, 2005), is set within a structuralist feminist
framework and employs, to large extent, a hierarchal metaphor. At times
the term “gender hierarchy” is used when referring to relations between
men and between men and women (Connell and Messerschmidt, 2005),
for instance when she posits two forms of hierarchy, “hierarchy between
men and women and hierarchy among men” (Connell, 2002: 90).
According to Connell (1995: 74), “the main axis of power in the
contemporary European/America gender order is the overall subordination of women and dominance of men”. Relationships between men
and women are defined by the gender order, but also by other relational
structures such as class and ethnicity. There are, as mentioned, also hierarchies among men where hegemonic masculinity is understood as being
positioned above subordinated masculinities. Hegemonic masculinity
embodies the currently most honored way of being a man and requires
all other men to position themselves in relation to it, and it ideologically
legitimates the global subordination of women (Connell and Messerschmidt, 2005). Subordinated masculinity, in turn, consist of culturally,
economically, juridical, and politically excluded and dominated masculinities. This is for instance the case with homosexual men, which Connell (1995: 78) argues are “the repository of whatever is symbolically
expelled from hegemonic masculinity”. There are also two other masculinity positions, complicit and marginalized masculinity. While hegemonic and subordinated masculinities relate to each other in terms of
dominance and subordination, complicit and marginalized masculinities
mainly regard the authorization of the gender order. Marginalized masculinities are related to class and race, where, for instance, black athletes
may be ideals for many (white) young men, but without improving the
lives of black men in general. The marginalized groups give authority
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to the hegemonic masculinity without threatening its dominance. The
gender order is supposed to be understood as dynamic, that there is a
constant renegotiation and redefinition of masculinity – and a struggle
between different masculinities (Connell, 1995). Identification of different masculinities should not be understood as fixed character types;
rather, they are given their content in relation to each other.
Within the hierarchal model individuals are seen as actors positioned
in social structures. On top there are hegemonic and complicit masculinities, below we find subordinated and marginalized masculinities.
There are also hierarchal relations between men and women in general.
There is, however, no clear-cut theoretical relationship between men and
women in the two different hierarchal models. Homosocial hierarchy is
juxtaposed heterosocial, without theorizing in which ways, for instance,
“emphasized femininity” contributes to the gender order, or how complicit masculinities are relating to different forms of femininity (Demetriou, 2001). Furthermore, it is somewhat obscure how complicit and
marginalized masculinities relate to the hegemonic/subordinated hierarchy. For instance, at times complicit masculinity may be understood as
subordinated to hegemonic masculinity, other times it seems to be using
hegemonic masculinity for its own purposes, to legitimate and guarantee
the subordination of women.
Connell’s theoretical framework draws mainly on Marxist and radical and socialist feminist traditions, providing the hierarchal model a
focus on struggle and conflict. Individuals are not merely positioned in
hierarchal relations, but also attempt to alter those relations.
Feminist scholars have taken the term patriarchy from Karl Marx
and Max Weber in order to explain women’s subordination in general
and in particular how women’s through their unpaid housework are exploited by the capital and to explain men’s interests in upholding a gendered division of labor (Roman, 2004). In its most basic definition the
concept refers to the authority that the father has over his household,
but also to men’s general domination over women. The concept is connected to material and economic relations, where the family is seen as
the most important site for upholding capitalism through men’s control
of women’s sexuality, reproduction and unpaid work in the home. For
instance, Marx understood the family as a way for capitalist society to
produce labor (Hearn, 1987). Most feminists that have theorized the
concept relate it more or less to Marxist discussions on capitalism and
class in order to explain gender inequality. Sylvia Walby (1986) argues
that different perspectives on patriarchy differ from each other depending on the attention paid to capitalism in defining the gender order. On
the one extreme there are the ones arguing that gender inequality is due
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to capitalistic relations. These scholars focus on women’s material positions, in particular the place household work has in capitalism. Somewhat in opposition to the ones arguing that inequality is due to capitalistic relations, there are the ones arguing that gender inequality is due
to patriarchy. According to these radical feminists, patriarchy should be
understood as the basic form of social injustice.
Patriarchy has been criticized, particularly for being a too static
and monolithic concept unable to explain social change (Rowbotham,
1979). Connell discusses patriarchy in more dynamic terms by drawing
on Antonio Gramsci’s (1971) concept of hegemony, which focuses on
those forms of power that do not use violence or brute force. Gramsci
developed the concept in order to describe the mechanisms upholding
bourgeois dominance, and why capitalist societies where not necessarily
facing class struggle and revolution. Through focusing on the Marxist
superstructure and the ideological aspects of society, he suggested that
cultural struggle is crucial for social change. Connell places these power
relations in a gendered context, arguing that Gramsci’s concept “refers
to the cultural dynamic by which a group claims a leading position in
social life. At any given time, one form of masculinity rather than others culturally exalted” (Connell, 1995: 77). By drawing on Gramsci’s
concept of hegemony in her understanding of the gender order, Connell
is able to emphasize not only the contingency of hegemonic masculinity but also its “vulnerable” position. Other masculinities and feminities
could at any time challenge the dominant; there is a constant struggle
about hegemony.
While the hierarchy model aims at critically examining hierarchies
between men, it simultaneously reproduces binary thinking and, consequently, other hierarchies. This is to great extent the result of Connell’s
gallery of different masculinities, where hegemonic masculinity tends to
be depicted as a gender stereotype. At times, for instance when arguing that “gayness” is excluded from hegemonic masculinity, it is equated
with the opposite of a progressive and gender-equal masculinity. This
results in that some men – particularly non-white and working-class men
– are seen as problematic, traditional, old-fashioned, and the antonym to
white, middle-class men. Ironically, the concept has also been used in order to describe an opposite masculinity, which celebrates the values that
the abovementioned stereotypical “hegemonic masculinity” excludes,
such as gender equality (Hearn et al., 2012). Other binaries are also
produced within the framework, particularly between human and nonhuman actors, where human beings are given superior ontology in that
they are depicted as being coherent and mature subjects acting (more or
less) consciously within structures.
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This leads me to a second comment; that hegemonic masculinity is
built on an idea of hierarchies as preexisting individual relations. While
individuals are given agency, they are entering a world with readymade
structures, in particular one – patriarchy. Connell (1995: 77) argues that
hegemonic masculinity could both change and be contested, but its aim
is argued to guarantee “the dominant position of men and the subordination of women”. This statement seems to draw on a notion of patriarchy as an ever-present and static (or at least slow-moving) structure.
The presumption that the gender order always is the basic power relation precludes a thorough analysis of other power relations, as well as
gender relations. Even though Connell argues that masculinities change,
there is no theorizing on how individuals could move from one masculinity category to the other, how one masculinity can change from being
subordinate and become hegemonic, and whether individuals could be
positioned in several masculinities within a hierarchal gender order.

Men and masculinities as assemblages
During the last decades, feminist scholarship has presented theoretical
frameworks that emphasize the heterogeneity, hybridity and contingency of the gender order and gendered identities. These frameworks are
invoking metaphors such as cyborgs (Haraway, 1991), networks (e.g.
Wajcman, 2000) and apparatuses (e.g. Barad, 2007). The work of Gilles
Deleuze and Félix Guattari (1983, 1987) has been particularly fruitful in
supplying new conceptual metaphors useful in feminist research, such as
the notion of the nomad (e.g. Braidotti, 1994), becoming (e.g. Olkowski,
1999), and the rhizome (e.g. Grosz, 1994). These concepts are similar to,
and at times substituted with, assemblage.
Assemblage is a concept Deleuze and Guattari borrow from the artworld; it is a multi-dimensional collage, an artistic composition made
from putting together found objects. They use assemblage as a concept
to emphasize how, for instance, human identity is formed in relations between humans, non-humans, discourses and materiality. As Deleuze and
Guatarri (1987: 25) put it, “An assemblage, in its multiplicity, necessarily
acts on semiotic flows, material flows, and social flows simultaneously”.
For instance, a man does not become a “woman batterer” by himself,
but when entering an assemblage with other elements: his and other
bodies, organizations, and discourses on masculinity and men’s violence
against women. Bodies could also be understood as assemblages, but
bodies may be part of assemblages when interacting with other bodies in, for instance, an organization. Organizations themselves could be
seen as assemblages consisting of multiplicities of humans, non-humans,
semiotic systems, etc.
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Assemblages are characterized by their “relations of exteriority” (DeLanda, 2006: 10), which implies the possibility to displace a component
of an assemblage and connect it with another assemblage at any given
time. Assemblages may also alter when coming into conflict with other
assemblages, or other elements of other assemblages. Each part of an
assemblage does therefore not necessarily have a function in a seamless
whole, as functionalistic theories argue.
Conceptualizing masculinity as an assemblage depicts subjectivity as composed of numerous of different gendered and non-gendered
subjectivities, positioned in relation to discourses, materiality and nonhumans. Masculinity is in this respect not necessarily something only
masculine coded bodies could enact (cf. Halberstam, 1998); rather, masculinity could be understood as attempts to stabilize subjectivity into
coherent gendered identities. Moreover, since Deleuze and Guattari’s
framework articulates the material aspects of ontology, a (pro)feminist
account would thus pay as much attention to men and their practices as
to what Connell would call “masculinity” (i.e. gender positions, cultural
identities).
In contrast to hegemonic masculinity, the assemblage model does not
depict structures as preexisting individual agency. Assemblages are not
transcendental entities that determine social order; there is no structure
where different elements are traced. In other words, structures are not
preexisting fields where different elements are put; rather, structure is
made in each and every instance, “it is the aggregate of the parts that
constitutes the whole assemblage” (Currier, 2003: 328). Thus, individuals are not determined by structures, but structures, as well as agency, are
outcomes of assemblages.
Here, two other concepts Deleuze and Guattari (1983, 1987) present in relation to the assemblage concept are useful, territorialization
and deterritorialization, which relate to the (in)stability of assemblages.
Processes of territorialization are defining the borders of the assemblage,
while deterritorialization refers to processes that blur its boundaries.
These processes should be understood quite literary. For instance, as assemblages, interpersonal networks are often restricted by geographical
territories, since much interaction is carried out face-to-face in a geographical proximity. In one and the same assemblage you find components trying to stabilize and destabilize the assemblage: “The territorial
assemblage is inseparable from lines or coefficients of deterritorialization, passages, and relays toward other assemblages” (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987: 367).
The assemblage model presents a different understanding of power
and conflict than the hierarchal model. For Deleuze and Guattari (1987),
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power is not an overarching structure but works on an immanent plane
and is seen as the territorializing elements of assemblages. Each new
assemblage creates specific forms of masculinities in relation to other
elements of the assemblage, or in relation or other assemblages. Consequently, when analyzing local gender relations we cannot assume that
men are always in powerful positions or that patriarchal relations always structure bodies and identities; rather, focus needs to be set on
how power is distributed in individual assemblages (Currier, 2003). This
distribution of power is related to de/territorializating processes. Masculinity would therefore not be regarded as an identity or position within
a hierarchy, but as a territorializing process of gender assemblages; attempts to stabilize multiplicities into coherent “male” identities, bodies,
and practices. What Connell calls hegemonic masculinity, would in a
Deleuzian framework possibly be the assemblage or element territorializating other masculinities and feminities.
While the hierarchal model could be criticized for being somewhat
static and binary, concerns with the assemblage model have revolved
around its stress on fluidity and becoming, which has been argued to buy
into a liberal celebration of individual freedom (cf. Grosz, 1994). The basic argument is that in its lack of concern for material inequalities the assemblage model obfuscates the fact that modification and becoming are
Western, white, middle-class privileges. However, arguments of Deleuze
and Guattari praising individual freedom, overlooks their critique of the
individual. According to Jeremy Gilbert (2009: 28), their understanding
of freedom does not entail a market liberal or democratic liberal subject
but “a freedom from the confines of ‘individuality’ and property”. Instead, freedom involves the possibility of experiencing “the full complexity of human and non-human interactions in the material world” (28). In
turn, while Chris Beasley (2011: 33) is generally enthusiastic about the
possibilities with Deleuze and Gutarri’s project, she argues that the emphasis on “an endless productive creativity” is not necessarily subversive,
particularly not when practiced by majority groups. She therefore argues
that their “advocacy of fluidity must be moderated by an ethico-political
stand […] that challenges normative inequalities” (33).
The assemblage model has also been criticized for being a masculinist
project. Evoking flows of becoming is argued to disembody and obscure
the gendered aspects of embodiment and, consequently, the gendered
possibilities of becoming. Another concern regards the use of technological metaphors that is said to reproduce male privilege, and the metaphor
of becoming-woman, which has been argued to be a male appropriation
of women’s struggles (cf. Grosz, 1993). Despite concerns of Deleuze and
Guattari’s gender blindness, the assemblage model in general has been
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seen as useful for feminist researchers since it offers tools to critique the
binary thinking that underpins contemporary notions of identity and
male privilege.

Violence, men and masculinities
Finally, let me briefly discuss some analytical strategies the two conceptual metaphors offer. The hierarchal model has been widely used in
studies on men and violence, something partly related to its analytical
distinction between power and violence. According to Connell (1987),
hegemonic masculinity is not achieved through violence or threats of
brute force. Hegemony is rather upheld through cultural and material
practices such as religion, media, wage structures, welfare policies, etc.
It is however not seen as incompatible with violence. Violence could
be pivotal in hegemonic notions of masculinity on the regional and at
the local level. But through the hegemony concept, the hierarchal model
pays attention to gendered power relations without conflating violence
with power. For instance, the concept shows how dominant notions of
gender could legitimize men’s violence, particularly “in communities
where physical aggression is expected or admired” (Connell, 2002: 93)
and, consequently, male hegemony. One empirical example could be taken from Jane Gilgun and Laura McLeod’s (1999) study of male sexual
offenders. Through combining a symbolic interactionist approach with
Connell’s framework they conceptualize hegemony as the power to define the situation. Hegemonic masculinity could be seen as a resource
in order to maintain male privilege and entitlement in personal relations – maintaining hegemony in the relation – and violence as a way
of doing gender and to “feel like a man” (168). At the same time, since
the framework separates men from masculinity, there is a tendency to
see them as victims of cultural hegemonic norms of masculinity. This is
particularly evident in discussions of violence. The separation between
men and masculinity disembodies and reifies the concept, leading to a
construct of men as “forced” to use violence since it is seen as part of
hegemonic masculinity in most societies (McCarry, 2007).
In contrast, since it articulates the material aspects of gender the assemblage model opens up for understandings of men’s violence that does
not disembody “masculinity”. An assemblage analysis of men and violence may focus on how the “violent man” and “woman batterer” are
assembled in different local settings. For instance, in an ongoing study
on men that have used physical violence against their female partners, I
show how the men are reluctant of being seen as violent men and woman batterers (cf. Gottzén, forthcoming). They see violence against women
as a morally problematic action and the woman batterer as masculine
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subject with low social status. In order to avoid being seen – and understanding themselves – as violent men they invoke different elements and
create novel assemblages that deterritorialize the violent man/woman
batterer assemblage. While most of the men agree on that they have
been violent and are willing to “take full responsibility”, they devalue
their own violence. Many do this through giving accounts that invoke
the agency of other elements in the assemblage, such as their partners,
alcohol, drugs, serotonin levels, etc. Other ways of deterritorializing the
violent man assemblage are through concealing their violence to friends
and family, positioning other men as more violent, and not interpreting their acts as violence but as quarrels or fights. Through these de/
territotializing strategies, the men are simultaneously creating lines of
flight from the violent man/woman batterer assemblage and producing
themselves as non-violent men. Yet, due to the homology between their
actions and cultural notions of violence against women, the men are
constantly drawn to the woman batterer assemblage, they are becoming
woman batterers.
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Chapter 20
Deconstructing Masculinities
in Kaduna, Nigeria
Colette Harris
University of East Anglia, UK

Introduction
In this paper I describe an approach to deconstructing masculinities
through gender training carried out through a community-education
project working with youths and women in Kaduna, Nigeria, funded by
the British Research Councils’ Religion and Society Programme led by
Lancaster University. I argue that my approach to gender training has
given those with whom I work insights into the norms and constraints
particular to their communities and thus allowed them to consider if,
how and where they might make changes. It has further provided me
with insights into the functioning of gender more generally and of masculinities in particular.
The paper starts by defining gender before describing my training approach and its outcomes in Kaduna from which I derive methodological
and theoretical insights.

Gender
I define gender as ‘a culture-specific ideal, varying over time, that males
and females are supposed to live up to in order to become intelligible to,
and accepted members of, their own communities’, even if this can never
be fully achieved. Gender must be both repeatedly performed in the theatrical sense (Butler, 1993: 95; Harris, 2004: 14-15), and a performative
that calls the entity in question into being (Butler, 1999). Since gender
norms are inculcated from birth and related to Freudian ideas of infant
development (Silverman, 1992) they are only partly consciously adopted;
for the rest they are basic elements of the human psyche (Moore, 2007).
Moreover, they are hegemonic constructs in the Gramscian sense
(1971: 12) that implies their naturalisation and thus unquestioning acceptance. They are developed by ruling elites, using ‘particular configurations of [gendered] practice’ (Connell, 2005: 44) to fulfil their political
requirements. This implies that masculinities are not primarily aimed at
benefiting men in general although constructed so that most men feel
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advantaged by them and hence become willing collaborators, as in a
different way do many women. In other words, both masculinities and
femininities are political, serving the interests of those in power. Thus,
the surface image of who gets to benefit is a carefully cultivated illusion,
blaming the victims, while leaving out of the equation those ultimately
responsible.
There is a distinction between gendered norms imposed through such
power relations and how people react and construct their personal identities, which are much more complex and varied. As Butler points out,
a certain level of force is needed to bring people to comply with norms
that are ultimately unattainable (and to a large extent also undesired
and undesirable) but towards which people seem impelled to strive on
pain of ‘social death’ (Butler, 2004: 1ff). It has also been suggested that
there are two qualitatively different aspects of gender – roles, which are
relatively malleable, and the intrinsic elements of gender identities that
appear almost biological (Kopytoff 1990) and thus not susceptible to
change. This makes it difficult for men to acknowledge their constructed
nature and thus the fact that transformation is possible.

The gender training
The gender training that is the focus of this paper is carried out with
both men and women. It starts with an exercise (Table One and Appendix) in which participants deconstruct the gendered norms of their own
communities by identifying the characteristics men and women are expected to live up to. These are later used as the basis of gender analysis.
I have carried out this exercise in many parts of the world. A striking
feature of the sets of traits produced has been their great similarity over
a wide geo-cultural region. This should not be interpreted as meaning
they are biologically determined but rather attributed to the impact of
colonialism and incorporation into globalising capitalism, together with
the influence of the two largest world religions – Christianity and Islam
(see Harris forthcoming, 2012).
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Table one
Men

Women

Control over women and children/authoritative/decision maker*

Submissive

Strong

Weak

Head of household

Obedient

Breadwinner

Responsible for housework and caring for husband and children

Confident

Shy

Impatient

Patient

Public

Private

Owner of children, and of all major
items of family property

Owner of kitchen utensils, personal jewellery,
poultry

Polygynous/having multiple partners

Monogamous

Aggressive, brave, protector

Cowardly, humble

Intelligent

Less intelligent

*These characteristics are an amalgamation of the most relevant of those given in Appendix 1.

The traits given above are to do with relationships both between the
sexes and among them. Thus, men’s ability to marry and have children,
to control family members, provide for their families and own property,
display themselves as confident, intelligent and strong, and to have multiple wives/partners is also important in intra-male competition, or peer
pressure, which is in many ways pressure to meet gendered expectations.
Cultural distinctions appear as much in the performance as in the traits
identified.
Moreover, the norms shift along with political changes and with class
(e.g. Willis, 1977) and the system encourages competition especially
among men. First, they must display confidence, intelligence, and authority compared with the women of their social group, as well as with
females more generally. Secondly, men must appear as able successfully
to live up to the norms as their male peers. All this not only serves to
pressure adult/mature men to conform to local gender ideals but through
the common characteristic of male control, also positions them to police
their wives and children (cf. Harris, 2004: 92ff). Failure is likely to be
met with ridicule and mockery, extraordinarily potent weapons in bringing men to strive to succeed. Indeed, living up to the most important
elements of gender may appear so important that when men’s ability to
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do so is threatened, they may compensate by taking deadly risks in connection with other elements, as we shall see.

Masculinities in Kaduna
Kaduna City is the capital of the northern Nigerian state of that name.
Under colonialism, Nigeria was divided into a Muslim majority north
and a mainly Christian south, a division that has politicised religion,
reinforced today by 80 per cent of government revenues being derived
from oil exports and political office being the key to accessing these
funds (Falola and Heaton, 2008: 204, 211, 262). This gives it a strong
economic character that makes it well worth fighting for (Sklar, 1997:
28), which has produced many episodes of sectarian violence.
The population of both Kaduna state and city is divided fairly evenly
between the two religions, which may account for its being particularly
susceptible to such episodes, the latest occurring after the April 2011
elections. The resultant mistrust meant that the first youth groups we
formed had to be mono-religious, hence the two separate sets of gender
characteristics in the Appendix. Nevertheless, they have much in common with each other, despite some distinctions between Muslims and
Christians, notably in the level of control to be exerted over women and
children. Unusually for Sub-Saharan Africa, Muslims here seclude their
womenfolk. It is not surprising, therefore, for many Muslims in Kaduna
one mark of manhood is refusing wives permission to take jobs and also
removing daughters from school at puberty, if indeed they are allowed
to attend at all.
The Christian set of characteristics shown here reveals the youths’
fears in relation to women and their refusal to conform to the norms, via
underhand behaviour that evades male domination. Thus, these youths
saw men as being like lions roaring audibly in public, while women resembled ‘serpents’ wriggling quietly through the grass so that nobody
knows exactly what they get up to. The Muslim youths have less opportunity to observe female behaviour, which is perhaps why their gender
traits remain closer to the stereotypes.
Further examination of the sets of characteristics shows the importance of the provider role. A man unable to comply with this is likely to
face problems at home, the Christian groups suggest; another Christian
set not given here states a ‘man that cannot provide for his family is
term[ed] as useless in the society’. In fact, the breadwinner role so crucial
to contemporary masculinity derives from men being forced into waged
employment under colonial rule rather than from pre-colonial organisation of production in Africa (Amadiume, 1997; Oyèrónké, 1997; Silberschmidt, 1999). Today in Kaduna, globalising capitalism has made
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it almost impossible, however, for many men to fulfil this role. Most of
these youths’ fathers struggle to provide the basics for their families and
can spare little extra, even for their sons’ school fees. They also lack the
connections (or ‘godfathers’) that could help with employment or university entrance.
Thus, materially these young men already seem doomed to failure
when they are barely starting out. Most will struggle even to find the
funds to marry. It would clearly make it easier to share the financial responsibility with their wives. Yet in none of the sets of gender identities
was productive labour related to femininity, just as nowhere was domestic labour or child care associated with masculinity. Nevertheless, some
men do carry out domestic tasks and most women try to earn something
as their husbands simply cannot earn enough for family survival. Even
secluded Muslim women have long managed to do this, for instance by
producing handicrafts, offering laundry services, or cooking food for
sale (e.g. Coles, 1991).
Men’s inability to live up to the male provider role, along with women’s assumption of a part of this role, has proved problematic in Kaduna,
as in other parts of Nigeria (cf. Cornwall, 2003) and elsewhere in Africa
(Silberschmidt, 1999; Morrell, 2001). One problem is that as women are
regarded as low status, everything attached to them takes on that hue.
Thus, women’s work is classed as inferior while activities classed as male
are prized. This gives waged employment and even violence higher status
than domestic labour and child care and means that women are overburdened by taking on masculine roles in addition to their own, while men
suffer psychologically for their inability to provide (cf. Silberschmidt,
1999: 123ff).
For men to assume full responsibility for family decision making and
economic support seems likely to be even harder for the current generation of youths than for their fathers and thus problematic for their relationships with their future spouses. It is therefore important to change
expectations on both sides. Discussions among the youths focused on the
possibility not only of sharing the breadwinning role but of reinterpreting gender identities more flexibly to allow men and women to share
both domestic and provider responsibilities.
Everywhere I have worked, the bravery and protector norms have
been interpreted as entailing a willingness to engage actively in violence,
or minimally to support it and indeed in Kaduna this was so strong that
the Christian youth group, even state that men are ‘naturally violent’ (see
Appendix). They explained how the norms of masculinity were invoked
in pressures on men to participate in public violence and claimed that
during serious conflicts those refusing to participate might be killed as
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traitors, while in more peaceful times the consequences could be ostracism by their peers, something akin to Butler’s social death (2004: 1). It
also seems that men unable to live up to other important aspects of masculinities, particularly breadwinning, are especially vulnerable to finding
violence an acceptable way of fulfilling the norms, in the domestic realm
or where relevant as participation in riots and civil wars or both.
With both religious groups we discussed the idea that they might display bravery via Gandhian notions of non-violence. To do so without
courting (social) death it was felt would necessitate a critical mass willing to resist incorporation into violence and thus would require incorporating the wider community. Given the enthusiasm with which the youth
greeted this idea they are now being trained to reach out to their peers.
Our most urgent question is whether this effort to change the norms of
local masculinities could limit future outbreaks of violence.

Gender and change
The most important gain from this approach to gender training may be
the involvement of the participants in gender analysis for change. In this
respect it became clear that local variations in gender norms were crucial and that as well as ethnicity these depended on religious sect, which
could provide an additional barrier to change. While women and men
have certain things in common with others of their sex more generally, it
is never satisfactory to neglect the particularities of specific socio-cultural groups since all elements contribute towards personal identities and
thus it is not an issue of separating or prioritising them but of dealing
with their mutual imbrication.
It also seems clear that since the characteristics of masculinities are
intrinsically related to those of femininities, more systematic analyses of
gender from this perspective – that is, taking men and women into account together rather than treating masculinities and gender-as-a-proxyfor-women as distinct entities – could greatly enhance our understanding, as can be seen in the work of other scholars who follow this path
(e.g. Silberschmidt, 1999; Cornwall, 2003).
The dependence of masculinities on the complementary performance
of femininities also means that men are judged not only by their own behaviour but also by that of their womenfolk. This gives women a power
position vis-à-vis their husbands that is an indicator that the appearance
that men hold greater power is at least in some respects illusory.
Age is clearly important for the characteristics identified so that the
idea of men as controlling and women as submissive appears to be as
much about age-based power relations as about sex-based ones. This
explains why men so often marry younger women. Studies of African
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and Asian societies, most of which are gerontocratically organised, show
age playing an especially significant role in power relations (e.g. Harris
2004: 39ff).
What Kandiyoti called the patriarchal bargain, whereby brides accept
their subordinate position in the expectation of gaining power in maturity with the acquisition of daughters-in-law,1 applies to men also (1994:
198). Young men, thus, find themselves in a situation where their gendered identity suggests they should hold a far higher level of power than
they do. This may lead them to take risks to show they are ‘real men’,
something that has greatly increased the spread of HIV and facilitated
engagement in (armed) violence. This is particularly an issue for those
young men unable to comply with the norms for their age and with few
other ways of displaying their manhood. Older women meanwhile find
themselves with a level of power they cannot display too visibly in public, given that this is tacit rather than acknowledged in societies where
discursively power resides largely with men (Harris 2006a) irrespective
of reality (cf. Silberschmidt, 1999; Cornwall, 2003). The age differential,
then, accounts for a goodly part of the power differential as expressed in
the sets of gender characteristics given here.
This raises the question of how much the influences of colonialism
and conversion to a world religion have shifted the relative positions of
sex and age as bearers of power. The relatively sex-undifferentiated but
strongly age-differentiated language structures of many African societies
suggests that at one time sex played less of a role in power relations than
age – the opposite of western European languages. When and how this
changed in Africa is unclear but there is evidence that in some groups,
the Yoruba and Igbo of southern Nigeria, for instance, sex power differences used to be negligible and it was conversion to Christianity along
with colonialism, capitalism, and the obvious disdain of white men for
women that were responsible for the transformation that has produced
today’s highly inegalitarian sets of gender norms (Amadiume, 1997;
Oyĕwùmí, 1997; Nzegwu, 1998; Bakare-Yusuf 2002). Nevertheless, in
Kaduna, men’s inability to support their families financially, has forced
women to take on the masculine characteristic of breadwinning without
at any rate discursively gaining the power that supposedly accompanies
this role (Silberschmidt, 1999; Cornwall, 2003).
Finally, this research highlights the very destructive consequences
arising from men’s struggles to live up to sets of gender norms incoherent with their current material circumstances. This first becomes clear
in the domestic setting, where the frustrations of the marital partners
1

This also accounts for women’s son preference as their future status will depend on
having adult sons.
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negatively impact even their adult offspring. It further emerges in the
risk-taking discussed above, the results of which have been devastating,
particularly for Africa.

Conclusion
The approach to gender training described here brings a particular perspective to the study of masculinities. It gives insights into how change
has impacted people’s ability to live up to norms deriving from earlier
material conditions and the often negative consequences of trying to do
so. It also allows the researcher to investigate gender norms together
with community members and thus to produce awareness of the drawbacks arising from pressures to comply. This helps people decide to make
conscious changes in the social makeup of their societies, renouncing
certain aspects of the norms or adapting them, making them more flexible.
The positive reactions that occurred in Kaduna after our training
were not isolated incidents. Everywhere I have carried out this kind of
gender training within long-term development projects, a shift has taken
place. On occasion this has resulted in an explicit pact on the part of a
group of young men to change the gender norms in their community, as
occurred for instance in the highlands of Ecuador around the issues of
alcohol consumption and multiple sex partners (Harris, 2006b). More
commonly it has simply represented a tacit modification of some small
part of the norms that slightly lowered the power barriers represented
by gender norms in favour of a more egalitarian communication style
between genders and generations.
This training has even made an impact on people such as extension
agents and researchers participating in short-term workshops. Almost
always it has brought family members closer together, got them listening
to one another in new ways and significantly improved intra-familial
cooperation. While I always work with both sexes, the emphasis has generally been on men and masculinities, which usually represent the chief
obstacles to change. The consequences, however, have not, as many feminists appear to fear, privileged men at the expense of women, but rather
have led men and women to collaborate to make change for, with and by
all concerned. Thus, this approach to deconstructing masculinities goes
beyond revealing the underlying components of gender identities to supporting the production of positive social change.
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Appendix – Gendered traits identified
by youth groups in Kaduna

Figure 1 Christian youth

Figure 2 Muslim youth
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Chapter 21
The More Things Change: ‘Modern’
Vietnamese Men and Their Traditions
Philip Martin
Melbourne University, Australia

Introduction
In this paper I argue that recent processes of dramatic social and economic transition in Vietnam do not appear to have affected young Vietnamese men in ways that mimic the processes often said to characterize
men’s experiences of changing social conditions. The late 1980s and particularly the 1990s in Vietnam were characterized by rapidly changing
relationships in families, widened access to information, and an increasingly professionalised workforce, among other social transformations.
Several views in the scholarship of youth and globalisation posit that
changing socioeconomic or cultural conditions can lead to a potential
loss of structure and meaning for young people. Some masculinities
scholarship argues that such tensions can exacerbate men’s emotional
restrictiveness and capacity for harm in their own lives, and the lives of
women. However these dramatic gendered consequences of ‘change’ are
absent from the narratives of the young Vietnamese men discussed in
this paper. In particular I draw from ethnographic fieldwork I undertook
for my PhD with 16 young urban Vietnamese men over 13 months (July
2005 – Nov 2006) in Hanoi, Vietnam. I briefly explore 2 of my informants’ narratives, and focus on the inconsistencies and contradictions in
their experiences of changing social conditions. In line with some wider
views in scholarship around the difficulties young men have dealing with
change, these paradoxes might appear to indicate a sense of disorientation and tension among young Vietnamese men about how to behave as
‘modern’ men amid changing cultural configurations.
However I point to the possibility of an alternative reading of my
young urban Vietnamese men’s experiences. I argue that my informants
consider gaps very commonplace between what they feel they should
feel about masculinities, and their actual expectations. I argue that the
‘normalcy’ of this slipperiness and contestation within narratives around
‘being a man’ indicates that my informants’ experiences of growing up
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during dramatic social change do not mimic the modernisation processes
or crises often said to characterise young men’s experiences within rapidly changing societies.
I argue that rather than seeing their interests and defending themselves
qua men, young Vietnamese men ‘cope’ with dramatic social changes
by demonstrating a certain amount of ‘normative ambivalence’ around
‘being a man’. I emphasize how uncertainties, instabilities and ambivalence within my informants’ narratives appear to help them navigate the
competitive coexistence of values and institutions that have emerged to
challenge ideas around masculine hegemony. I conclude by suggesting
that the rationalization processes of young Vietnamese men are more
manifold than is sometimes suggested in several popular frameworks for
understanding men amid change, and in Vietnam currently occur quite
separately to conditions of ‘fracture’, or ‘crisis’.

Vietnamese men and change
The popular Vietnamese media and some academic articles have begun
to discuss ways new and different pressures stemming from rapid socioeconomic change and globalisation are impacting upon Vietnamese gender relations. For example, the sociologist Le Thi Nam Tuyet argues that
significant change in the economic roles and responsibilities of parents
during the transition from a centrally planned to a market economy (Đổi
mới) has influenced the ways young people consider the function and
meaning of gender within their families (Le, 1996). She states that in the
process of development and progress of new family relationships, ‘all
strict ranking and orders and concepts of respect for men and none for
women have been disappearing’ (Le, 1996- cited in Harris, 1998).
Perceived changes in society and in the position of women in Vietnam during Đổi mới increasingly are seen to influence and sometimes
undermine men’s experiences of being men. Phuong An Nguyen argues
that changing social and economic conditions have meant that young
married men are facing ‘dramatically increasing levels of responsibility’,
primarily in relation to their wives and families (An, 2002). She states
that though young men might still be able to focus on their work and
career without having to take up domestic responsibilities, they are now
expected to be the main earner of the family: ‘Young men entering the
market economy are now expected to provide their wives and families
with housing, economic security, holidays and other comforts, all of
which were once provided by the socialist state under the bao cấp (subsidy) system’ (An, 2002).
Significant uncertainty surrounds whether men are able to ‘keep up’
with change, to demonstrate relevance to a ‘modern’ age of social and
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economic flux while still retaining ‘traditional’ gender sureties. Articles
in Vietnamese men’s magazines regularly discuss ways young men might
anticipate and deal with new challenges around ‘being a man’, and often
provide guidance on how best to adapt to a fast-changing Vietnam and
world. As we shall see in the next section, in line with classic modernization theory and some frameworks around masculinities, the interrelated
challenges of doi moi, the emergence of globalization in Vietnam and
women’s changing social and economic roles might be logically expected
to result in heightened anxieties and specific behavioral characteristics in
young Vietnamese men.

Men and change: reviewing analytical frameworks
Several views in the wider scholarship on modernization (Giddens,
1992), globalization (Ong, 2006), youth (Liechty, 1995), post-socialist
transitions in China (Rofel, 2007), and on emerging middle-classes in
South East Asia (Shen Jie, 2003) posit that young people often don’t
deal very well with changing socioeconomic or cultural conditions, and
that young men do even worse. The reasons suggested as to why this is
the case deserve much more careful explication than I can here provide.
However, in brief, they sometimes appear connected to assumptions that
men and masculinities are destabilized by ‘modernity’, and that men are
an interest group concerned with the defense of patriarchy. Narratives of
‘role conflict’ sometimes have been used to describe situations where men
are frustrated with their inability to achieve ‘proper’ masculine identities
by difficult work conditions, changing family roles, or otherwise, and are
‘behaving badly’ - what Margaret Jolly describes as an ‘embattled masculinity confronting modernity’ (Jolly, in Dinnen and Ley, 2000: 312).
At other times, narratives of ‘masculinities in crisis’ have described men’s
efforts to legitimize and reproduce their privileges over women through
participation in hierarchical power structures amongst different groups
of men (Connell, 1995; Tosh, Dudink and Hagenamm, 2004). However
I propose in the next section that such frameworks fail to accommodate
the imaginative dimensions and rhetorical strategies my young male informants use as they negotiate changing gender arrangements amid the
‘competitive coexistence’ of other values and institutions.
Forces of ‘modernization’ – eg., globalisation, industrialisation, and
revolution – are claimed to dismantle a previously stable social order
which provides fixed values and identities, and provoke among individuals unremitting self-monitoring. Facing urgent questions about ‘the self’,
‘post-traditional’ individuals are said to attempt to marshal elements of
their lives, appearances and performances into a coherent narrative of
self (Weedon, 1987). In such a framework, contradictions and incon-
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sistencies within individuals’ narratives appear noteworthy for their incoherence, and have been said to indicate tensions between a ‘modern’
inner sense of self as autonomous modern subject, and external performances of self in residual social relationships (Hilsdon, 2007: 130).
The difficulties believed to be endemic to youth supposedly are compounded among young people undergoing rapid cultural change because young people also face tensions between ‘tradition’ and ‘innovation’ (Beck & Beck-Gernsheim, 2002; Bucholtz 2002:529; Cf., Bauman,
2003). Further, the privileges and traditions associated in many cultures
with males and masculinities has been said to exacerbate the difficulties
men face transitioning into a social context where those privileges and
traditions may no longer be secure. This issue has been discussed extensively with respect to increases in young men’s violence, substance abuse,
and suicidal acts (Brown and Campbell, 1992; Liechty, 1995; O’Neil and
Nadeau, 1999). For example, the alarmingly high rates of suicide and
suicide attempts by young men in some Pacific (Robinson, 1990; Booth,
1999;) and Native American societies (Johnson and Tomren, 1999) have
been attributed to cultural modernisation that disrupt traditional social
roles and socialization processes around ‘being a man’ (Bucholtz, 2002:
529-30). Further, men have been considered much more likely to commit
violence against women amid changing social and economic configurations (Pease and Pringle, 2001; Messerschmidt, 2004), particularly when
the status of women is changing (Barnett et al., 1997:197).
However, there have emerged significant critiques of how in these
frameworks men sometimes are depicted in ways that reiterate either a
limited ‘sex role theory’ of masculinity (Connell 1987, 1995) or a ‘male
sex drive discourse’ (Holloway, 1984). The central critique over the past
two decades has been Connell’s concept of ‘hegemonic masculinity’, with
its accompanying concepts of subordinate, marginalized, and complicit
masculinities (Cardigan et al., 1985; Connell, 1995). In this model, masculinities are understood to exist in relation to the culturally exalted (or
‘hegemonic’) forms of masculinity in any given society (Cardigan et al.,
1985; Connell, 1995:77).
In positing masculine identities as more or less hierarchical social positions adopted in specific, strategic relation to one another, and against
others, Connell’s model critically undermines the historical, culturally
specific notions of the biological, social or phenomenological legitimacy of patriarchy (Connell, 1995). But at the same time it also makes a
gender order seem more or less inevitable, as ‘masculinity’ does not exist except in contrast to ‘femininity’ (Ibid.,:68). According to Connell,
the ‘configurations of practice’ around the hegemonic masculine form
or ideal in a particular culture embody ‘the currently accepted answer
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to the problem of the legitimacy of patriarchy, which guarantees (or is
taken to guarantee) the dominant position of men and the subordination
of women’ (Ibid., 1995: 77; Connell and Messerschmidt, 2005:848).
Men might ‘change’, but Connell argues that a gender order where men
dominate women, ‘cannot avoid constituting men as an interest group
concerned with defense, and women as an interest group concerned with
change’ (Connell, 1995: 82).
In brief, there are several views about young men that suggest they
become prone to crisis tendencies when social hierarchies are changing,
or during periods of social and economic change. Narratives of ‘role
conflict’ sometimes have been used to describe situations where men are
frustrated with their inability to achieve ‘proper’ masculine identities by
difficult work conditions, changing family roles, or otherwise, and are
‘behaving badly’ - what Margaret Jolly describes as an ‘embattled masculinity confronting modernity’ (Jolly, in Dinnen and Ley, 2000: 312).
At other times, narratives of ‘masculinities in crisis’ have described men’s
efforts to legitimize and reproduce their privileges over women through
participation in hierarchical power structures amongst different groups
of men (Tosh, Dudink and Hagenamm, 2004; Connell, 1995). However
I propose in the next section that such frameworks fail to accommodate
the imaginative dimensions and rhetorical strategies my young male informants use as they negotiate changing gender arrangements amid the
‘competitive coexistence’ of other values and institutions.

Approaching young Vietnamese men
In this section I introduce two of my informants. While most of the
young men I spoke with during the fieldwork for my PhD suggested that
getting a University education and good job were ‘new’ expectations on
‘normal men’, some also talked about the changing role of ‘love’ in Vietnamese society. For example, Tho – a 24 year old student – told me that
he was unhappy in life because he was unable to develop a ‘proper’ romantic relationship with a woman: he felt thwarted by women’s modern
expectations that men should have a good job. Tho stated that he was
single because ‘young girls are now looking for men who are rich, and
who have residency in Hanoi’.
Maybe I am too critical, or just not charming, but I also know
that now it is much harder to find a wife than before... Now
you must be able to afford to live apart from your family, but I
do not have the money to do this… This is not like in our traditions. My father’s marriage was arranged by my uncle when he
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was 21 and only in the Army; my grandfather got married very
early, at about 13 years old, and he had 4 wives.
The emerging social conditions, including co-habitation before marriage,
and materialist expectations among women, meant that Tho now found
it ‘much harder to find a wife than before’. Tho had earlier said to me
that the ‘modern changes’ brought about by đổi mới ‘benefitted women’,
which was ‘better’, but he now appeared uncertain about the relative
merits of different marriage practices between his grandfather’s generation and his own. I asked Tho whether he thought that the ‘modern benefits’ women enjoyed as a result of đổi mới had come at a price for men.
Well, I am a modern man and I am used to it; I don’t really
know how a traditional man lived, but I guess they were very
patriarchal... For example, in the past, (a man) could have several wives, but these days he cannot... Now women’s abilities are
promoted and we have a family with just one husband and one
wife; I think that one husband and one wife are able to build a
good family.
When I asked about the ‘modern changes in the family’ that Tho said
had benefited women, and whether he saw these changes as having diminished men’s authority, Tho chose to speak about how changes in
women’s roles should not be understood relative to him, but in terms
of how they contribute to the ‘family’ as a whole. Tho lamented that he
could not get a girlfriend because of modern expectations of women, and
he was pleased that earlier traditions that made things easier for men to
procure a wife or wives were no longer observed. I began to look confused, but Tho shrugged his shoulders:
You do not understand... Before, a man only had to know how
to make money in small amounts, just enough to support his
family. But now a man also needs his career: he must be a successful leader (in business) to get a wife. He always is the backbone in the family... except now he first must have money to get
a girlfriend.
Another informant – Minh, a 28 year old bank employee – spoke with
me about an article in a 2006 issue of ‘Man’s World’ magazine about
the increasing numbers of men who live with their wives’ parents. While
the article suggested that women traditionally were expected to move to
the family home of the husband, now ‘there are many reasons why men
live in the parents in law’. The reasons listed were: when the office of the
man is near the wife’s house; and, when the wife is the only child in the
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family and her parents do not want her to move to the husband’s house.
The article concluded that: ‘Men living with their families-in-law marks
a change in the thoughts of men. Independence used to be the thing that
men always wanted’.1
Minh commented that the men in the magazine only looked like they
were losing their independence. He said that recent Vietnamese history
was a time in which the ‘modern’ and the ‘traditional’ characteristics of
Vietnamese people entered into a new relationship, and that while now
‘people are behaving differently’, this does not mean that ‘traditional’
gender roles and responsibilities have changed. According to Minh:
No matter how modern you are, you still come from a tradition. All Vietnamese men have something in common, it comes
from our culture. Our culture is Confucian, I come from it, and
I am no different to other normal Vietnamese men… It can be
said that now women are more dynamic, but their capacity has
not changed very much. This change in society is related to economics...
Minh separated his discussion of gender relations into the two distinct
spheres. On the one hand, Minh used ‘policy’ to describe the đổi mới
State decrees on Vietnamese labour, business and education. According to Minh, changing state ‘policy’ affected both the public and private spheres, and required changed and changing gender ‘capacities’.
But this shift in economic responsibility and opportunity among men
and women is described by him as existing outside the Confucian ‘logic’
which compels relationships between men and women overall. Minh explained that, ‘through history (Vietnam) has always had talented people.
It depends on the people’s effort, not their gender, whether they succeed.
Where they live has never been really important’.
In this section I drew attention to ethnographic vignettes in which
two young urban men appear through paradox and contradiction to delink traditional ideologies around gender from many of their day-to-day
concerns. I suggest that these men describe their experiences as removed
from wider questions of masculinist privilege and authority in society. To
my informants, ‘traditional’ expectations around men’s privileges amid
patrilineal systems and Confucian ideologies guide their imaginings of
how a man ‘should be’, but are deeply exotic to their experiences and
expectations.

1

Man’s World, 2006: T. 104 page 37, my emphasis added
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Reflections
In line with some of the ideas around modernity, youth and masculinity
I have briefly reviewed, the contradictions and discontinuities in the narratives of young men in this paper appear remarkable for their tensions.
Tho’s lament over the loss of masculinist ‘traditions’ around marriage
practices grate against his own preference for processes of meeting women today that have to be worked out in relation to new market opportunities, globalizing horizons and changing social forces. Minh appears to
struggle to resolve cultural contradictions between ideals of masculinity
and patrilocal residence, and the changing living arrangements he admires among young couples in Hanoi. Interestingly, these increasingly
‘messy’ situations and relationships - with women, their families, the
job market and other men – did not provoke among my informants any
sense of anxiety, crisis, or conservative backlash. Instead these young
Vietnamese men seemed to consider endless gaps and contradictions between their imaginaries around masculinity and their actual memories
and experiences to be very normal. The question is: why?
Perhaps one explanation is that unlike the grand neoclassical narratives of modernity or ‘transition’ popular with some evolutionary economists and sociologists, ‘memories’ and representations of ‘tradition’ are
not weighted by the need to unify the past or the future (Cf. Hue-Tam
Ho Tai, 2001: 3). Another explanation might be that young Vietnamese
men simply are displaying similar ‘democratizing’ tendencies to Asian
men who elsewhere appear in scholarship amid new and different behaviours around work, study and intimacy in response to the increasing economic independence of young women, forces of globalisation, the near
universality of primary education, among other transformations over the
last 30 years, (Louie and Low, 2003; Iida, 2005)
However in this paper I propose a third explanation. I suggest that the
paradoxes and contradictions in young Vietnamese men’s experiences of
growing up during doi moi might be considered part of the ‘normative
ambivalence’ of Vietnamese life. Both Alexander Woodside and David
Marr previously have explored the historical role among Vietnamese of
thought and critical self-reflection in the formation and pursuit of an
‘autonomous life’ while absorbing or accommodating significant social
and economic change. They argue that multiple traditions of discursive
rationality have long characterised Vietnam’s history, and while there
existed a competitive coexistence of different values and institutions,
typically none imposed itself to the complete exclusion of others (Woodside, 2008: 9). Such practices constitute alternative conceptualisations
around ‘modernities’, and appear rooted firmly in East Asian histories.
Woodside states that, for centuries, there was an acceptance in theory of
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the existence of an individual bureaucratic “self” whose behaviour was
moulded by administrative time cycles, a self that was not therefore entirely identical to the more idealized communitarian self of lineage and
village solidarity. In (Vietnam) the simultaneous political availability of
the meritocratic individual self and the more feudal communitarian self
was probably a source of creative self-awareness, even if the two selves
seemed contradictory’ (Woodside, 2008: 31)
In other words, what appears ‘new’ or ‘modern’ in young Vietnamese men’s behaviours or attitudes ought not to be assumed to mimic
either the modernisation processes or masculinity crises often said to
characterise rapidly changing societies. I have suggested that among
my informants masculinities consist of micropolitics that are uncertain
and often contradictory. Among these young Vietnamese men there appeared no attempt to reconcile the contradictory and changing elements
of modern and traditional ideas around ‘being a man’, and various positions flourish.
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Chapter 22
The Paradox of Infantilising the
‘Heroes of the Nation’: Relationships
between the Disabled Veterans,
their Families and the State
Nurseli Yeşim Sünbüloğlu
University of Sussex, UK

Introduction
In the social contexts, such as the one in Turkey, where the discourse of
an independent way of living for the disabled is not promoted prevalently in the public domain, infantilisation stands out as quite a common
approach adopted by the society as well as the state towards the disabled
individuals. Social and legal arrangements regarding them as the recipients of charity form a hierarchical relationship between the disabled and
the non-disabled. This approach becomes particularly problematic when
the disabled veterans are in question. Passivity and infantilisation, as attributes of disability in such social contexts, are markedly at odds with
the meanings such as heroism and courageousness invested on the disabled veteran identity. At this point of contradiction, the situation of disabled veterans is worth analysing because they stand in the conjunction
of the body politics of the state involving nationalist/ militarist gender
identity as well as the perception of disability in society in the broader
sense. By drawing on the limited data I have gathered so far through interviews as part of my research project in addition to newspaper reports,
I aim to reveal some aspects of this contradiction and focus on a strategy
used by the veterans to accommodate and eradicate it.

Theory
In the discursive imagination of nation-states, both the family and men
(as well as women), usually related to nation-states but sometimes as
independent categories, occupy a critical space as the bearers of the values upon which a nation claims to have established itself. In her article
concerning the consequences of the gendered construction of national
citizenship for women, Anne McClintock has pointed out the two im-
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portant functions of the metaphor of family: ‘First, it offers a ‘natural’
figure for sanctioning national hierarchy within a putative organic unity
of interests. Second, it offers a ‘natural’ trope for figuring national time’
(McClintock, 2004: 91). Thus, by way of figuring the nation in familial
terms, the uneven distribution of power within a nation is attributed to
the ‘natural order’, which at the same time disregards it being a historical
category. Imagining the nation as a domestic space also plays a significant role in the constitution of nationalist masculine identity. As Joanne
Nagel has argued, patriotism, when demanding men to act in the benefit
of the nation, invokes men’s responsibility towards their communities
and families, most particularly the females (Nagel, 1998).
Not always is masculine identity constructed in relation to their familial role. In the nationalist imagination, ideal male body as an independent entity often represents the norms of a particular nation. In the
symbolic sphere of nationalism, the major aim of which is to propagate
the idea of national unity and the contents of national identity to the
people who do not have personal contact with each other in their daily
lives, the body holds a central position. Surely, what is in question is not
a body in a vacuum; rather, the body which has a representative status is strictly in keeping with the gender-, class-, and ethnicity-inflicted
construction of national identity. As George L. Mosse maintained, in
the western societies during the transition from empire to nation-sate,
ideal masculinity took on a symbolic meaning of national ‘regeneration’
and started to serve as a reference point for the construction of modern
nation-state (Mosse, 1998). Mosse argued that the so-called standards
of modern masculinity which emphasise a healthy, disciplined and wellproportioned body reflect nationalist aspirations to create a similarly
‘healthy’ social body. In keeping with this goal, male body becomes a
site of representation onto which ideals as well as anxieties of nationalism about the future are projected.1 In this regard, one could argue that
corporeal ‘imperfections’ of men are clearly at odds with the ideals of
nationalism. This conflict intensifies in the case that the non-standard
body is of a former soldier, depending on the extent to which militarism
plays an influential role on the society in question. In Turkey, militarism
is a significant constituent element of state power which considerably
influences the processes of socialisation for men, regulates the citizenly
relationship between men and the state, and situates men in the existing
gender regime of the state and this was enabled particularly by the com1

Even though Mosse’s examples were mainly derived from western European context,
it should be noted that starting with the Tanzimat Era – the beginning of Turkish
modernisation, intellectuals started to take the West as their reference point in determining their sense of aesthetics as suggested by Mehmet Narlı (2009).
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pulsory military service. In this respect, focusing on the way in which
the disabled veterans are represented in the media provides a solid background about the role of the male body and its regulation in the nationalist/militarist context.

Analysis
When the visual materials in the newspapers regarding disabled veterans are analysed, a certain tendency in the way disability is represented
can immediately be noticed. War maimed male body is either completely
kept out of sight, or it is visually arranged in such a way that disability
effectively disappears. This tendency can be traced back to the 1950s
during the time of the Korean War. One revealing example to support
this point is the photographs accompanying two newspaper articles covering the then-president Celal Bayar’s visit to the Disabled Veterans Association. While the article in Milliyet (8th September 1951) newspaper
deploys the former strategy, the one in Hürriyet (also 8th September
1951) newspaper draws on the latter. In the photograph published by
Milliyet, no veteran is demonstrated; rather, Celal Bayar along with a
group of civil and military officials in another location is seen. Hürriyet,
on the other hand, chose to show him during his visit, yet they concealed
the impairment by displaying the veterans all sitting around a table with
the lower part of their bodies (even the lower part of their arms) being utterly invisible. It should be noted that many examples of ‘veteran’
photographs can be found in the newspapers of the period; however,
these are all photographs of injured soldiers. Injury has usually referred
to a temporary situation and, especially at the time of the Korean War,
it almost equalled a medal inscribed on the body, so to speak. This clear
distinction regarding the nationalist/militarist politics of visibility is not
readily perceivable because of the ambiguity of the Turkish word, gazi
(ghazi), which signifies both a veteran and a war invalid at the same
time. Therefore, it is possible to conceal war-related disability simply
by shifting the emphasis, that is, the signified in the context as the second example clearly indicates. This example pointing out that the media
employed the same ambiguity in terminology even forty years later is a
series of articles published between 30th October and 2nd November
1992 in Hürriyet newspaper. 1990s was the period in which the armed
conflict that started in 1984 reached its most severe level. In the early
November 1992, Hürriyet started a fund-raising campaign for the disabled veterans. While the motive is clear from the illustration of a person
on wheelchair on the front page as well as from the chief editor’s column
on 4th November 1992, the article series accompanying the campaign
consist of interviews only with the temporarily injured soldiers. Unlike
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the positive connotations of the injury in the 1950s, injury takes on a
different meaning and bodies are presented in such a bare way to raise
anger and reaction against the PKK. Desire for an immediate recovery to
return to fighting and to take revenge stand out as the dominant theme
along with the comment that ‘it is impossible to solve the issue transparency’ (headline, 1st November 1992). Obviously, in the eighth year of
the conflict, the aim was to gain moral support for the highly militaristic
way of tackling the issue and clearing doubts about the strength of the
army rather than focusing on the ‘loss’ of the soldiers.
Since 2006, with the government putting forth a new initiative to
solve the Kurdish question, a considerable rise in the number of newspaper reports regarding disabled veterans can be observed. Notably, their
representation has started to become more varied than before, and moreover, the disabled body and the related experiences are more existent in
the accounts especially of the former conscripts. In one such example
that appeared in Hurriyet newspaper on the 14th March 2010 with the
headline ‘From the Uniform of Honour to the Uniform of Courage’, one
is informed about a variety of difficulties in the disabled veterans’ everyday lives. Complaints such as not fully benefitting from their rights
such as exemption from tuition fees of their children in private schools
or people’s negative attitudes towards their exemption from bus fares
by calling it ‘sharking’ indicate that being able to enjoy the discourse
of heroism largely depends on the socio-economic conditions. Some of
the accounts in this news report also bring to light the way in which the
veterans describe their relationship to their bodies, which is indeed a
rare encounter in the media or elsewhere. Two examples for such statements are: ‘I always feel incomplete’ and ‘I sometimes cannot hold my
intestinal gas due to the damage to my bowels. When this happens on
a bus, I feel greatly embarrassed by people’s looks. How can I tell them
what had happened?’. What is worth noting in this case is the attempt of
the newspaper to frame this uncommon realism of the accounts with the
conventional approach of heroisation. Along with the interviewer’s comment that ‘they feel very proud despite the difficulties’ and the headline
conveying only positiveness, the neat arrangement of the veterans in the
photograph in the football uniforms which seem to have replaced the
military uniforms proves to be a similar example to what Joanna Bourke
in Dismembering the Male has described related to the visual representation of disabled veterans in the First World War (Bourke, 1996). According to Bourke, ‘photographers used the traditions of portraiture to stun
their viewers: lined up, tidily dressed as civil servants, with calm smiles,
the photograph represented the height of pathos and denial’ (Bourke,
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1996: 58). Bourke points out that in this kind of representation, impaired male body comes to exert a special patriotic power.
This strict regulation of the visual representation of the war-mutilated
men mainly due to the reluctance, on the part of the state, of facing the
realism of the situation seems to be the key point in understanding the
function of care provided in the Turkish Armed Forces Rehabilitation
Centre. My interviewee, Deniz,2 who was my source of information
related to the working of the Rehabilitation Centre providing medical
care and social support for the injured as well as the disabled soldiers,
fulfilled his compulsory military service working as a psychologist in the
Centre for a period of five months in 2004-2005. As a psychologist, the
point he strongly emphasised was the negligence of the psycho-social
aspect of the issue. This seems to be inextricably linked to the specific
understanding of trauma by the institution and more broadly with the
legal definition of ‘disabled veteran’. Two points are significant in the
definition of a disabled veteran according to the law enacted in 1999:
one is the restrictive understanding of disability which is confined only
to permanent physical impairment. The other point is the definition of
the situation(s) during which injury leading to impairment occurs to be
considered as a ‘disabled veteran’; i.e., the soldier must be injured during
a combat or a military operation or while performing a duty related to
either of them. These two components of the legal definition thus rule
out psychological damage or physical deformation caused by an accident
during any stage of conscription. In keeping with the legal definition of
veteran disability, the approach adopted in the Rehabilitation Centre,
as Deniz stated, centres around physical damage. This approach does
not consider any cause other than losing body parts as a possible cause
of trauma, which is a crucial point due to the implicit yet potent gender
assumptions it entails. Excluding the idea that participating in armed
conflict or the military service itself could lead to trauma contributes to
the naturalisation of fighting and soldiering. Indeed, they are regarded as
the indispensable components of Turkish culture and masculine identity.3 Therefore, in the militarist/nationalist imagination, soldiering itself
is not acknowledged to carry any negative connotations.
A curious distinction made by another interviewee, the president of
War Veteran’s Association, serves to further illustrate this point in addition to emphasising the social meaning attributed to male body in the
context of militarism. While explaining that their association had no
disabled members, he stated that they were the ones who ‘came out of
2
3

The real names of all the interviewees have been changed.
For the role of militarism in the construction of the notion of Turkish culture, see
Ayse Gul Altinay (2004).
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the war as the winners and the victors [unlike their disabled counterparts], so they could not possibly understand the state of mind of the
war invalids’. His categorisation significantly points out that maintaining the intactness of the body for a soldier is itself associated with victory
irrespective of the political result of the war. Hence, trauma and war experience are disassociated on a discursive level from another standpoint.
Yet, Deniz pointed out that the narratives of the veterans he had had
consultations with almost always began with their memories of the initial stages of conscription. Deniz insisted that, contrary to the prevailing
view of the medical and administrative personnel in the Centre, veterans
perceive their traumatic experience as a whole, rather than limiting it to
the very incidence of injury and its aftermath.
The conflict between the lived experience of the veterans and the ‘organisational principle’ of the Centre is intertwined with another contradictory situation for some of the veterans, which largely results from the
influence of the discourse of heroism and the glorification of the notion
of ‘sacrifice for the country’. Deniz highlighted the fact that there are
a significant number of veterans who cannot adapt to their former or
later-acquired social environments due to two interrelated factors. The
first is the absence of a programme aiming to prepare the veterans for
the ‘disabled life’ ahead of them, showing them how to cope with their
disability. And the second factor is that especially the ‘highly flattering’
way they are treated in the Centre and the oft-repeated public statements
claiming that cherishing the veterans is an attribute specific to Turkish
culture generate expectations which hardly correspond to what veterans
encounter once they leave the Centre. Referring to anecdotal evidence,
Deniz said several veterans return to the Centre – he knew one veteran
staying at the Centre for a year and a half – because they are not treated
like a hero in their workplace and they are outcasted and sometimes
ridiculed in their communities. He further stated that the Centre, which
was originally established in order to attend to the acute cases, has now
become an institution dealing with chronic cases without the adequate
infrastructure. Deniz also observed that much is tolerated and much is
provided by the personnel for the fear of veterans disclosing to the media. Based on his insight, it can be argued that an immense level of dependency, which can also be conceptualised as infantilisation, is involved
as the constitutive element in the relationship between veterans and the
Rehabilitation Centre, marking the Centre as the only space where the
veterans can survive.
Surely, what has been explained above is not the case for every veteran. Some of them find less state-dependent ways to adapt to their new
situation, and family seems to be of key importance in the veterans’ at-
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tempt to lead relatively less dependent lives, which could well be considered as a strategy to claim subjectivity. Two examples having both similar
and different aspects will be demonstrated focusing on the role of family
in the veterans’ effort to manage their disability: one is two interviews
published in Hürriyet newspaper on 7th and 8th February 2010 with
Mehmet Bedri Aluçlu (a former professional soldier) and his wife, İclal
Aluçlu and the other is two interviews carried out by myself with a disabled veteran, Ahmet (a former conscript) and his wife, Nurdan. In both
of the cases, re-establishing the ‘normally functioning’ family life seems
to be the common strategy deployed to overcome the trauma. In achieving this, the issue of reproduction following the traumatic incidence has
been raised in both sets of interviews. The fact that a new child is apparently regarded as a powerful sign of normality by both families indicates
the significant role of the veterans’ reproductive capability (functioning efficiently) in restoring the family’s former situation. In addition to
this, in the case of Ahmet and Nurdan, Ahmet being able to walk again
without assistance (though still limping) has been a definite indication
of retrieving their former normality. For the Aluçlu family, though, the
focus, to the extent that is observed in their narrative, has been on restoring Mehmet Bedri’s leading position in family. This point is particularly
underlined by his wife, who says ‘my husband depends on me on certain
things but still we consult him on every subject, he solves our problems,
he is the man of the house after all’. Consolidation of traditional masculine roles in the family seems to dominate over the relationship between
identity and body. Being a former commando company commander, Mehmet Bedri’s perception of the cause of his impairment is primarily based
on his perception of his job, which in general seems to leave almost no
room for any questioning. Therefore, he considers what happened as ‘an
inevitable part of his job’ and insists that he did not need psychological
support because ‘[his] body shell changed but [he is] the same man inside’. Interestingly, it is his wife who says ‘[I am] upset about the strange
looks of people directed at them’. It is also true for Ahmet and Nurdan
that whereas Ahmet refrained from talking about his experiences related
to his body and rather focused on the social welfare aspect involved, it
was Nurdan who articulated all the details about his injured body and
about the process of his treatment as well as the progress he has made.
Significantly, she described her husband in the beginning of the rehabilitation process as ‘a baby learning to walk all over again’.
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Conclusion
As Raewyn Connell argues by way of her conception of ‘body reflexive practices’, body itself is able to produce social meanings as bodily
change or transformation (in this case acquired physical impairment)
situates the individual into a new set of relationships (Connell, 2005).
As my small-scale analysis of media representations and the working
of the Rehabilitation Centre shows, this transformation is largely determined by the state’s body politics and its rigorous regulation of the visibility of disabled veteran bodies, which is an attempt to ‘disembody’ a
strictly embodied experience. Within the discourse deployed by the state
institutions, disabled veterans are always referred to as part of a generic
category rather than individuals having different life experiences. This
discourse facilitates situating veterans into a particular position in the
nation imagined as a large family, a strategy which, in effect, prevents
politicisation of the veterans’ experience. Yet, it seems that some veterans choose to align with ‘their own families’, constituting their immediate surroundings. In the analysis of the family in this context, women,
mainly the wives as the ‘unacknowledged casualties’ (Frederikson et al.,
1996), seem to stand out as the key figures in an attempt to fully understand the ‘disabled veteran experience’. It is evident that women find
themselves in a position to negotiate with state institutions as well as
their communities in relation to their husbands’ disability. A good example is Nurdan’s father’s reaction soon after his son-in-law’s injury in telling her to divorce him and return to family home. Therefore, although
Connell, with ‘body reflexive practises’ mainly focuses on the individual,
I suggest, emphasising that disability is also a collective experience, that
the analysis should incorporate the social circle of the disabled. This approach implies that the impaired body of the veteran produces a ‘social
world’ for his family as well. To consider the veterans as members of
families in both senses by drawing on the conception of body reflexive
practices, which involve symbolism and large-scale institutions beside
social relations reveals the connections between personal biography and
wider historical and socio-political circumstances in this context.
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Appendix 2
Symposium:
Rethinking Transnational Dominance: Men and Other
Creatures
Wednesday 26 January 2011
Location: TEMCAS Room, Tema Institute, T-Building, Linköping
University
Programme
09:00 – 09:30	Registration
09:30 – 10:15	Gendered sexualed transnationalisations, deconstructing the dominant: transforming men, “centres” and
knowledge/policy/practice
	Jeff Hearn, University of Linköping, Sweden
10:15 – 11:00	No standing anytime, move along: men/masculinities
in a globalising world
Chris Beasley, University of Adelaide, Australia
11:00 – 11:30

Coffee break

11:30 – 13:00 Transnational conversations
	The gay migrant man: masculinities and sexualities
among gay Latin American and Ibero migrant men in
Ireland
	Ernesto Vasquez del Aguila, University College, Dublin, Ireland
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	Karen Gabriel, Delhi University, India
14:45 – 15:30	The ‘man’ of law and the hegemony of men: law’s
‘man question’, law’s “centres” and the critical study
of masculinities
	Richard Collier, Newcastle University, UK
15:30 – 16:00

Coffee break

16:00 – 17:00

End discussion

17:00

Mingle
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Appendix 3
Conference:
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Transnationalising Flows, Technologies, Institutions,
Theory
25 – 27 May 2011
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15:15 – 16:30
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• Movements and flows
(Workshop group A, room Asklepios)
• Institutions and organisations
(Workshop group B, room Faros)
• Technologies and representations
(Workshop group C, room Temcas)
• Theorising and doing methodology
(Workshop group D, room Lethe)

16:30 – 19:00

Mingle at Brage, T Building
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Thursday 26 May
09:00 – 09:30

Coffee

09:30 – 10:15 Plenary session 2: Institutions and organisations
	Chair: Jeff Hearn, Linköping University, Sweden
Speakers: Tetyana Bureychak, National University of
Lviv, Ukraine
Richard Collier, Newcastle University, UK
Anna Wahl, Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
10:15 – 11:00 Plenary session 3: Technologies and representations
	Chair: Ulf Mellström, Karlstad University, Sweden
Speakers: Tonya Haynes, University of the West Indies,
Barbados
Winifred Poster, Washington University, St Louis, USA
Ernesto Vasquez del Aguila, University College Dublin,
Ireland
11:00 – 11:30

Coffee break

11:30 – 12:50

Workshops (Groups A, B, C, D)

12:50 – 14:00
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14:00 – 16:00

Workshops (Groups A, B, C, D)

16:00 – 16:15

Coffee break

16:15 – 17:35

Workshops (Groups A, B, C, D)

17:35 – 18:00
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19:00 – …

Conference dinner in Linköping

Friday 27 May
09:00 – 09:30
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09:15 – 11:15

Workshops (Group D)

09:30 – 11:00

Workshops (Groups A, B, C)

11:00 – 11:30
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11:30 – 12:50
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12:50 – 14:00
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14:00 – 15:30

Feedback from groups A, B, C

15:30 – 16:00

Coffee break

16:00 – 17:00

Feedback from group D and final panel on future

17:00 – ...
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Themes 2 & 9 ).
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Matthew Maycock, Doctoral researcher, The School of International Development, The University of East Anglia, Norwich, UK.
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Nil Mutluer, Doctoral researcher, Department of Gender Studies, Central European University, Budapest, Hungary; and Lecturer, Department of Sociology, Fatih University, Istanbul, Turkey (GEXcel visiting
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Construction of ‘other’ men’s militarism and masculinities in transnational space.
Liza Mügge, Amsterdam Institute for Social Science Research (AISSR),
Programme
Group Challenges to Democratic Representation, University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
The male domination of transnational politics.
Krizia Nardini, Graduate student, Graduate Gender Programme at Utrecht University, The Netherlands.
“Speaking as men”: Critical perspectives on masculinity within the
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Francesca Crosta, Research fellow, Department of Sociology and Social
Research, University of Milano-Bicocca; Brunella Fioere, Post-doc
research fellow, Department of Sociology and Social Research, University of Milano-Bicocca; Elisabetta Ruspini, Senior Associate Professor, Department of Sociology and Social Research, University of
Milano-Bicocca.
Fathers on the Move? (Ex)changing experiences of fatherhood in Italy (Papers submitted but unable to attend to present through travel
problems)
Charlotte Holgersson, Gender, Orgnisation and Management, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden
‘When in Rome...’? On multinational companies, codes of conduct
and commercial sex
Helen Longlands, Doctoral researcher, Institute of Education, University
of London, UK (GEXcel visiting scholar, Theme 9).
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Men, masculinities and fatherhood in global financial services: Space,
place and inequality
Helga Sadowski, Doctoral researcher, Department of Gender Studies,
Linköping University, Sweden.
On the tiresome ‘women’s quota’ discussion and its relation to transnational business masculinities.
Karen Gabriel, Associate Professor, Department of English, St. Stephen’s
College, Delhi University, and Senior Fellow with the Centre for
Women’s Development Studies, New Delhi (GEXcel visiting scholar,
Theme 2).
Notes on homosocial patriarchy and the porn industry (Paper submitted but unable to attend)
Patrick Govers, Teacher in Helmo Sainte Julienne (Midwifery school in
Liège) and in ISTI (Higher Institute of translators and interpreters in
Brussels) and researcher (part time) in the Health Public Department
of the University of Liège., Member of the NGO “Le monde selon les
femmes”, Belgium
Prostitution: some voices of young men from the south and the north
Minna Salminen-Karlsson, Associate Professor, Centre for Gender Research, Uppsala University, Sweden
What do we think we know about masculinities in Sweden, UK and
India
Anna Wahl, Professor, Head of Department Gender, Organization and
Management, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden
Re-considering complicit masculinity
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Ernesto Vasquez del Aguila, Lecturer and researcher in the School of
Social Justice,
University College Dublin, Ireland (GEXcel visiting scholar, Theme
9).
Gay Masculinities, the Internet and the Transformation of Intimacy
Sam de Boise, Doctoral researcher, School of Sociology and Social Policy,
University of Leeds, UK.
Getting Emotional: Questioning Masculinist Rationality through
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Tonya Haynes, Doctoral researcher, Institute for Gender and Development Studies: Nita Barrow Unit, University of the West Indies, Cave
Hill Campus, Barbados (GEXcel visiting scholar, Theme 9).
Caribbean Gender Consciousness Online: Reading Discourses of
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Roberta Gregoli, Doctoral researcher, Faculty of Medieval and Modern
Languages, The Queen’s College, University of Oxford.
Parodying the Westerner’s masculinity in the tropics: Kill or Run
(1954).
Martin King, Principal lecturer, Manchester Metropolitan, University,
UK; Ian Cummins, Senior Lecturer, Salford University, UK.
“Drowning in here in his bloody sea”: Violence and the construction
of masculinity in modern crime fiction.
Katarzyna Kosmala, Reader/Associate Professor, Centre for Contemporary European Studies, Faculty of Business and Creative Industries,
University of the West of Scotland, UK. (GEXcel visiting scholar,
Theme 4–5)
Sans Papiers? Otherness of masculinity in the migration politics
across ‘Fortress’ Europe.
Ulf Mellström, Professor, Centre for Gender Studies, Karlstad University,
Sweden; Per-Anders Forstorp, Docent, Royal Institute of Technology,
Stockholm, Sweden & The Department for Studies of Social Change
and Culture, Linköping University, Norrköping, Sweden.
Globalized eduscapes and imaginaries: students, learning, gender and
mobility in knowledge society.
Sebastian Mohr, Research assistant, Centre for Medical Science and
Technology Studies, University of Copenhagen, Denmark.
On becoming a sperm donor: The analysis of masculinities in sperm
donation.
Winifred R. Poster, Dr., School of Social Work, Washington University,
USA (GEXcel visiting scholar, Themes 2 & 9).
The Iraqi jihadist who was really a U.S. homecoming queen: The
transformation of military masculinities in cyberwar.
Iva Šmídová, Assistant professor, Gender Studies – Department of Sociology, Faculty of Social Studies, Masaryk University, Czech Republic.
Childbirth, authoritative knowledge in reproductive medicine and
masculine hegemony.
Julia Elena Thiel, Doctoral researcher (English Literature and Culture),
Georg-August-University Göttingen Interdisciplinary DFG Graduate
School 1599 “Dynamics of Space and Gender”, Germany.
Germany contemporary images of gender and space: Representations
of masculinities, gender relations and power structures in Anglophone fiction
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Workshop D
Chris Beasley, Associate professor, Politics, and Co-director of the Fay
Gale Centre for Research on Gender, University of Adelaide, South
Australia (GEXcel senior visiting scholar, Themes 2 & 9)
Problematising current men/masculinities theorising: Theoretical and
terminological debates today
Tetyana Bureychak, Research fellow, Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute, USA and Associate Professor, Department of History and Theory
of Sociology, National University of Lviv, Ukraine (GEXcel visiting
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Dagmar Ellerbrock, Dr., Department of History, University of Bielefeld,
Germany.
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Miklós Hadas, Professor of Sociology, Center for Gender and Culture,
Corvina University of Budapest, Hungary
Masculinity as Habitus? Some theoretical/methodological remarks
Colette Harris, School of International Development, University of East
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Lucas Gottzén, Assistant Professor, Department of Social Work,
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Metaphors of masculinity: Hierarchies and assemblages
Rickard Jonsson, Stockholm University; and Tommaso M. Milani, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa.
Youth styles and masculinities: Representations and practices
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Nurseli Yeşim Sünbüloğlu, Doctoral researcher, University of Sussex
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between the disabled veterans, their families and the state.
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